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Abstract 

The Solute Carrier (SLC) superfamily is a diverse group of more than 450 membrane 

transporters which in humans have a crucial role in chemical exchange between the cell and 

its environment as well as individual subcellular compartments. A multitude of studies 

connected the individual members of the SLC superfamily to a diverse spectrum of 

physiological processes and diseases. Moreover, SLCs are considered to be 

pharmacologically tractable (“druggable”) and promising therapeutic targets in many and 

diverse diseases. Despite this, the SLC superfamily remains pharmacologically 

underexploited, mainly due to poor understanding of the biological functions of many SLCs 

and limited availability of tools such as biological assays or tool compounds that would be 

required to study them effectively. 

The introductory section of this thesis briefly reviews some of the general characteristics of 

SLCs, with a particular focus on the SLC druggability and assay technologies. The recent 

progress, particularly in structural biology of SLCs, provided an opportunity to survey the mode 

of actions of existing SLC targeting drugs and thus re-fine the scope of SLC druggability. 

Subsequently, we provide an overview of the existing kind for SLC-focused assays and discuss 

their wider applicability as well as SLC characteristics that are important to assess SLC 

properties that can be monitored. 

Ultimately, the focus of this thesis is developing a versatile assay strategy for SLC-oriented 

identification of cognate chemical compounds and consequent development of specific and 

selective probes targeting individual SLCs. To this end, we developed an assay system called 

Paralog-dependent isogenic cell assay, or PARADISO, which is based on exploiting the 

genetic interactions and functional overlap among paralog genes. The core principle relies on 

engineering a series of cell lines, each individually dependent on a particular paralog gene for 

its growth or survival fitness. These cell lines are then used in a logical cascade of screening 

steps that provide for high selectivity. We focused on lactate transporters of the SLC16 family 

and developed a highly selective and potent small molecule chemical inhibitor targeting 

SLC16A3. SL16A3, also known as MCT4 (monocarboxylate transporter 4) is a lactate 

transporter with an important and increasingly recognized role in several disease areas 

including cancer. The approach described in this thesis can in principle be used for other SLCs, 

but also other proteins, and can be especially useful when the access to other assays and tool 

compounds is limited. 
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Zussamenfassung 

Die Solute Carrier (SLC)-Superfamilie ist eine vielfältige Gruppe von mehr als 450 

Membrantransportern, die in Menschen eine entscheidende Rolle beim Austausch von 

Molekülen zwischen der Zelle und ihrer Umgebung sowie den einzelnen subzellulären 

Kompartimenten spielen. Eine Vielzahl von Studien hat die einzelnen Mitglieder der SLC-

Superfamilie mit einem breiten Spektrum physiologischer Prozesse und Krankheiten in 

Verbindung gebracht. Darüber hinaus gelten SLCs als pharmakologisch modulierbare 

(„druggable") und vielversprechende therapeutische Ziele in vielen verschiedenen 

Krankheiten. Trotzdem bleibt das therapeutische Potential der SLC-Superfamilie zu großen 

Teilen ungenutzt, hauptsächlich aufgrund mangelnden Verständnisses der biologischen 

Funktionen vieler SLCs und der begrenzten Verfügbarkeit von Werkzeugen wie biologischen 

Assays oder niedermolekularer Werkzeuge („tool compounds“), die für eine effektive 

Untersuchung erforderlich wären. 

Der einführende Abschnitt dieser Arbeit beleuchtet kurz einige der allgemeinen Charakteristika 

von SLCs, wobei der Schwerpunkt insbesondere auf der SLC-Pharmakologie und den Assay-

Technologien liegt. Jüngste Fortschritte - insbesondere im strukturbiologischen Verständnis 

von SLCs – ermöglichen die Untersuchung der Wirkungsweise bestehender SLC-

Medikamente und somit ein präziseres Verständnis der SLC-Pharmakologie. Anschließend 

geben wir einen Überblick über die bestehenden SLC-spezifischen Assays und diskutieren 

ihre breitere Anwendbarkeit sowie SLC-Eigenschaften, die für die molekularbiologische 

Untersuchung von SLCs und entsprechende Assay-Entwicklung zentral sind. 

Letztendlich konzentriert sich diese Arbeit auf die Entwicklung einer vielseitigen Assay-

Strategie zur SLC-orientierten Identifizierung potentieller SLC-bindender Moleküle und zur 

anschließenden Entwicklung spezifischer und selektiver Moleküle zur gezielten Bindung und 

Inhibition einzelner SLCs zu entwickeln. Zu diesem Zweck haben wir ein Assay-System 

namens "Paralog-dependent isogenic cell assay" oder PARADISO entwickelt, das genetische 

Interaktionen und funktionaler Überschneidungen zwischen Paralog-Genen gezielt ausnutzt. 

Das Grundprinzip beruht auf der Konstruktion einer Reihe von Zelllinien, die jeweils individuell 

auf ein einzelnes Paralog-Gen der Familie für ihr Wachstum oder ihre Überlebensfähigkeit 

angewiesen sind. Diese Zelllinien werden dann in einer schrittweise Screening-Kampagne 

verwendet, um hoch selektive Inhibitoren zu identifizieren. Wir konzentrierten uns auf Laktat-

Transporter der SLC16-Familie und entwickelten einen hochselektiven und potenten 

chemischen Inhibitor für SLC16A3. SLC16A3, auch als MCT4 (Monocarboxylat-Transporter 4) 

bekannt, ist ein Laktat-Transporter mit einer wichtigen und zunehmend anerkannten Rolle in 

verschiedenen Pathologien, einschließlich Krebs. Der in dieser Arbeit beschriebene Ansatz 
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kann grundsätzlich für andere SLCs, aber auch für andere Proteine verwendet werden und 

kann besonders nützlich sein, wenn der Zugang zu anderen Assays und molekularen 

Werkzeugen begrenzt ist. 
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 Introduction 

1 Solute Carriers 

Tight regulation of the internal chemical environment is essential for every cell. To control 

homeostasis, cells developed a variety of transporter systems that act as selective gates inside 

otherwise non-permeable membranes (Bar-Peled & Kory, 2022). According to some 

estimates, there are more than 1,500 genes in the human genome that encode proteins 

responsible for transport over biological membranes (Ye et al, 2014). These can be divided 

based on mechanistic and thermodynamic criteria into active, secondary active and passive 

transporters (Hediger et al, 2013). Active transporters require energy, mostly in form of ATP, 

to move their substrate and they are capable of transporting against a gradient over the 

membrane. This is the case for the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters and different 

forms of ATPases. Secondary active transporters can shuttle their substrate against 

concentration gradient by coupling it with transport of another molecule down its gradient. This 

transport is characteristic for some families of the solute carrier (SLC) superfamily.  Passive, 

or facilitative, transport follows the concentration gradient, moving the substrate from the side 

of the membrane with higher substrate concentration to the side with lower concentration. 

Facilitative transporters are common amongst many SLC transporter families and ion 

channels. 

The SLC superfamily represents the largest group of membrane transporters and second 

largest group of membrane proteins (Höglund et al, 2011). Currently, there are over 450 

members in the SLC superfamily, which are further divided into 65 canonical and several non-

canonical families (Perland & Fredriksson, 2017). The members of the individual families are 

assigned based on sequence similarity (minimum 20 – 25% of amino acid identity with another 

member of the family) or based on functional similarity (f.e. the SLC25 family of mitochondrial 

transporters). This results in a substantial structural diversity within the SLC superfamily, 

spanning over 20 structurally distinct protein folds (Ferrada & Superti-Furga, 2022). SLCs are 

present not only at the plasma membrane of the cell, but also at the membranes of intracellular 

compartments (Pizzagalli et al, 2020). They play an important role not only in the exchange of 

solutes between cells, a cell and its environment, but also between intracellular compartments. 
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 Reprinted from (Wang et al, 2019a), 

with permission from the publisher. 

SLCs transport a wide variety of substrates (Figure 1) and are involved in diverse biological 

processes. Foremost, SLCs are critical for the acquisition of nutrients from the cell’s 

environment and for the export of metabolites ((Pizzagalli et al, 2020), some examples in 

Figure 1). Cells often alter expression level of transporters during growth or differentiation, 

ensuring that changing metabolic demands can be fulfilled (Palm & Thompson, 2017).  
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Many SLCs play a role in signal transduction. The endoplasmatic reticulum (ER) zinc 

transporter SLC39A7 (ZIP7), for example, is important for trafficking of the Notch (Nolin et al, 

2019) and the TNF receptor (Fauster et al, 2018), and thereby playing a crucial role in both of 

these signaling cascades. Similarly, the MAP kinase pathway is modulated by copper which is 

in turn dependent on import through SLC31A1 (CTR1) (Brady et al, 2014). SLC38A9 is 

instrumental in the sensing of amino acids on lysosomes and is required for the activation of 

mTOR (Rebsamen et al, 2015; Wang et al, 2015). SLC15A4 acts as an adaptor protein that is 

necessary for TLR7/9 signaling (Heinz et al, 2020). SLC46A2 transports peptidoglycans that 

mediate immune reactions against bacteria in the skin (Bharadwaj et al, 2023). Several other 

SLCs have additional important roles in immune cells, such as the bicarbonate transporter 

SLC4A7 (NBCn1) that regulates the acidification of phagosomes in macrophages by balancing 

the cytoplasmic pH homeostasis (Sedlyarov et al, 2018). SLCs are also receptors for viruses. 

For instance, SLC10A1 (NTCP) is the receptor for the Hepatitis B and D virus (Yan et al, 2012) 

and SLC65A1 (NPC1) facilitates cellular entry of the Ebola virus (Carette et al, 2011; Côté et 

al, 2011). SLCs were also shown to play an important role during bacterial infections. For 

example, SLC11A1 (NRAMP1) plays an important role in host defense against Salmonella and 

other bacterial pathogens (Cunrath & Bumann, 2019).  

SLCs are involved in essentially any physiological function. The absorption of nutrients in the 

gastrointestinal system would not be possible without transporters, including SLCs, and 

likewise the excretion of metabolites (Zhang et al, 2019b). SLCs transporting ions across 

plasma membrane, such as some members of the SLC12 family, are for example involved in 

regulation of blood pressure through renal salt reabsorption (Bazúa-Valenti et al, 2016). 

Similarly, transporters from several different families are expressed in the kidney, where they 

mediate the renal re-absorption of nutrients (Lewis et al, 2021). Members of the SLC9 family, 

the H+/Na+ exchangers, are important regulators of intracellular pH and cell volume (Casey et 

al, 2010). The erythrocytic bicarbonate transporter SLC4A1 (AE1), together with carbonic 

anhydrases, plays a crucial role in O2/CO2 exchange (Jennings, 2021). SLCs, in particular the 

SLC1 and SLC6 families, modulate neurotransmission by re-absorption of neurotransmitters 

at the synapses (Nguyen et al, 2022). Absorption of dietary iron and the maintenance of iron 

levels in plasma is mediated by SLC40A1 (Ferroportin) (Muckenthaler et al, 2017). Similar to 

these examples, numerous other physiological processes are influenced by SLC function. 

Another important aspect of SLCs is their involvement in the transport of drugs. Several 

members of the SLCO and SLC22 families are particularly recognized for their role in the 

pharmacokinetics (PK) of several drugs  (Nigam, 2014). Additionally, while it was widely 

believed that most of the drugs (and lipophilic compounds in general) cross the plasma 

membrane passively, an increasing amount of evidence suggests that transporters may have 
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a much broader role in these processes. In fact, an elegant study utilizing an unbiased genetic 

screening approach showed that the action of the steroid hormone ecdysone in Drosophila is 

fully dependent on a membrane transporter, suggesting that even highly lipophilic compounds 

require transporter (Okamoto et al, 2018). Similarly, a survey of 60 cytotoxic drugs, chosen to 

be representative of the chemical space of approved drugs, showed that the action of most 

drugs is at least partially affected upon knock-out (KO) of one or more SLC transporters, which 

indicates that the role of SLCs in the drug transport is broader than it was previously thought 

(Girardi et al, 2020b). This can have important consequences not only for the PK properties of 

a drug, but also for the development of drug resistances, especially in case of cancer 

therapeutics. In fact, the impact of transporters in cancer resistance occurs on several layers. 

First, cancer cells can down-regulate the transporter that is responsible for the uptake of a drug 

targeting an intracellular target, as exemplified by SLC35F2 and YM155 (Winter et al, 2014). 

Second, cancer cells can upregulate exporters. Even though ABC transporters, such as 

ABCC1, ABCB1 or ABCG2, are more frequently linked to this type of resistance, some 

evidence suggests that the SLC47 family may play a similar role (Nigam, 2014; Staud et al, 

2013). Third, in case of competitive modulators, that target proteins interacting with 

metabolites, the expression levels of transporters can be crucial to the increase in the 

intracellular concentration of metabolites and thus outcompeting the binding of the drug. This 

mechanism was described for the acetyl-CoA competitive inhibitors of histone acetyl 

transferases and SLC5A6, a transporter important for the import of precursors for the 

coenzyme A biosynthesis (Bishop et al, 2023). 

Importantly, a big portion of SLCs remain poorly understood. A review of the literature in the 

NCBI database in 2015 showed that SLCs displayed the highest publication asymmetry among 

all human gene families (César-Razquin et al, 2015). This means that the vast majority of 

publications focused only on a few SLCs, while most of the superfamily remains understudied. 

Furthermore, a report from 2020 indicates that as many as 30% of human SLCs lack any 

functional annotation (Meixner et al, 2020). 

1  Therapeutical targeting of SLCs 

Perturbation of the functions of SLCs can cause or contribute to variety of diseases. On one 

hand, it was estimated that mutations in at least a fourth of the SLC superfamily is linked to 

monogenic diseases (Schaller & Lauschke, 2019). On the other hand, SLCs are also linked to 

more complex diseases, ranging from neurological diseases to cancer. While in the first case 

the mutation in a gene is sufficient to cause a disease, in the latter, the involvement of an SLC 
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gene can be more complex. An increasing number of studies report on mechanisms on how 

SLCs are involved in complex diseases. 

To date there are several SLC families that are targets of drugs approved by pharmaceutical 

regulatory agencies and organizations, across different indications (Table 1). Arguably, the 

monoamine transporters of the SLC6 family are the most prominent among these. Several 

members of the SLC6 family are responsible for the reuptake of neurotransmitters at synapses 

and are targets for monoamine reuptake inhibitors. This is a drug class that includes more than 

40 FDA-approved molecules targeting the norepinephrine transporter SLC6A2 (NET), the 

dopamine transporter SLC6A3 (DAT) and the serotonin transporter SLC6A4 (SERT) (Wang et 

al, 2019a; Walter, 2005). These compounds can either be selective inhibitors of SLC6A4, 

known as serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), selective inhibitors of SLC6A2, known as 

norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (NRIs), selective inhibitors of SLC6A3, known as dopamine 

reuptake inhibitors (DRIs), or they could target multiple monoamine transporters. This includes 

serotonin-norepinephine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs) targeting SLC6A2 and SLC6A4, 

norepinephrine-dopamine reuptake inhibitors (NDRIs) targeting SLC6A2 and SLC6A3 or triple 

reuptake inhibitors (TRIs) targeting all three transporters. Collectively these drugs are used for 

the treatment of variety of psychological disorders (Table 1) and their importance is reflected 

in the fact that monoamine reuptake inhibitors are one of the drug classes generating the most 

revenues (Oprea et al, 2018). Apart from monoamine reuptake inhibitors, of particular note, is 

tiagabine which targets the GABA transporter SLC6A1 (GAT1) for the treatment of epilepsy. 

Another important class of drugs are inhibitors of the sodium glucose co-transporter SLC5A2 

(SGLT2), known as gliflozins. These drugs block glucose reabsorption in the kidney, causing 

glucosuria and were originally developed for the treatment of diabetes. Several clinical trials 

demonstrated that gliflozins show also benefits for patients suffering from kidney or heart 

diseases, further expanding the potential clinical utility of these drugs (Fonseca-Correa & 

Correa-Rotter, 2021). The case of gliflozins also illustrates another frequent feature of SLC-

targeting drugs: serendipity of their discovery. Phlorizin – predecessor of gliflozins – originally 

isolated in 19th century from the bark of apple trees, was not only instrumental for research in 

renal physiology but was also shown to be an effective treatment in several animal models of 

diabetes in the second half of 20th century (White, 2010). Only later it was recognized that the 

effect of phlorizin is due to inhibition of glucose reabsorption in the kidney, and after 

characterization of SLC5A2, phlorizin was further developed into several members of the class 

now collectively called gliflozins (Fonseca-Correa & Correa-Rotter, 2021). Similarly, several 

other compounds were found to be SLC inhibitors only by characterization of the mode of 

action (MoA) of compounds originally discovered based on altering the phenotype in isolated 

tissue or in vivo models (Wang et al, 2019a). Other drugs shown to target SLCs are 

summarized in Table 1. 
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There are also several other chemical modulators currently undergoing clinical trials that can 

be first-in-class therapeutics. For example, an inhibitor of amino acid transporter SLC6A19 

(B0AT1) is being tested in a phase I trial as a potential treatment of phenylketonuria 

(NCT05781399), while an inhibitor of the iron exporter SLC40A1 is being tested in a phase II 

trial as a potential treatment of sickle cell disease (NCT04817670). Additionally, several other 

second- and third-generation compounds, that target SLCs that are already targeted by 

approved drug, are also undergoing clinical trials. These include for example inhibitors of 

SLC22A12 (URAT1) that are being tested in a phase II trial as potential treatment of gout and 

kidney disorders (NCT03990363), conditions for which similar drugs are already approved 

(Wang et al, 2019a). 

Importantly, since SLCs are in general considered to be highly druggable (described in detail 

in the next section), many more SLCs were proposed as promising therapeutical targets in 

different disease areas. These include autoimmune diseases, such as systemic lupus 

erythematosus (Heinz et al, 2020), rheumatoid arthritis (Fujii et al, 2015; Pucino et al, 2019) or 

psoriatic inflammation (Bharadwaj et al, 2023), cardiovascular diseases (Cluntun et al, 2021), 

neurological diseases (Qosa et al, 2016), cancer (Superti-Furga et al, 2017; Nwosu et al, 2023) 

and different metabolic diseases (Schumann et al, 2020).  
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SLC 
Drug/ Drug class and 

example 
Indications 

SLC5A2 (SGLT2) 

Gliflozins (canagliflozin, 

dapagliflozin, 

empagliflozin, ertugliflozin) 

Type II diabetes (and more) 

SLC6A1 (GAT-1) Tiagabine Epilepsy 

SLC6A2 (NET) 

SSRIs (citalopram, 

escitalopram, fluoxetine), 

SNRIs (desvenlafaxine, 

duloxetine, 

levomilnacipran), 

NRIs (atomoxetine), 

NDRIs (bupropion, 

dexmethylphenidate) 

DRIs (benztropine) 

Major depression disorder, anxiety 

disorders, obsessive-compulsive 

disorder, attention-deficit hyperactivity 

disorder, narcolepsy 

SLC6A3 (DAT) 

SLC6A4 (SERT) 

SLC9A3 (NHE3) Tenapanor Chronic kidney disease, hypertension 

SLC10A1 (NTCP) Bulevirtidine Hepatitis D (blocks viral entry) 

SLC10A2 (IBAT) Elobixibat, odevixibat 

Chronic constipation, pruritus (in 

progressive familiar intrahepatic 

cholestasis patients) 

SLC12A1 (NKCC2) Loop diuretics 

(furosemide, bumetanide) 

Hypertension, edema 

SLC12A2 (NKCC1) 

SLC12A3 (NCC) 

Thiazide diuretics 

(Chlorothiazide, 

polythiazide) 

SLC18A1 (VMAT1) 
Reserpine Hypertension 

SLC18A2 (VMAT2) 
Tetrabenazine, 

deutetrabenazine, 

valbenazine 

Huntington disease, tardive 

dyskinesia 

SLC22A6 (OAT1) 

Probenecid Gout SLC22A8 (OAT3) 

SLC22A11 (OAT4) 

SLC22A12 (URAT1) Lesinurad Gout 

SLC25A4 (ANT1) 

Clodronate Osteoporosis SLC25A5 (ANT2) 

SLC26A6 (ANT3) 

SLC29A1 (ENT1) 

Adenosine reuptake 

inhibitors (dipyridamole, 

dilazep) 

Vasodilator 

SLC65A2 (NPC1L1) Ezetimibe High blood cholesterol 

Table 1: List of s Table reproduced from (Wang et al, 
2019a). Additional search for SLC-targeting drugs in Pharos database (Kelleher et al, 2023)
uncovered modulators for SLC10A1, SLC10A2 (tested in clinical trials when review by Wang 
and colleagues was published). 
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1 2 LCs 

SLCs are considered to be a druggable, that is chemically and pharmacologically tractable, 

class of proteins, however despite ongoing efforts (summarized for example in an excellent 

review by Wang and colleagues (Wang et al, 2019a)), the basis of their druggability is still  

poorly formulated. Arguably one of the major factors in this could be the limited knowledge on 

structures and functions of many SLCs. At the same time, in recent years we have seen an 

increasing number of studies reporting SLC structures, some reporting several structures per 

SLC, capturing different stages of the transport process. We also witness an increasing 

number of studies assigning functions to previously uncharacterized SLCs. In addition, 

developments in algorithms for predicting the 3D protein structures with high precision provide 

structural insights into whole proteomes (Tunyasuvunakool et al, 2021; Jumper et al, 2021). 

These advancements present an opportunity to completely redefine the druggability of the SLC 

superfamily as a class. 

The next section includes a review article that highlights some of the most important aspects 

of SLC druggability. In the article, we first describe the main transport mechanisms of SLCs 

and provide an overview of MoA for existing SLC chemical modulators. To do this, we have 

assembled all experimentally determined structures of human SLCs from the Uniprot and PDB 

databases, and we focused on structures determined in complex with inhibitors. Next, we 

discuss the functional features of SLCs that are the most important contributors to the SLC 

druggability, such as their expression and localization. Last but not least, we provide a 

perspective on the current trends, emerging technologies, and a brief outlook for SLC-oriented 

drug discovery.  

The author of this thesis conceptualized and wrote the review together with his supervisor. The 

rights to include a full reprint of this review in this thesis are retained with the authors. 
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1. Introduction

$(, 5?, )?(5E0()3, (+0(, E&/), (+02, MNO, &D, (+), +6E02, <)2&E),

)2*&3)?, 9/&()52?, /)?9&2?5>7), D&/, 9/&*)??52<, E&/), (+02,

PNN=NNN, E)(0>&75()?, (+0(, J), )2*&62()/, 52,Q,M=NNN, 9&??5>7),

*+)E5*07, /)0*(5&2?, RSTF, U&(0>7H=, 5235.53607, ?()9?, 52, *&E97)K,

E)(0>&75*, 90(+J0H?, D/)V6)2(7H, /)V65/), ?9)*5D5*, )2.5/&2E)2(?=,

(+0(, 0/), 0*+5).)3, &27H, >H, ?(/5*(, *&E90/(E)2(075I0(5&2, 0*/&??,

.0/5&6?, (5??6)?=, >)(J))2, ?9)*5D5*, *)77, (H9)?=, 0E&2<, (+), 35DD)/:

)2(, &/<02)77)?F, W)E>/02), (/02?9&/()/?, 0/), */6*507, E)350(&/?,

&D,E)(0>&75*,9/&*)??)?=,*&2(/&7752<,J+5*+,E&7)*67)?,)2()/,023,

7)0.), 35DD)/)2(, *&E90/(E)2(?=, 023, (+6?, 970H, 0, 1)H, /&7), 52,

/)<670(52<, E)(0>&75*=, *)77670/, 023, 9+H?5&7&<5*07, 9/&*)??)?F,

X/&623, SNO, &D, (+), +6E02, <)2&E), )2*&3)?, (/02?9&/()/,

/)70()3, 9/&()52?=, J+5*+, 0/), 35.53)3, 52(&, ?).)/07, *70??)?, RPTF,

8&76(), *0//5)/?, @8AB?C, /)9/)?)2(, (+), >5<<)?(, 023, E&?(, 35.)/?),

*70??, &D, E)E>/02), (/02?9&/()/?, J5(+, *6//)2(7H, E&/), (+02, YZN,

E)E>)/?,35.53)3, 52(&,[[,*02&25*07,023,?).)/07,2&2:*02&25*07,

D0E575)?F, 8AB?, 0/), /)?9&2?5>7), D&/, (+), (/02?9&/(, &D, 35.)/?),

?6>?(/0()?, 023, E02H, 8AB?, 970H, 0, /&7), 52, .0/5&6?, 9+H?5&7&<5*07,

9/&*)??)?, 52, +)07(+, 023, 35?)0?)=, 0?, J)77, 0?, (+), 9+0/E0*&7&<H,

&D, *&EE&27H, 6?)3, 3/6<?, RMTF, W&/)&.)/=, 8AB, (/02?9&/()/?, 0/),

*&2?53)/)3, (&, >), 0, 3/6<<0>7), *70??, &D, 9/&()52?=, 07>)5(, J5(+,

&27H, 0, +023D67, >)52<, (0/<)()3, >H, 099/&.)3, 3/6<?, ?&, D0/=, 023,

?).)/07,E&/),>)52<,9/&9&?)3,0?,(+)/09)6(5*,(0/<)(?,52,35?)0?),

0/)0?, ?6*+, 0?, *02*)/=, 2)6/&7&<5*07, 35?&/3)/?=, E)(0>&75*, 35?:

)0?)?=, 5EE62), 35?&/3)/?=, &/, >0*()/507, 52D)*(5&2?=, (&, 20E),

0, D)J, RYTF, -)?95(), (+5?=, E02H, &D, (+), 8AB, 9/&()52?, /)E052,

623)/?(635)3=, 023, 5(, 5?, )?(5E0()3, (+0(, 0/&623, 0, (+5/3, &D, (+),

+6E02,8AB?,/)E052,)2(5/)7H,&/9+02=,(+0(,5?,J5(+&6(,D62*(5&207,

022&(0(5&2, RZ=[TF, $2, (+5?, /).5)J=,J),J577, D&*6?,&2,(+),?(/6*(6/07,

023, D62*(5&207, 0((/5>6()?, &D, 8AB?=, 90/(5*670/7H, (+&?), (+0(, *&2:

(/5>6(), (&, (+)E, >)52<, *&2?53)/)3, 3/6<<0>7), @3/6<<0>575(H, 5?,

E0527H, 3)D52)3, >H, (+), ).53)2*), (+0(, &(+)/, E)E>)/?=, &/,

)2&6<+, E)E>)/?=, &D, (+), ?0E), >5&*+)E5*07\?(/6*(6/07, *70??,

&D,9/&()52?=,+0.),>))2, 0E)20>7), (&, *+)E5*07,E&3670(5&2, R]TCF

;5/?(=,J),J577,/).5)J,(/02?9&/(,E)*+025?E?,023,(+),E&3):&D,

:0*(5&2, &D, *+)E5*07, E&3670(&/?=, J5(+, D&*6?, &2, )K9)/5E)2(077H,

3)()/E52)3, ?(/6*(6/)?, &D, 8AB?, 52, *&E97)K, J5(+, 52+5>5(&/?F,

8)*&23=, J), J577, 35?*6??, D62*(5&207, D)0(6/)?, &D, 8AB?=, ?6*+, 0?,

)K9/)??5&2, 023, 7&*075I0(5&2=, 023, (+)5/, 5E90*(, &2, 3/6<, 35?*&.:

)/HF, ;52077H=, J), J577, 9/&.53), 0, 9)/?9)*(5.), &2, *6//)2(, (/)23?,

023, )E)/<52<, ()*+2&7&<5)?F, G+/&6<+&6(, (+5?, /).5)J=, J), J577,

D&*6?, &2, +6E02, 8AB?, 023, 9/&.53), )K0E97)?, D&/, 5776?(/0(5&2F

2. Progress in structural annotation of SLCs

G+),8AB,?69)/D0E57H,5?,02,0/(5D5*5077H,9&&7)3,</&69,&D,(/02?9&/:

()/?, J5(+, 35DD)/)2(, ).&76(5&20/H, &/5<52?=, 35.53)3, 52(&, [[, *02&:

25*07, 023, ?).)/07, 2&2:*02&25*07, D0E575)?F, $235.53607, E)E>)/?,

0/)=, 52, E&?(, 52?(02*)?=, 0??5<2)3, 52(&, 0, D0E57H, 5D, (+)H, +0.),^,,

PNO, 0E52&, 0*53, ?)V6)2*), 53)2(5(H, (&, &(+)/, E)E>)/?, &D, (+0(,

D0E57H, &/=, 52, ?&E), *0?)?=, >0?)3, &2, D62*(5&207, ?5E570/5(H=, J+5*+,

5?, /)?67(52<, 52, 0, ?(/6*(6/077H, 35.)/?), </&69, &D, 9/&()52?, R_TF, G+),

?(/6*(6/07, D)0(6/)?, &D, 8AB?=, ?6*+, 0?, E67(597), (/02?E)E>/02),

3&E052?=, /)9/)?)2(, 0, ?5<25D5*02(, *+077)2<), D&/, ?(635)?, (+0(,

/)V65/), 9/&()52, 96/5D5*0(5&2, 023, ?&76>575I0(5&2=, +0E9)/52<, 02H,
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3&J2?(/)0E, ?(/6*(6/07, 52.)?(5<0(5&2F, $2, D0*(=, *&2?53)/0>7),

0E&62(, &D, 12&J7)3<), /)<0/352<, (+), 8AB, ?(/6*(6/)?, 023, (+)5/,

E)*+025?E:&D:0*(5&2, J0?, 525(5077H, 3)/5.)3, D/&E, 9/&10/H&(5*,

+&E&7&<?, @(+0(, 0/), D/)V6)2(7H, )0?5)/, (&, ?(63HC=, 0?, +&E&7&<H,

E&3)752<, &D, +6E02, 8AB?, &2, >0*()/507, ?(/6*(6/)?, R`TF, G+), ?(6:

35)?, 6(575I52<, >0*()/507, +&E&7&<6)?, &D, +6E02, 8AB?, 9/&.53)3,

E02H,52?5<+(?,(+0(,J)/), 52?(/6E)2(07, D&/,3/6<,35?*&.)/HF,a27H,

52, /)*)2(, H)0/?, 353, J), ?)), 02, 52*/)0?), &D, 0.0570>7), M-, ?(/6*:

(6/)?, &D, +6E02, 8AB?=, E&?(7H, 36), (&, 9/&</)??, 52, */H&"W, ()*+:

25V6)?,@;5<6/),SCF,G&<)(+)/,J5(+,(+),03.)2(,&D,2)J,07<&/5(+E?,

D&/, M-, ?(/6*(6/), 9/)35*(5&2=, ?6*+, 0?, X79+0;&73, RSN=SST=, (+5?,

/)9/)?)2(?, 0, ?5<25D5*02(, ?()9, D&/J0/3, 52, 623)/?(02352<, (+),

?(/6*(6/07, >0?5?, D&/, 8AB, D62*(5&2F, b)D&/), (+), >)<52252<, &D,

PNPP=, &27H, PZ, )K9)/5E)2(077H, 3)()/E52)3, ?(/6*(6/)?, &D, 5235.5:

3607, +6E02, 8AB?, J)/), 0.0570>7)=, 023, 0**6/0(), +&E&7&<H,

E&3)752<, J0?, 9&??5>7), &27H, D&/,Q,MNO, &D, +6E02, 8AB?, RSPTF, $2,

*&2(/0?(=, 0?, &D, W0/*+, PNPM=, )K9)/5E)2(07, ?(/6*(6/07, 30(0, D&/,

E&/), (+02, [N, 35DD)/)2(, +6E02, 8AB?, @52, E&?(, *0?)?, ?).)/07,

?(/6*(6/)?, 9)/, 5235.53607, 8ABC, 0/), 0.0570>7), D/&E, L-b, @75?()3,

52, (+), supplementary tableC=, 023, +5<+7H, 0**6/0(), ?(/6*(6/07,

E&3)7?, D&/, E&?(, 8AB?=, 52*76352<, +&E&7&<?, D/&E, 35DD)/)2(,

?9)*5)?=, *02, >), 0**)??)3, D/&E, (+), X79+0;&73, 30(0>0?), RSNTF,

W&/)&.)/=, *70??5D5*0(5&2?, &D, M-, ?(/6*(6/), E&3)7?, )E9&J)/)3,

>H,X$:>0?)3,07<&/5(+E?,)K9023)3,(+),26E>)/,&D,D&73?,9/)?)2(,

52, +6E02, 8AB?, D/&E, SM, (&, &.)/, PN, RSP=SMT=, +5<+75<+(52<, 2&(,

&27H, (+), 9/&</)??, 52, &6/, 623)/?(02352<=, >6(, 07?&, (+), ?5<25D5:

*02(, ?(/6*(6/07, +)()/&<)2)5(H, 0E&2<, 8AB, ?69)/D0E57HF, $2, (+),

2)K(, ?)*(5&2?, J), J577, 9/&.53), 0, >/5)D, 52(/&36*(5&2, 52(&, 8AB,

D62*(5&2=, 023, (+)2, J), J577, 05E, (&, 9/&.53), 02, &.)/.5)J, &D, (+),

E)*+025?E?:&D:0*(5&2, &D, 8AB, *+)E5*07, E&3670(&/?F, %), 0/<6),

(+0(, (+), 03.02*)E)2(?, 52, (+), ?(/6*(6/07, 022&(0(5&2, &D, +6E02,

8AB?=, 52, 90/(5*670/, 36), (&, 52*/)0?52<, 26E>)/, &D, ?(/6*(6/)?, &D,

8AB?, 52, *&E97)K, J5(+, 75<023?=, 2&J, 9/&.53), 0, ?&753, >0?5?, (&,

/)3)D52),(+),3/6<<0>>575(H,&D,8AB?,0?,0,?69)/D0E57HF,$2,D0*(=,J),

9/)35*(,(+0(,8AB,(/02?9&/()/?,J577,?&&2,>),0?,0((/0*(5.),0?,3/6<,

(0/<)(,*70??)?,0?,4LB!?=,*+022)7?=,1520?)?=,023,9/&()0?)?,&2*),

J)/)F

2.1. SLC function

$2,<)2)/07=,8AB?,E)350(),(+)5/,D62*(5&2,>H,07()/20(52<,>)(J))2,(+),

&6(J0/3:&9)2=,52J0/3:&9)2=,023,&**763)3,*&2D&/E0(5&2,@(+),70(:

()/, /)9/)?)2(52<, 0, *&2D&/E0(5&2, 52, J+5*+, (+), ?6>?(/0(), >52352<,

?5(), 5?, 2&(, 0**)??5>7), D/&E, )5(+)/, ?53)C=, 077, &D, J+5*+, 9/&+5>5(, (+),

?5E67(02)&6?,0**)??,D/&E,>&(+,?53)?,&D,(+),E)E>/02)F,G+5?,07?&,

3)D52)?, 0, D6230E)2(07, 35DD)/)2*), (&, *+022)7?=, J5(+, J+5*+, (/02?:

9&/()/?,0/),?&E)(5E)?,E5?(01)2c,J+)2,*+022)7?,0/),d&9)2=e,(+)/),5?,

35/)*(,*&2(0*(,>)(J))2,?&7.)2(,D/&E,>&(+,?53),&D,(+),E)E>/02)F,

%5(+,(/02?9&/()/?=,9/&()52?,J5(+,0,E6*+,7&J)/,*090*5(H,(+02,*+02:

2)7?=,(+5?,5?,2).)/,(+),*0?)F,G+),*&2D&/E0(5&207,07()/20(),?(0()?,&D,

(/02?9&/()/?,077&J,*+02<)?,52,0**)??5>575(H,(&,(+),?6>?(/0(),>52352<,

?5(), 023, (/02?9&/(, &D, ?6>?(/0(), J5(+, 0, D5K)3, ?(&5*+5&E)(/H, 9)/,

(/02?9&/(,*H*7)F, 8AB?,0/), 52,<)2)/07, D0*575(0(5.),6259&/()/?=,&/,?)*:

&230/H, 0*(5.), *&:(/02?9&/()/?, @07(+&6<+, )K*)9(5&2?, )K5(?CF, %+57),

D0*575(0(5.),(/02?9&/()/?,E&.),(+)5/,?6>?(/0(),0*/&??,(+),E)E>/02),

>0?)3,&2,(+),*&2*)2(/0(5&2,</035)2(=,(+),?)*&230/H,0*(5.),(/02?:

9&/(,*&697)?, (+), (/02?9&/(,&D,E67(597),E&7)*67)?,&/, 5&2?F,G+5?=, 52,

9/52*597)=,077&J?,(&,(/02?9&/(,E&7)*67)?,0<052?(,(+)5/,*&2*)2(/0(5&2,

</035)2(, >H, *&69752<, 5(, (&, (/02?9&/(, &D, 0, ?)*&23, E&7)*67)\5&2,

3&J2, 0, </035)2(, 023, *&673, >), 0*+5).)3, )5(+)/, 0?, ?HE9&/(, &/,

02(59&/(=,>0?)3,&2,(+),35/)*(5&2075(H,&D,(+),*&:(/02?9&/(,R`TF,$2,(+),

*0?), &D, ?HE9&/()/?=, (+), (/02?9&/()/, *02, (H95*077H, 623)/<&,

0,*&2D&/E0(5&207,*+02<),69&2,>52352<,&D,(+),E&7)*67)?,(+0(,0/),

>)52<,*&:(/02?9&/()3,023,(+),?)V6)2*),&D,>52352<,&D,(+)?),E0H,

.0/HF,;&/,52?(02*)=,52,70*(0()\fg,?HE9&/()/?=,(+),70*(0(),>52352<,?5(),

>)*&E)?, 0**)??5>7), 36), (&, 9/&(&20(5&2, &D, 0, *&2?)/.)3, 0?90/(5*,

0*53,/)?536)=,(+0(,7&&?)2?,(+),?07(,>/53<),>)(J))2,(+5?,/)?536),023,

0,*&2?)/.)3,0/<5252),(+0(, 5?, (+)2,)??)2(507, D&/, (+),/)*&<25(5&2,&D,

(+),?6>?(/0()=,(+)/)>H,&9)252<,0**)??,(&,(+),>52352<,?5(),RSY=SZTF,

85E570/,>52352<,&D,?6>?(/0(),023,*&:(/02?9&/()3,5&2?,J0?,3)?*/5>)3,

52, E02H, 8AB?=, 023, 52, ?&E), *0?)?, 07?&, 09975)?, (&, >52352<, &D, 8AB,

E&3670(&/?,RS[TF,$2,*0?),&D,02(59&/()/?=,(+),*&69752<,*02,+099)2,0?,

(J&, 523)9)23)2(, ).)2(?=, ?6*+, 0?, 52, (+), *0?), &D, (+), *H?()52):,

<76(0E52),)K*+02<)/,8AB]XSS,@KBGCF,$2,(+5?,(/02?9&/()/,(+),>523:

52<, &D, )K(/0*)77670/, *H?()52), (/5<<)/?, (+), *&2D&/E0(5&207, *+02<),

D/&E,(+),&6(J0/3:&9)2,*&2D&/E0(5&2,(&,(+),52J0/3:&9)2,*&2D&/:

E0(5&2=,/)?67(52<,52,*H?()52),69(01),RS]TF,G+),?6>?(/0(),>52352<,?5(),

>)*&E)?,0**)??5>7),D&/,<76(0E52)=,D&/,J+5*+,E&?(,*)77?,D0*),0,+5<+,

52(/0*)77670/,*&2*)2(/0(5&2=,023,5(?,>52352<,/)?67(?,52,02&(+)/,*&2:

D&/E0(5&207, ?J5(*+=, D&77&J)3, >H, )K(/0*)77670/, <76(0E52), /)7)0?)=,

023, (+6?, *&E97)(52<, (+), 02(59&/(, *H*7), 023, /)<)2)/0(52<, 0<052,

(+),&6(J0/3:&9)2,*&2D&/E0(5&2F,$E9&/(02(7H=,J+57),(+),E052,?6>:

?(/0()?,&D,8AB?,E0H,.0/H=,(+),E&7)*67)?,*&697)3,(&,(+),(/02?9&/(,

0/),D/)V6)2(7H,?5E570/,0*/&??,35DD)/)2(,8AB?=,90/(5*670/7H, 52,*0?),&D,

5&2?,R[TF,G+5?,*&673,>),5E9&/(02(,D&/,3/6<,35?*&.)/H,0?,5(,9/&.53)?,

0, 9&??5>575(H, (&, 3).)7&9, 0??0H?, >0?)3, &2, ?5E570/, 9/52*597)?, D&/,

35DD)/)2(,8AB,D0E575)?F,;&/,)K0E97)=,0??0H?,>0?)3,&2,0??)??52<,(+),

9f,*+02<)?,*&22)*()3,(&,fg,@*&:C(/02?9&/(,0/),09975*0>7),(&,8AB`,

@U0g\fg, )K*+02<)/?C, 023, 8ABS[, @W&2&*0/>&KH70(), (/02?9&/()/?C,

D0E575)?F, 85E570/7H=, 0??0H?, >0?)3, &2, 0??)??E)2(, &D, *+02<)?, 52,

E)E>/02),9&()2(507,*&673,>),09975)3,(&,8ABS,@+5<+:0DD525(H,<76(0:

E0(), 023, 2)6(/07, 0E52&, 0*53, (/02?9&/()/?C=, 8AB[, @U0g, 023, B7h,

3)9)23)2(, 2)6/&(/02?E5(()/, (/02?9&/()/?C=, 8AB_, @U0g\B0Pg,

)K*+02<)/?C,023,8ABSZ,@fg,&75<&9)9(53),*&:(/02?9&/()/?C,D0E575)?=,

(&,20E),'6?(,(+),E&?(,9/&E52)2(,RS_TF

$2,<)2)/07,(+/)),E052,(H9)?,&D,(/02?9&/(,E)*+025?E?,0/),*&2:

?53)/)3c,@SC,/&*1)/:?J5(*+=,@PC,<0()3:9&/),@&/,/&*152<,>6237)C=,023,

@MC,)7).0(&/,R`TF,;&/,/&*1)/:?J5(*+,(/02?9&/()/?=,(+),>52352<,&D,(+),

?6>?(/0(),(/5<<)/?,*&2D&/E0(5&207,*+02<),36/52<,J+5*+,(+),(/02?:

9&/()/, (/02?5(?, (+/&6<+, ?).)/07, *&2D&/E0(5&2?=, 52*76352<, (+),

&**763)3, ?(0()=, 52(&, &9)252<, (&, (+), &99&?5(), *&2D&/E0(5&2, 023,

?6>?(/0(),/)7)0?)=,J5(+,(+),(/02?9&/()/,E&.52<,)??)2(5077H,0/&623,

(+),?6>?(/0(),RS[T,@;5<6/),P0CF,b52352<,&D,?6>?(/0(),D&/,(/02?9&/()/?,

6(575I52<, (+), <0()3:9&/), E)*+025?E, &**6/?, >)(J))2, ?(/6*(6/077H,

Article highlights

" SLCs represent a heterogenous group of membrane transporters that 
are considered druggable and attractive drug targets.

" Overview of experimentally determined SLC structures illustrates the 
advances in structural annotations of SLCs.

" Structures of SLCs in complex with chemical modulators provide an 
overview of mode-of-actions of SLC modulators and highlight the SLC 
druggability.

" Despite the progress in functional annotations, assigning functions to 
uncharacterized SLCs remains challenging.

" Information on the localization and substrate specificity of individual 
SLCs is particularly important for the SLC-oriented drug discovery.
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35?(52*(, E&>57), 023, ?*0DD&73, 3&E052?F, G+5?, )2<0<)E)2(, 525(50()?,

0, >)2352<, &D, 0, E&>57), 3&E052, 0/&623, 0, ?6>?(/0(), >52352<, ?5()=,

/)?67(52<, 52, E&.)E)2(, &D, <0(52<, ?)<E)2(?=, 0, *&2D&/E0(5&207,

?J5(*+=,023,/)7)0?),&D,?6>?(/0(),(&,(+),&99&?5(),?5(),&D,(+),E)E:

>/02),RS`T,@;5<6/),P>CF,A0?(7H=,(/02?9&/()/?,)E97&H52<,(+),)7).0(&/,

E)*+025?E, *&2?5?(, ?5E570/7H, &D, 0, ?(0(5*, ?*0DD&7352<, 3&E052, 023,

0, E&>57), 3&E052=, +&J).)/=, (+), ?6>?(/0(), >52352<, ?5(), 5?, 70/<)7H,

&/,)2(5/)7H,J5(+52,(+),E&>57),3&E052,(+0(,?753)?,69,023,3&J2,&2,

(+),?*0DD&7352<,3&E052,>)(J))2,(+),52J0/3:&9)2=,&**763)3=,023,

&6(J0/3:&9)2, *&2D&/E0(5&2?, 52, 02, d)7).0(&/:751)e, D0?+5&2, RPNT,

@;5<6/),P*CF,G+),(/02?9&/(,E)*+025?E,5?, (5<+(7H,*&22)*()3,(&,(+),

D&73=, J5(+, (+), (J&, E&?(, *&EE&2, D&73?, W;8, 023, A)6G, 6(575I52<,

(H95*077H, (+), /&*1)/:?J5(*+, 023, <0()3:9&/), E)*+025?E?, 023, )7):

.0(&/, E)*+025?E, >)52<, )E97&H)3, >H, D&/, )K0E97), 47(=, j/0X, &/,

Figure 1. Survey of available SLC structures at PDB (as of end of March 2023). (a) Cumulative number of SLC structures available at PDB over time. The biggest 
increase is visible in recent years with advancements in cryoEM. (b) Distribution of SLC structures according to used methodology. Numbers inside the bar plot 
correspond to the numbers of entries per method. (c) The length of constructs used for structural determination per methodology as reported in PDBe. Note: This 
number reflects the length of the construct, some parts of the structure may still not be resolved (f.e. less organized termini or loop regions). (d) Number of entries 
per SLC family. (e) Number of entries per SLC.
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U+0X,D&73?F,$2()/)?(52<7H=,J+57),E02H,(/02?9&/()/?,*02,*7)0/7H,D62*:

(5&2,52,>&(+,35/)*(5&2?=,(+0(,5?,E)350(52<,>&(+,52D76K)?=,0?,J)77,0?,

)DD76K)?,3)9)2352<,&2,(+),*&2*)2(/0(5&2,</035)2(?=,&(+)/?,?))E,(&,

(/02?9&/(,52,&2),35/)*(5&2,&27HF,G+),0>575(H,&D,8AB?,(&,E)350(),(+),

>5:35/)*(5&207, (/02?9&/(, 5?, 751)7H, /)?67(52<, D/&E, *&E>52)3,

*+0/0*()/5?(5*?, &D, (+), 8AB, ?6>?(/0(), 0?, J)77, 0?, 8AB, ?(/6*(6/)=, 023,

(+6?,?+&673,>),*0/)D677H,).0760()3,D&/,)0*+,8AB,5235.536077HF

G+), D0*(, (+0(, ?(/6*(6/)?, &D, 8AB?, 0/), E&>57), E0H, J)77, *&2:

(/5>6(), (&, (+)5/, 3/6<<0>575(H=, >H, 9/&.5352<, E67(597), *&2D&/E0:

(5&2?, (+0(, *&673, >), (0/<)()3, >H, 3/6<?, 52, 07()/20(), E&3)?F,

Figure 2. Transition from outward- to inward-open conformation for the major transport mechanisms of SLCs. (a) The MFS fold is typically connected with a rocker- 
switch mechanism, as exemplified by SLC16A1. Rocker-switch transporters typically move around the orthosteric site localized in the center. Helices crucial for gating 
are shown. (Outward-open PDB 6LZ0; Inward-open PDB 7DA5). (b) The LeuT fold is a typical gated-pore transporter, as exemplified by SLC6A4. Transporters utilizing 
gated-pore mechanism consist of scaffold domain and mobile domain that bend around the orthosteric site. Only helices responsible for gating of the substrate 
binding site shown, substrate bound in orthosteric site (Outward-open PDB 7LIA; Inward-open PDB 7LI9). (c) Elevator mechanism illustrated by SLC1A5 (Glt fold). 
During the transport cycle, the transport domain (blue) moves while the scaffold domain (pink) stays static. Helices mediating gating of the transport domain are 
shown. Protein is a trimer, only one monomer colored in the upper section (Outward-open PDB 7BCQ; Inward-open PDB 6GCT).
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W&/)&.)/=, 8AB?, *02, D&/E, +&E&:, &/, +)()/&:E)/?=, D6/(+)/,

)K902352<, &2, (+)5/, ?(/6*(6/07, +)()/&<)2)5(H=, 023, (+)/)D&/),

)K902352<, 9&()2(507, 3/6<<0>7), 52()/D0*)?, 023, E&3)?F, G&,

D6/(+)/, )K97&/), <)2)/07, 3/6<<0>575(H=, J), J577, D&*6?, 52, (+),

2)K(, ?)*(5&2?, &2, J0H?, +&J, 8AB, D62*(5&2, *02, >), *+)E5*077H,

E&3670()3F

2.2. Inhibiting the SLC function

8E077, E&7)*67)?, (H95*077H, 52+5>5(, 8AB?, >H, 35?/69(52<, ?&E), &D,

(+), ?()9?, &D, (+), 07()/20(52<, 0**)??, E)*+025?EF, G0>7), S, 9/&:

.53)?, 02, &.)/.5)J, &D, ?(/6*(6/)?, &D, +6E02, 8AB?, ?&7.)3, 52,

*&E97)K,J5(+,0,*+)E5*07,E&3670(&/=,(&<)(+)/,J5(+,>/5)D, 52D&/:

E0(5&2, &2, (+), E)*+025?E:&D:0*(5&2F, G+)?), 1523?, &D, E)*+02:

5?E:&D:0*(5&2, ?(635)?,&2,*+)E5*07,E&3670(&/?,&D,8AB,9/&()52?=,

</)0(7H, D0*575(0(), (+), 3/6<, 35?*&.)/H, 9/&*)??=, 52, ?).)/07, J0H?F,

;5/?(=, >H, 9/&.5352<, (+), E)*+025?(5*, 623)/?(02352<, +&J, 8AB?,

(/02?9&/(, (+)5/, ?6>?(/0()?, 023, +&J, (&, )K97&/), (+5?, D&/, 3).)7:

&9E)2(, &D, *+)E5*07, E&3670(&/?F, 8)*&23=, ?52*), E&?(, &D, (+),

8AB, ?(/6*(6/)?, >)*0E), 0.0570>7), &27H, /)*)2(7H=, E02H, &D, (+),

)K5?(52<, E&3670(&/?, *02, >), D6/(+)/, 5E9/&.)3, >H, ?(/6*(6/):,

>0?)3, 3/6<, 3)?5<2, @8b--CF, G+5/3=, ?5E570/7H=, (+), 75<023, >52352<,

?5(),*02,>),6?)3,0?,0,>76)9/52(,D&/,.5/(607,?*/))252<,*0E905<2?,

023, ?6>?)V6)2(7H, 8b--, (&, 3).)7&9, 2&.)7, *+)E&(H9)?=, 9)/:

+09?, J5(+, E&/), D0.&/0>7), 3/6<:751), 9/&9)/(5)?, RPM=MMTF, ;&6/(+=,

(&, >6573, +&E&7&<H, E&3)7?, &D, (/02?9&/()/?, J5(+, 75E5()3, ?(/6*:

(6/07, 52D&/E0(5&2, (+0(, *02, >), 6?)3, ?5E570/7H, D&/, .5/(607, ?*/))2:

52<, 023, 8b--, *0E905<2?, &/, (&, ?(63H, (/02?9&/(, E)*+025?E,

RZSTF,;5D(+,023,2&(, 7)0?(=,(+)?),?(635)?,0/),*/6*507, 52,3)?*/5>52<,

(+), E&3):&D:0*(5&2, &D, )K5?(52<, 52+5>5(&/?=, ?6*+, 0?, 0(, J+5*+,

*&2D&/E0(5&2, &D, (+), (/02?9&/()/, (+), 52+5>5(&/, >523?, @J), J577,

/)(6/2, (&, (+5?, (&95*, 52, 8)*(5&2, MFSCF, aD, *&6/?)=, 52+5>5(&/?, 07?&,

+)79,623)/?(02352<,(+),/)70(5&2?+59,>)(J))2,(+),(/02?9&/()/?,

023,(+)5/,20(6/07, *0/<&?=,&D()2,9/)?)2(52<,?(/6*(6/07, ?5E570/5(H=,

023, 077&J, (&, ()?(, D62*(5&2, 52, 0, .0/5)(H, &D, ?)((52<?=, 52*76352<,

025E07, ?(635)?, 023, +6E02, ex vivo ?H?()E?F

aD,2&()=, (&, 3)?*/5>), (+),9/)*5?),E&7)*670/, 52()/0*(5&2?,023,

(&,627&*1,(+), D677,9&()2(507,&D,8b--=, 5(, 5?, <)2)/077H,*&2?53)/)3,

(+0(, (+), /)?&76(5&2, ?+&673, >), >)(()/, (+02,Q,PFZ, m, RZPTF, ".)2,

(+&6<+, E02H, ?(/6*(6/)?, E)2(5&2)3, 52, (+5?, /).5)J, 3&, 2&(,

/)0*+, (+5?, /)?&76(5&2=, (+)H, 0/), ?(577, +5<+7H, 52D&/E0(5.), D&/,

0, <)2)/07, &.)/.5)J, &2, +&J, 3/6<?, >523, (&, (+)5/, (0/<)(?F,

%+5*+, 35DD)/)2(, E)*+025?E?, &D, 8AB, E&3670(&/?, )K5?(, 023,

+&J, (+)H, >523, J), J577, 033/)??, 52, (+), 2)K(, ?)*(5&2, >0?)3, &2,

?).)/07, )K0E97)?F

2.2.1. Orthosteric modulators

45.)2,(+),07()/20(52<:0**)??,E&3)7,&D, (/02?9&/(=,077,8AB?,+0.),

0, ?6>?(/0(), >52352<, d&/(+&?()/5*e, ?5()=, (+0(=, 52, 9/52*597)=, 5?,

0E)20>7), D&/, >52352<, &D, ?E077, E&7)*67)?F, G+5?, /)9/)?)2(?, (+),

9+H?5*07, *&/), &D, (+), 8AB, 3/6<<0>575(H, 7023?*09)F, $23))3=, (+),

8AB, ?(/6*(6/)?, ?&7.)3, 52, *&E97)K, J5(+, 52+5>5(&/?, ?+&J, (+0(,

E&?(,&D,(+),52+5>5(&/?,>523,(&,(+),&/(+&?()/5*,?5(),023,?()/5*077H,

9/).)2(, (+), (/02?9&/()/, D/&E, ?J5(*+52<, *&2D&/E0(5&2?,

@G0>7), SCF, X77, E0'&/, (/02?9&/(, E)*+025?E?, 0/), ?6?*)9(5>7), (&,

(+5?, (H9), &D, 52+5>5(5&2F, G+), /&*1)/:?J5(*+, E)*+025?E, &D, (+),

03)2&?52), 6259&/()/, 8ABP`XS, @"UGSC, 5?, 52+5>5()3, >H, >/53<52<,

(+), &/(+&?()/5*, ?5(), J5(+, d&99&/(625?(5*e, ?5()?, >H, 03)2&?52), /):,

69(01), 52+5>5(&/?=, 9/).)2(52<, (+), *7&?52<, &D, <0(52<, /)?536)?,

RY[T, @;5<6/), M0CF, A51)J5?)=, (+), <0()3:9&/), E)*+025?E, &D, (+),

<76*&?),(/02?9&/()/,8ABZXP,@84AGPC,5?,52+5>5()3,>H,0,<76*&?53),

E&5)(H,&D,<75D&I52, >52352<,(&,(+), ?6<0/:>52352<,?5()=,J+57), (+),

+H3/&9+&>5*, (057, )K()2352<, 52(&, (+), )K()/207, .)?(5>67), 023,

(+6?, ?5E570/7H, >7&*152<, (+), *&2D&/E0(5&2, ?J5(*+, RMNT,

@;5<6/), M>CF, 85E570/, E)*+025?E?, 0/), 6(575I)3, >H, 52+5>5(&/?, &D,

(/02?9&/()/?, 6?52<, (+), )7).0(&/, E&3)F, ;&/, )K0E97)=, *5(/0(),

(/02?9&/()/, 8ABSMXZ, @U0BGC, 52+5>5(&/, L;:N[[Y`P`_, >523?, (+),

(/02?9&/()/, 0(, (+), ?6>?(/0(), >52352<, ?5(), 52, (+), 52J0/3:&9)2,

*&2D&/E0(5&2,J5(+,(+),*5(/0():E5E5*152<,E&5)(H=,J+57),>6715)/,

>)2IH7, 023, ()/(:>6(H7, </&69?, 52()/0*(, J5(+, (+), ?*0DD&7352<,

3&E052, RYYT, @;5<6/), M*CF, G+5?, 9/).)2(?, (+), ?75352<, E&.)E)2(,

&D,(+),(/02?9&/(,3&E052=,(+0(,J&673,>/52<,(+),(/02?9&/()/,52(&,

&6(J0/3:&9)2,*&2D&/E0(5&2F, $2,*&E90/5?&2=,%XlPSM[SM,52+5:

>5(?, (+), )7).0(&/, (/02?9&/(, &D, (+), 0E52&, 0*53, (/02?9&/()/,

8ABSXP, @"XXGPC, >H, >52352<, (+), &/(+&?()/5*, ?5(), J5(+, 5(?,

A:0?90/0<52), E&5)(H, 023, 9/).)2(52<, (+), *7&?6/), &D, (+&?), /)?5:

36)?, /)?9&2?5>7), D&/,<0(52<,(+),(/02?9&/(,3&E052,>H,0,9+)2H7,

P:>/&E&:Y=Z:35D76&/&9+)2&KH, E&5)(H, @b-LC, RPST, @;5<6/), M3CF,

G+)?), )K0E97)?, 5776?(/0(), (+), <)2)/07, 9/&9)/(5)?, 6(575I)3, >H,

E02H, &D, (+), 8AB, 52+5>5(&/?=, (+0(, E0H, >), <)2)/077H, 09975*0>7)F

$2, <)2)/07=, >52352<, (&, (+), &/(+&?()/5*, ?5(), ?+&673, /)?67(, 52,

0, *&E9)(5(5&2, >)(J))2, 52+5>5(&/, 023, ?6>?(/0()=, +&J).)/, (+5?,

3&)?, 2&(, +0.), (&, 0997H, (&, 077, 8AB, &/(+&?()/5*, 52+5>5(&/?F, G+5?,

9+)2&E)2&2, 5?, 25*)7H, 5776?(/0()3, >H, (+), )K0E97), &D, 5>&<052),

>52352<, (&, (+), ?)/&(&252, (/02?9&/()/, 8AB[XY, @8"!GCF, 852*),

5>&<052), 353, 2&(, ?+&J, 0, *&E9)(5(5&2, J5(+, (+), ?6>?(/0()=, 5(,

J0?, 525(5077H, ?6?9)*()3, (+0(, 5(, >523?, 0(, 02, 07()/20(5.), >52352<,

?5()F, f&J).)/, (+), ?(/6*(6/), &D, 8AB[XY, 52, *&E97)K, J5(+, 5>&:

<052), ?+&J)3, (+0(, (+), (/02?9&/()/, 5?, ?(0>575I)3, 52, 02, 52J0/3:,

&9)2\&**763)3, *&2D&/E0(5&2=, 023, +)2*), 5?, 2&(, 0**)??5>7), D&/,

*&E9)(5(5&2, D/&E, (+), )K(/0*)77670/, ?5(), RZMTF, 85E570/7H=, (+),

*/H&"W, ?(/6*(6/), &D, (+), 4XbX, (/02?9&/()/, 8AB[XS, @4XGSC, 52,

*&E97)K, J5(+, (50<0>52)=, 0, *7525*077H, 099/&.)3, 02(5:)957)9(5*,

3/6<=, ?6<<)?(?, 0, (J&:?()9, E&3):&D:0*(5&2, RMSTF, ;5/?(=, (+),

3/6<,>523?,(+),&6(J0/3:&9)2,*&2D&/E0(5&2,&D,(+),(/02?9&/()/,

023, 5?, 0**)??5>7), D&/, *&E9)(5(5&2, J5(+, (+), ?6>?(/0()F, 8)*&23=,

(+), (/02?9&/()/, *+02<)?, (+), *&2D&/E0(5&2, 52(&, 02, 52J0/3:,

&9)2, ?(0()=, 52, J+5*+, (+), 3/6<, /)E052?, >&623, 36), (&, 5(?,

70/<), ?()/5*, </&69, (+0(, 9/).)2(?, (+), 35??&*50(5&2F, $E9&/(02(7H=,

D&/, E&?(, &D, (+), 3/6<?, (+0(, >523, (+), 52J0/3:&9)2\&**763)3,

*&2D&/E0(5&2?=,5(,5?,2&(,*7)0/,5D,(+)H,0/),9/).5&6?7H,(/02?9&/()3,

>H, (+)5/, (0/<)(=, &/, 5D, (+)H, <)(, 52(&, (+), *)77, @&/, &/<02)77)C,

(+/&6<+, &(+)/, E)02?F, G+), 9&??5>575(H, &D, *&E9)(5(5&2, >)(J))2,

(/02?9&/()/, ?6>?(/0(), 023, (+), 52+5>5(&/, 52, *)77?, (+6?, 3)9)23?,

E0527H, &2, (J&, D0*(&/?c, $2, J+5*+, 35/)*(5&2, (+), (/02?9&/()/, 5?,

@E0527HC, (/02?9&/(52<, 023, J+5*+, *&2D&/E0(5&2, 5?, ?(0>575I)3, >H,

(+), 52+5>5(&/F, G+), ?6/.)H, &D, ?(/6*(6/)?, 52, G0>7), S, 62*&.)/)3,

(+0(,E&?(,&D, (+),&/(+&?()/5*, 52+5>5(&/?,?(0>575I),(+)5/,(0/<)(?, 52,
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&2,(+),3).)7&9E)2(,&D,52+5>5(&/?,>52352<,8ABPXS,@4AjGSC,023,

8ABPXM, @4AjGMC, 52, &6(J0/3:&9)2, *&2D&/E0(5&2, RPZTF, $2, (+5?,

?(63H=, (+), 06(+&/?, 6(575I)3, ?).)/07, ?*/))252<, E)(+&3?=, 52, &2),

&D,(+)E,6?52<,8ABPXM,J5(+,E6(0(5&2?,?(0>575I52<,(+),&6(J0/3:,

&9)2, *&2D&/E0(5&2=, 023, J)/), 0>7), (&, 3).)7&9, 8XY]=, *&2D&/:

E0(5&2:?9)*5D5*, 52+5>5(&/, &D, 8ABPXM, 023, 8ABPXSF, X, ?)*&23,

Figure 3. Orthosteric inhibitors of SLCs. (a) SLC29A1 (rocker-switch mechanism) in complex with NBMPR (PDB 6OB6). The Inhibitor extends to the opportunistic site, 
where it sterically prevents conformational switch. (b) SLC5A2 (gated-pore mechanism) in complex with empagliflozin (PDB 7VSI). Inhibitor partially occupies the 
external vestibule thus limiting the movement of gating helices. (c) SLC13A5 (elevator mechanism) in complex with PF-06649298 (PDB 7JSJ). The inhibitor blocks 
sliding of transport domain (blue) by extending to the scaffold domain (pink). Protein is dimer, only one monomer colored. (d) SLC1A2 (elevator mechanism) in 
complex with WAY213613 (PDB 7XR6). Inhibitor binds in the orthosteric site and surrounded cavity transport domain (blue) and prevents closing of gating helices. 
Protein is trimer, only one monomer colored. (E) SLC7A11 (gated-pore mechanism) in complex with erastin (PDB 7EPZ). Erastin binds to intracellular vestibule rather 
than orthosteric site. Glutamine added to orthosteric site in the detail section from structure of glutamine bound inward-open SLC7A11 (PDB 7P9U). Color coding of 
helices corresponds to Figure 1 (in B light pink (TM2) removed to keep the ligand is visible). Chemical structures of corresponding inhibitors are provided.
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(6/)?, &D, (+), *H?()52)\<76(0E52), )K*+02<)/, 8AB]XSS, ?&7.)3, 52,

*&E97)K,J5(+,<76(0E52),RS]T,023,(+),52+5>5(&/,)/0?(52,RM`T,@>&(+,

52J0/3:&9)2C=, ?6<<)?(, (+0(, )/0?(52, >523?, 52, (+), 52(/0*)77670/,

.)?(5>67)=, 52, 0, ?+077&J)/, 9&*1)(=, 52?()03, &D, (+), ?6>?(/0(), >523:

52<, ?5(), (+0(, 5?, 3))9)/, 52, (+), ?(/6*(6/), @;5<6/), M)CF, 85E570/7H=,

>52352<, &D, fP-$-8, @Y=Ye:-55?&(+5&*H020(&35+H3/&?(57>)2):P=Pe:,

-5?67D&25*, X*53C, &/, -"LB, @-5)(+H7, LH/&*0/>&20()C, 52, 8ABYXS,

@X"SC, &**6/?, 52, (+), *+022)7, 7)0352<, D/&E, (+), )K(/0*)77670/,

?90*), (&, (+), >6/5)3, ?6>?(/0():>52352<, ?5()=, (+6?, 9/).)2(52<,

(+), ?6>?(/0(), D/&E, >52352<, RP]TF, $2()/)?(52<7H=, (+)?), *0?)?, 07?&,

?+&J, &2), &D, (+), /0/), *&.07)2(, >52352<?=, 0?, >&(+, 52+5>5(&/?, *02,

*&.07)2(7H, E&35DH, 7H?52)?, 52, 8ABYXSF, ;52077H=, 0, ?5E570/, E)*+02:

5?E,&D, 52+5>5(5&2, J0?, 9/&9&?)3, D&/, 7H?&?&E07, *+&7)?()/&7, (/02?:

9&/()/, U5)E022:L5*1, BS, @ULBS=, E)E>)/, &D, 8AB[Z, D0E57HC, 023,

(+), 02(5:D62<07, 3/6<, 5(/0*&20I&7), RY`TF, X7(+&6<+, (+5?, (H9), &D,

52+5>5(5&2,3&)?,2&(,?))E,(&,>),D/)V6)2(=,(+)?),?(635)?,5776?(/0(),

(+0(,52,9/52*597)=,*0.5(5)?,?6//&62352<,(+),?6>?(/0(),>52352<,?5(),

*&673, >), 3/6<<0>7), ?5E570/7H, (&, (+), ?6>?(/0():>52352<, ?5()?F

2.2.2. Allosteric modulators

U)K(, (&, (+), E&3670(&/?, (+0(, 0/), >52352<, (&, &/(+&?()/5*, ?5()=,

?&E), 8AB?, +0.), 07?&, 077&?()/5*, ?5()?=, (+0(, *02, >), (0/<)()3,

>H, *+)E5*07, E&3670(&/?F, $2, <)2)/07=, 077&?()/5*, E&3670(&/?,

J)/), ?6<<)?()3, (&, 9/&.53), ?).)/07, 625V6), 03.02(0<)?, &.)/,

E&7)*67)?, (0/<)(52<, (+), &/(+&?()/5*, ?5(), RZYTF, ;&/, )K0E97)=,

(+)H, *02, +0.), 0, ?(/6*(6/), .)/H, 35DD)/)2(, D/&E, (+), ?6>?(/0()=,

(+6?, 9&()2(5077H, 9/&.5352<, 0, >)(()/, ?)7)*(5.5(H, 023, E525E5I:

52<, (+), /5?1, &D, 9&()2(507, ?53):)DD)*(?F, X7?&=, (+), 9/)?)2*), &D,

077&?()/5*, ?5()?, 5?, *&2?53)/)3, (&, >), (0/<)(0>7), 2&(, &27H, >H,

52+5>5(&/?=, >6(, 07?&, 9&()2(5077H, >H, d9&?5(5.), 077&?()/5*, E&3:

670(&/?e, @LXWC=, &/, 0<&25?(?=, *&E9&623?, )2+02*52<, (+),

D62*(5&2, RZZTF

X77&?()/5*, E&3670(&/?, 0/), 52, 90/(5*670/7H, J)77, 3)?*/5>)3, D&/,

(+), 8ABS, D0E57H, &D, (/02?9&/()/?, &D, <76(0E0(), 023, 2)6(/07,

0E52&, 0*53?F, jBLfSNS, 52+5>5(?, 8ABSXM, @"XXGSC, 077&?()/5*077H=,

>H, *&22)*(52<, (+), (/02?9&/()/, 3&E052, J5(+, (+), ?*0DD&7352<,

3&E052=, &6(?53), (+), 75<023, >52352<, ?5()=, (&J0/3, (+), 52(/0*)7:

7670/, 90/(, &D, (+), (/02?9&/()/, RPPT, @;5<6/), Y0CF, G+5?, 7)03?, (&, (+),

>7&*10<), &D, (+), )7).0(&/, E&.)E)2(=, /)?67(52<, 52, 02, 0//)?(, &D,

(+),(/02?9&/()/, 52,(+),&6(J0/3,D0*52<,?(0()F,X,?5E570/,077&?()/5*,

?5(), J0?, 07?&, ?6<<)?()3, 52, 8ABSXZ, @X8BGPC, RZ[TF, $2, *&2(/0?(=,

8ABSXP,@"XXGPC,5?,(0/<)()3,>H,0,LXW=,023,>0?)3,&2,+&E&7&<H,

E&3)7?=, (+), >52352<, ?5(), J0?, 9/&9&?)3, (&, /)?53), (&J0/3, (+),

&6()/,&9)252<,90/(,&D,(+),(/02?9&/()/,RZ]=Z_TF,".)2,(+&6<+,(+),

077&?()/5*, ?5()?, 9/&9&?)3, >H, (+)?), ?(635)?, D&/, 8ABSXP, 023,

8ABSXM, 0/), ?75<+(7H, 35DD)/)2(=, (+)H, ?+0/),02, 52()/D0*),>)(J))2,

(+), (/02?9&/()/, 3&E052, 023, (+), ?*0DD&7352<, 3&E052=, ?6<<)?(:

52<, *&EE&2075(H, 023, 9&()2(5077H, >/&03)/, 09975*0>575(H, &D, (+5?,

E)*+025?E, (&, &(+)/, (/02?9&/()/?, J5(+, )7).0(&/, E)*+02:

5?E, RZSTF

X2&(+)/, D0E57H, &D, 8AB?, J5(+, J)77:3)D52)3, 077&?()/5*, /)<670:

(&/H, ?5()?, 5?, (+), ?&356E:, 023, *+7&/53):3)9)23)2(, 2)6/&(/02?:

E5(()/, D0E57H=, 8AB[F, f)/)=, (+), 077&?()/5*, ?5(), @*077)3, 8P=,

*&E90/)3, (&, ?6>?(/0(), >52352<, ?5(), 8SC, J0?, 53)2(5D5)3, 52, (+),

?(/6*(6/), &D, ?)/&(&252, (/02?9&/()/, 8AB[XY, RMYT=, 02, 8AB, J5(+,

90/(5*670/7H, /5*+, 9+0/E0*&7&<H, 023, 0.0570>575(H, &D, )K9)/5E)2:

(077H, ?&7.)3, ?(/6*(6/)?F, G+), 8P, ?5(), /)?53)?, 52, (+), )K(/0*)77670/,

.)?(5>67), 52, (+), &6(J0/3:&9)2, *&2D&/E0(5&2F, $(, J0?, 9/&9&?)3,

(+0(, ?).)/07, 75<023?, >523, (+)/), 023, E&3670(), (/02?9&/()/,

0*(5.5(H, >H, 07()/52<, (+), 152)(5*?, &D, (+), 75<023, 35??&*50(5&2,

D/&E, (+), ?6>?(/0(), >52352<, ?5(), RZ`TF, G+5?, >52352<, E&3075(H,

J0?, D5/?(, 3)?*/5>)3, 52, (+), ?(/6*(6/), &D, 8AB[XY, 52, *&E97)K,

J5(+, @8C:*5(07&9/0E, RMYTF, $2()/)?(52<7H=, @8C:*5(07&9/0E, 52+5>5(?,

(+), (/02?9&/()/, >H, (J&, >52352<, ).)2(?=, &2), 0(, (+), 077&?()/5*,

?5(),023,02&(+)/,&2),0(,(+),*)2(/07,?6>?(/0(),>52352<,?5()=,J5(+,

+5<+)/, 0DD525(H, (&, (+), ?6>?(/0(), >52352<, ?5(), @;5<6/), Y>CF, G+),

077&?()/5*,?5(),J0?,(+)2,D6/(+)/,*+0/0*()/5I)3=,023,5(,J0?,?+&J2,

(+0(, 5(, *02, >523, ?)/&(&252=, >6(, 07?&, *+)E5*07, E&3670(&/?, ?6*+,

0?, A6, X;[NNP], 023, .570I&3&2), J5(+, +5<+, 0DD525(H, RM[=Z`=[NTF, $2,

D0*(=, A6, X;[NNP], J0?, ?9)*5D5*077H, 3).)7&9)3,(&, >523, (+), 077&?:

()/5*,?5()=,>0?)3,&2,(+),>52352<,&D,@8C:*5(07&9/0EF,$2()/)?(52<7H=,

5(,J0?,9/&9&?)3,(+0(,0,?5E570/,?)*&230/H,?6>?(/0(),>52352<,?5(),

?+&673, >), 9/)?)2(, 52, E02H, &(+)/, (/02?9&/()/?, J5(+, A)6G, D&73=,

D6/(+)/, )K902352<, (+), 3/6<<0>575(H, &D, (+)?), (/02?9&/()/?, R`TF

8).)/07, D6/(+)/, ?(635)?, 9/&9&?)3, 077&?()/5*, E&3670(&/?, D&/,

&(+)/, 8AB?=, 07>)5(, ?&E), J5(+&6(, ?699&/(, &D, )K9)/5E)2(077H,

?&7.)3,?(/6*(6/)?,023,52,E02H,*0?)?,07?&,J5(+&6(,35/)*(,(0/<)(,

)2<0<)E)2(, ).53)2*)F, "K0E97)?, 52*763), (+), 07/)03H, E)2:

(5&2)3, LXW, D&/, 8ABSXP, RZ]=Z_T=, 023, *&E9&623?, (0/<)(52<,

8ABZX], @BfGSC, R[S=[PT, 023, 8AB[XM, @-XGC, R[MTF, ".)2, (+&6<+,

(+),).53)2*),D&/,*+)E5*077H,(0/<)(0>7),077&?()/5*,?5()?,&2,(+)?),

0335(5&207, 8AB?, 5?, 75E5()3, 0?, D&/, 2&J=, 5(, 5?, ()E9(52<, (&, ?9)*:

670(), (+0(, (+)?), ?5()?, E0H, )K5?(, 52, E02H, 8AB?=, 90/(5*670/7H, 52,

(+&?), J5(+, <0()3:9&/), &/, )7).0(&/, E)*+025?E?F, $2, 0335(5&2=,

0207H?5?, &D, 077&?()/5*, ?5()?, 52, 12&J2, 077&?()/5*, 9/&()52?, ?6<:

<)?()3, (+0(, 077&?()/H, 5?, E&/), *&EE&2, 52, E67(5:E)/5*, 023,

E67(5:3&E052, 9/&()52?, 023, (+0(, 077&?()/5*, ?5()?, 0/), D/)V6)2(7H,

7&*0()3, 0(, (+), &75<&E)/5*, 52()/D0*)?, R[YTF, $23))3=, E02H, 8AB?,

+0.), >))2, 9/&9&?)3, (&, 0*(, 0?, E67(5E)/?=, 90/(5*670/7H, (+&?),

J5(+, )7).0(&/, (/02?9&/(, E)*+025?E, R`TF, 8&E), ).53)2*), ?6<:

<)?(?,(+0(,E67(5E)/5I0(5&2,&D,8AB?,E0H,)2+02*),(+),(/02?9&/(,

D62*(5&2, RSY=[ZTF, G+6?=, 5(, ?+&673, >), 9&??5>7), (&, 5E0<52), E&7):

*67)?,(+0(,)2+02*),(/02?9&/(,D62*(5&2,>H,9/&E&(52<,(+),E67(5:

E)/5I0(5&2,?(0(),&D,(+),(/02?9&/()/,RZYTF,W&/)&.)/=,5(,5?,9&??5>7),

(+0(, (+), )76*530(5&2, &D, (+), E&3):&D:0*(5&2, &D, )K5?(52<, 8AB,

52+5>5(&/?, J577, 62*&.)/, 0335(5&207, E&3670(&/?, 0*(52<, 52, 02,

077&?()/5*, D0?+5&2F, $E9&/(02(7H=, 0?, 07/)03H, 3)?*/5>)3, 52, (+),

9/).5&6?, ?)*(5&2=, (+), 70*1, &D, *&E9)(5(5&2, >)(J))2, (+), 52+5>5:

(&/, 023, ?6>?(/0(), ?+&673, 2&(, >), (01)2, 07&2), 0?, ).53)2*), D&/,

077&?()/5*, >52352<, &D, (+), E&3670(&/, R[[TF

3. Functional annotation of SLCs

85E570/7H=, (&, (+)5/, +)()/&<)2&6?, ?(/6*(6/)?=, 8AB?, 0/), .)/H, +)(:

)/&<)2&6?, 52, (+)5/, D62*(5&2F, G+), ?6>?(/0()?, &D, 8AB?, .0/H,

</)0(7H=, D/&E, 5&2?=, (+/&6<+, 26(/5)2(?, 023, E)(0>&75()?=,

_ #F, -#a!Xi, XU-,4F, 8jL"!G$:;j!4X



Figure 4. Allosteric inhibitors of SLCs. (a) UCPH101 inhibits SLC1A3 by binding between transport (blue) and scaffold (pink) domains outside orthosteric site. In 
detail section the orthosteric site is shown with aspartic acid (PDB 7AWM). (b) (S)-citalopram binds in both orthosteric and allosteric sites in SLC6A4 (PDB 5I73). 
Chemical structures of corresponding inhibitors are provided.

"kL"!G, aL$U$aU, aU, -!j4, -$8Ba#"!l `



?5<20752<, E&7)*67)?, 023, K)2&>5&(5*?, 023, 3/6<?F, ".)2, *&2?53:

)/52<, &27H, (+), E&/), (+02, PNNeNNN, +6E02, E)(0>&75()?,

/)9&/()3=, (+),26E>)/?,0/),(&&,70/<),(&, 5E0<52),0,ScS, /)70(5&2:

?+59,>)(J))2,(/02?9&/()/?,023,(+)5/,*0/<&,R[]TF,$(,D&77&J?=,(+0(=,

62751), 4LB!?, 023, 26*7)0/, +&/E&2)?=, (/02?9&/()/?, *022&(, >),

?5E97H, d3)&/9+025I)3Fe, !0(+)/=, J), ?+&673, ?9)01, &D, D62*(5&207,

0??5<2E)2(?, &D, (/02?9&/()/?F, G+), (0?1, &D,0??5<252<, D62*(5&2, (&,

(/02?9&/()/?, 5?, D6/(+)/, E03), E&/), *&E97)K, >H, (+), </)0(7H,

.0/H52<, )K9/)??5&2, &D, 35DD)/)2(, 8AB?=, J5(+, ?&E), (/02?9&/()/?,

>)52<, )K9/)??)3, 6>5V65(&6?7H, 023, (+), )K9/)??5&2, &D, &(+)/?,

*&2D52)3, (&, ?9)*5D5*, *)77, (H9)?=, &/, ).)2, 5235.53607, *)77, ?(0()?F,

X(, (+), ?0E), (5E)=, 8AB?, 0/), /)?9&2?5>7), 2&(, &27H, D&/, (+),

)K*+02<), &D, ?&76()?, >)(J))2, *)77?, 023, (+)5/, )2.5/&2E)2(=,

>6(, 07?&, >)(J))2, (+), 52(/0*)77670/, *&E90/(E)2(?F, G&<)(+)/,

J5(+, 0, +5<+, 3)</)), &D, D62*(5&207, &.)/709, 023, /)362302*H=,

(+5?,E01)?,0??5<2E)2(,&D,>5&*+)E5*07,023,>5&7&<5*07,D62*(5&2?,

(&, 5235.53607, 8AB, <)2)?, 0, 35DD5*67(, 623)/(0152<F

;&/, 7&2<, (5E)=, E&?(, &D, (+), /)?)0/*+, )DD&/(?, +0.), *&2*)2:

(/0()3,&27H,&2,0,?6>?)(,&D,8AB?=,7)0.52<,(+),E0'&/5(H,&D,(+),8AB,

?69)/D0E57H, 623)/?(635)3, RZTF, B&2?)V6)2(7H=, E02H, 8AB?,

/)E052)3, J5(+, 2&, ?5<25D5*02(, D62*(5&207, 022&(0(5&2F, $2, /)*)2(,

H)0/?, J), +0.), ?))2, 02, 52*/)0?), 52, 26E>)/, &D, ?(635)?, 9/&9&?:

52<,0,D62*(5&2,D&/,02,d62*+0/0*()/5I)3e,8AB,D&/,(+),D5/?(,(5E)F,$2,

E02H, *0?)?, (+), D62*(5&207, 0??5<2E)2(, 5?, )20>7)3, >H, 2)J,

()*+2&7&<5)?F, ;&/, )K0E97)=, (+), 6(575I0(5&2, &D, ()*+2&7&<5)?,

)20>752<,02,&/<02)77),96773&J2,023,/0953,E)(0>&7&E5*,9/&D57:

52<, 7)3, (&, (+), 35?*&.)/H, &D, 0, /&7), 52, 95<E)2(0(5&2, &D, (+),

7H?&?&E07,*H?(52),(/02?9&/()/,W;8-SP,R[_TF,85E570/7H=,?6>?(/0(),

&/, D62*(5&2, &D, ?).)/07, 8AB?, J0?, 3)?*/5>)3, D&/, (+), D5/?(, (5E), 52,

?(635)?, 6?52<, <)2)(5*, ?*/))252<, ()*+2&7&<5)?F, G+5?, J0?, (+),

*0?), D&/, 0, E5(&*+&23/507, ?)/52), (/02?9&/()/, J5(+, 0, 1)H, /&7), 52,

&2):*0/>&2, E)(0>&75?E, 8;kUS, R[`T, &/, D&/, (+), E5(&*+&23/507,

UX-, (/02?9&/()/, 8ABPZXZS, R]Nn]PTF, X335(5&2077H=, D&/, ?).)/07,

8AB?=, (+),>5&7&<5*07, D62*(5&2?,J)/), 3)?*/5>)3,>H, 52.)?(5<0(52<,

(+), E)*+025?E:&D:0*(5&2, &D, 3/6<?, 35?*&.)/)3, 52, 9+)2&(H95*,

?*/))252<F,;&/,)K0E97)=,53)2(5D5*0(5&2,&D,(0/<)(?,&D,*&E9&623?,

(+0(, 52()/D)/), J5(+, (+), UaGBf, 90(+J0H, ?+&J)3, (+0(, )23&:

970?E5*, /)(5*676E, @"!C, I52*, (/02?9&/()/, 8ABM`X], @o$L]C, +0?, 02,

)??)2(507,/&7),52,(/0DD5*152<,&D,UaGBf,R]MT=,J+57),(+),/&7),&D,(+),

?0E),(/02?9&/()/,52,(/0DD5*152<,&D,GU;,/)*)9(&/,J0?,62*&.)/)3,

D/&E,<)2)(5*,?*/))2,R]YTF,;52077H=,D62*(5&2?,D&/,?&E),8AB?,J)/),

9/&9&?)3, >0?)3, &2, <)2&E):J53), 0??&*50(5&2, ?(635)?, @4%X8C,

023, E)*+025?(5*, D&77&J:69?F, $2, (+5?, J0H=, 8ABPPXPY, J0?, D&623,

(&, >), 52.&7.)3, 52, /):0>?&/9(5&2, &D, 025&25*, ?()/&53?, 52, (+),

1532)H,R]ZT=,023,;A#B!S,J0?,?+&J2,0?,02, 5E9&/(02(,E)350(&/,

&D,*+&752),(/02?9&/(, R][TF,8(635)?,(+0(, 7)03,(&, D62*(5&207,022&:

(0(5&2, &D, 8AB?=, ?6*+, 0?, )K0E97)?, 3)?*/5>)3, 0>&.)=, +0.),

0, ?(/&2<, 9&()2(507, 5E90*(, &2, 3/6<, 35?*&.)/H, (+/&6<+, (J&,

E052, )DD)*(?F, ;5/?(=, >H, 3)?*/5>52<, (+), >5&7&<5*07, /&7), &D, (+),

(/02?9&/()/=, (+)H, *02, 9/&.53), 0, /0(5&207), D&/, (+)/09)6(5*07,

(0/<)(52<, &D, (+), 90/(5*670/, (/02?9&/()/, 52, 0, *)/(052, 35?)0?)F,

8)*&23=, ?52*), E02H, 8AB?, 0/), 52.&7.)3, 52, (+), (/02?9&/(, &D,

3/6<?, (+)E?)7.)?, R]]T=,623)/?(02352<,(+), ?6>?(/0(),?9)*5D5*5(H,

023, )K9/)??5&2, 90(()/2?, &D, 5235.53607, 8AB?, *&673, 9/&.53),

0, >)(()/, 623)/?(02352<, &D, 3/6<, 35?(/5>6(5&2=, &/, *&673, >),

).)2, 7).)/0<)3, 52(&, 3)?5<252<, 3/6<?, &/, 9/&>)?, (0/<)()3, (&,

?9)*5D5*, *&E90/(E)2(?, (+/&6<+, ?9)*5D5*, 8AB:E)350()3, (/02?:

9&/(F,U6(/5)2(?,&/,(+)5/,E)(0>&75()?,751)7H,0DD)*(,(+),69(01),023,

35?(/5>6(5&2, &D, ?9)*5D5*, 3/6<?, 023, vice versa R]_=]`TF, G+5?, E0H,

>),90/(5*670/7H, 5E9&/(02(, 52,(+),52()?(52)=,(+),1532)H=,(+), 75.)/=,

0(, (+), >7&&3:>/052, >0//5)/=, 0(, (+), >7&&3:*)/)>/&?95207, D7653,

>0//5)/, &D, (+), *+&/&53, 97)K6?=, 023, (+), 970*)2(0F, -)?95(), 95&:

2))/52<, J&/1, &2, 5235.53607, 3/6<?, 023, (/02?9&/()/?=, (+), 9+0/:

E0*&<)2&E5*, 0?9)*(?, &D, E)E>/02), (/02?9&/()/?=, (0152<, 52(&,

0**&62(, (+), <)2&E5*, .0/502(?, &D, (+), +6E02, (/02?9&/(&E):,

<)2&E)=, 5?, ?(577, 0(, (+), >)<52252<, R]_=_Nn_YTF

$2, (+), 2)K(, ?)*(5&2?=, J), J577, D&*6?, &2, (J&, 0?9)*(?, &D, (+),

D62*(5&207, 022&(0(5&2?, &D, 8AB?, (+0(, 970H, 0, 90/(5*670/7H, 5E9&/:

(02(, /&7), 52, 3/6<, 35?*&.)/H, 023, &.)/077, 3/6<<0>575(H, &D, 8AB?=,

023, (+0(, 5?, (+)5/, 7&*075I0(5&2, 023, (+)5/, ?6>?(/0(), 022&(0(5&2?F

3.1. SLC localization

X2,5E9&/(02(,0?9)*(,*&2(/5>6(52<,(&,(+),3/6<<0>575(H,&D,8AB,5?,

(+)5/, 7&*075I0(5&2F, G+), E0'&/5(H, &D, (+), 8AB?, 0/), )K9/)??)3, &2,

(+), 970?E0, E)E>/02), R_Z=_[T=, +)2*)=, (&, (0/<)(, (+)?)=, (+),

/)V65/)E)2(, (&, */&??, (+), E)E>/02), 52, &/3)/, (&, E&3670(),

(+)?), *&673, >), ?5E97)/, *&E90/)3, (&, 52(/0*)77670/, (0/<)(?F, G+5?,

5?, (+), *0?), )?9)*5077H, D&/, E&3670(&/?, (+0(, >523, (+), 8AB, 52, (+),

&6(J0/3:&9)2, *&2D&/E0(5&2, @J+5*+, 5?, (+), *0?), D&/, (+), E0'&/:

5(H, &D, (+), E&3670(&/?, 52, G0>7), SCF, %+57), E&?(, &/077H, 0.0570>7),

E&3670(&/?, ?(577, 2))3, (&, >), 0>7), (&, */&??, E)E>/02)?, 52, &/3)/,

(&, >), >5&0.0570>7)=, (+)/), 0/), 07?&, 52()/)?(52<, )K*)9(5&2?,

0E&2<, 8AB, 3/6<?F, b)*06?), (+), >57), 0*53, (/02?9&/()/, 8ABSNXP,

@$bXGC, 5?, )K9/)??)3, &2, (+), 76E5207, ?53), &D, (+), 52()?(52)=, ?&E),

&D, (+), 3/6<, *023530()?, (0/<)(52<, (+5?, (/02?9&/()/, J)/), 3)75>:

)/0()7H, E&35D5)3,(&, 3)*/)0?), (+), 0>?&/9(5&2=, (+6?, 75E5(52<, (+),

?H?()E5*, )K9&?6/), RYTF, %+57), (+5?, ?(/0()<H, *&673, >), 75E5()3,

&27H, D&/, (0/<)(52<, (+), 8AB?, )K9/)??)3, &2, 76E5207, ?6/D0*)?, &D,

(+), <0?(/&52()?(5207, (/0*(=, &(+)/, 8AB?, )K9/)??)3, &2, 970?E0,

E)E>/02), *&673, >), (0/<)()3, >H, E&7)*67)?, J5(+, <)2)/077H,

75E5()3,*090*5(5)?,(&,*/&??,(+),E)E>/02)?=,?6*+,0?,02(5>&35)?=,

E0*/&*H*7)?=, &/, 9)9(53)?F

G+), 6?0<), &D, 02(5>&35)?, (&, >7&*1, 8AB, D62*(5&2, 5?, E0527H,

52.)?(5<0(5&207, 023, /)9&/(?, &D, 3).)7&952<, 02(5>&35)?, (&, E&3:

670(),8AB,D62*(5&2,0/),*6//)2(7H, 75E5()3F,8ABYNXS,@;)//&9&/(52C,

5?, J&/(+, E)2(5&252<, 52, (+5?, *&2()K(F, 8ABYNXS, 5?, (+), &27H,

12&J2, 5/&2, )K9&/()/, 52, E0EE07?, 023, 5?, )??)2(507, D&/, 5/&2,

0>?&/9(5&2, 0?, J)77, 0?, E052(05252<, (+), 970?E0, 5/&2, *&2*)2(/0:

(5&2, 023, 5/&2, 35?(/5>6(5&2, >)(J))2, 35DD)/)2(, *)77, (H9)?, R_]TF,

a2),&D,(+),E)*+025?E?,&D,*&2(/&7,&D,(+)?),9/&*)??)?,5?,.50,(+),

9)9(535*, +&/E&2), +)9*5352, R_]TF, b52352<, &D, +)9*5352, (&,

8ABYNXS, 7)03?, (&, 52()/2075I0(5&2, 023,?6>?)V6)2(, 3)</030(5&2,

&D,(+),(/02?9&/()/=,023,+)2*),/)36*)3,5/&2,)DD76KF,"DD&/(?,+0.),

>))2, E03), (&, 3&J2/)<670(), 8ABYNXS, .50, +)9*5352:52?95/)3,

9)9(53)?=, 0?, J)77, 0?, .50, ?E077, E&7)*67), 52+5>5(&/?, 3).)7&9)3,

D&/, (+), (/)0(E)2(, &D, 5/&2,&.)/7&03, *&235(5&2?=, ?6*+, 0?,.0E5D):

9&/(,R__=_`TF,B&2.)/?)7H=,0,E&2&*7&207,02(5>&3H,3).)7&9)3,D&/,

0, (/)0(E)2(,&D,02)E50, 52,90(5)2(?,J5(+,*+/&25*,1532)H,35?)0?),

(+0(, >523?, 8ABYNXS=, J+57), 9/)?)/.52<, (+), (/02?9&/(, D62*(5&2=,

9/).)2(?,>52352<,&D,+)9*5352,023,(+6?, ?(0>575I)?, (+),(/02?9&/:

()/,R`NTF,".)2,(+&6<+,(+5?,5?,0,.)/H,?9)*507,*0?)=,5(,5776?(/0()?,(+),

.0/5)(H, &D, 9&??5>7), E&3670(5&2?, &D, 970?E0, E)E>/02), 8AB?, 0?,

J)77,0?,&99&/(625(5)?, 52,6?52<,2)<0(5.),&/,9&?5(5.),E&3670(&/?,

&D, (+), ?0E), 8AB=, 3)9)2352<, &2, 0, *&2()K(F

85E570/7H,(&,(+),02(5>&35)?=,/)9&/(?,&2,8AB:(0/<)(52<,E0*/&:

*H*7)?, 0/), *6//)2(7H, 75E5()3F, 8*/))252<, *0E905<2?, &D,

SN #F, -#a!Xi, XU-, 4F, 8jL"!G$:;j!4X



/090EH*52:52?95/)3,E0*/&*H*7)?,@/090D6*52?C,H5)73)3,52+5>5(&/?,

&D, 8ABPXS=, 8ABPXM, 023, 8ABPXY, @4AjGYC, /090<76(52, X, R`ST, 0?,

J)77,0?,(+),8ABP`XS,52+5>5(&/,/0903&*52, R`PTF,G+),)DD)*(,&D,(+),

70(()/,5?=,(&,?&E),)K()2(=,3)9)23)2(,&2,;ibLSPF,!090D6*52?,0/),

3)?5<2)3, (&, 9/)?)/.), (+), ;ibL, >52352<, &D, /090EH*52=, J+57),

)K*+02<52<, (+), EGa!, >52352<, 3&E052, &D, /090EH*52, (&, 077&J,

D&/, >52352<, &D, &(+)/, 75<023?=, ?6<<)?(52<, (+0(, (+), E0*/&*H*7),

9/&>0>7H, )2<0<)?, (+), (/02?9&/()/, D/&E, (+), 52(/0*)77670/, ?5(),

R`PTF, X335(5&2077H=, ?52*), E02H, 8AB?, *02, 0*(, 0?, /)*)9(&/?, D&/,

.5/6?)?=, 5(, +0?, /)*)2(7H, >))2, /)9&/()3, (+0(, 0, E0*/&*H*75*, 9)9:

(53),9/).)2(?,*)77670/,)2(/H,&D,+)90(5(5?,b,023,-,>H,>52352<,(&,

8ABSNXS, @UGBLC=, J+57), 9/)?)/.52<, (+), (/02?9&/(, D62*(5&2, R`MTF,

852*), ?).)/07, &(+)/, 8AB?, J)/), ?+&J2, (&, >), /)*)9(&/?, &D,

.5/6?)?=, &/, (&K52?=, ?5E570/, 099/&0*+, *&673, >), 6(575I)3, 07?&, D&/,

(+)?), 8AB?F

X2&(+)/,5E9&/(02(,0?9)*(,(+0(,5?,52D76)2*)3,>H,(+),7&*075I0:

(5&2, &D, 8AB?, /)<0/3?, (+), 0E)20>575(H, (&, (0/<)()3, 9/&()52,

3)</030(5&2F, L/).5&6?, J&/1, D/&E, &6/, 70>&/0(&/H, ?+&J)3, (+0(,

8AB?, 0/), 0E)20>7), D&/, (0/<)()3, 9/&()52, 3)</030(5&2, @GL-C,

R`YTF, G+5?, ?(63H, ?+&J)3, 3)</030>575(H, &D, 8AB?, 7&*075I)3, (&,

35DD)/)2(, ?6>*)77670/, *&E90/(E)2(?=, J5(+, ?&E), 75E5(0(5&2?, 52,

*0?), &D, 8AB?, 7&*075I)3, (&, 4&7<5, 023, (+), 522)/, E5(&*+&23/50,

E)E>/02)=, 36), (&, 520**)??5>575(H, (&, 3)</030(5&2, E0*+52)/HF,

G&, ?&E), )K()2(=, (+5?, 5?, 0, 75E5(0(5&2, /05?52<, D/&E, (+), 3)</030:

(5&2, (0<, @3GX4C, ?H?()E=, (+0(, /)75)?, &2, (+), 7&*075I0(5&2, &D, 9/&:

()52,()/E525=,023,*&673,>),9/&>0>7H,0(,7)0?(,90/(5077H,&.)/*0E),

>H, 3)?5<252<, 9/&()&7H?5?, (0/<)(52<, *+5E)/0?, @L!aGXB?CF, 852*),

(+), 3)?5<2, &D, 2&.)7, L!aGXB?, 5?, 6?6077H, >0?)3, &2, )K5?(52<,

52+5>5(&/?, 0?, J0/+)03?=, 5(, 5?, */6*507, (&, 12&J, J+5*+, *&2D&/E0:

(5&2,5?,>)52<,(0/<)()3F,G+5?, 5?,<5.)2,>H,(+),?6>*)77670/,7&*075I0:

(5&2, &D, "M, 75<0?)?, (+0(, 0/), *6//)2(7H, 0.0570>7), D&/, L!aGXB,

3)?5<2=,0?,J)77,0?,(+),9&()2(5077H,35DD)/)2(,3)</030(5&2,)DD5*0*H,

35*(0()3,>H,(+),?6>*)77670/,*&2()K(,R`ZTF,;&/,)K0E97)=,5D,02,8AB,

5?, 7&*075I)3, (&, (+), 970?E0, E)E>/02)=, 5(, 5?, */6*507, (&, 6?),

0, J0/+)03, (+0(, >523?, (+), 52J0/3:&9)2, *&2D&/E0(5&2=, ?52*),

"M, 75<0?)?, 0/), 7&*075I)3, 52(/0*)77670/7HF, B&2.)/?)7H=, (&, 3)?5<2,

L!aGXB?, (0/<)(52<, 8AB?, 7&*075I)3, (&, (+), E)E>/02), &D, (+),

4&7<5=, 5(, E0H, >), 03.02(0<)&6?, (&, 6?), E&7)*67)?, (+0(, >523,

(+), &6(J0/3:&9)2, @(+0(, 5?, *H(&970?E:D0*52<C, *&2D&/E0(5&2, &D,

(+), (/02?9&/()/F, aD, 2&()=, >523)/?, (0/<)(52<, (+), &6(J0/3:&9)2,

*&2D&/E0(5&2, *&673, >), ?(577, 6(575I)3, D&/, ()*+2&7&<5)?, ?6*+, 0?,

7H?&?&E):(0/<)(52<, *+5E0)/0?, @AlGXB?C, R`[TF

3.2. SLC substrates

a2), &D, (+), */6*507, 95)*)?, &D, 52D&/E0(5&2, D&/, 3)()/E5252<, (+),

8AB, D62*(5&2, 5?=, J+5*+, ?6>?(/0(), 02, 8AB, (/02?9&/(?F, X, ?6/.)H,

D/&E, PNPN, )?(5E0()3, (+0(, 099/&K5E0()7H, MNO, &D, 077, +6E02,

8AB?, 70*1, 02H, /)750>7), 52D&/E0(5&2, 0>&6(, (+)5/, ?6>?(/0()?, &/,

75<023?, R[TF, G+5?, /)9/)?)2(?, &2), &D, (+), E0'&/, >&((7)2)*1?, 52,

8AB:&/5)2()3, 3/6<, 35?*&.)/H=, ?52*), (+), 623)/?(02352<, &D, (+),

?6>?(/0(), ?9)*5D5*5(H, /)E052?, 02, 5E9&/(02(, /)V65/)E)2(, D&/,

?)((52<, 69, E&?(, &D, (+), ?*/))252<, 0??0H?, RS_TF, $2, 0335(5&2=,

?52*), E02H, 8AB:(0/<)()3, *+)E5*07, E&3670(&/?, 0/), 0207&<6)?,

(&,?6>?(/0()?=,(+),9/5&/,12&J7)3<),&D,8AB,?6>?(/0()@?C,*02,+)79,

9/):?)7)*(52<, *+)E5*07, 75>/0/5)?\?(/0()<5)?, D&/, ?*/))252<F,

B0E905<2?, (+0(, ?(0/(, J5(+, ?*/))252<, &D, E&7)*67)?, (+0(, 0/),

?(/6*(6/077H, ?5E570/, (&, 8AB, ?6>?(/0()?, 0/), /)70(5.)7H, D/)V6)2(,

023, *02, H5)73, +5<+:V6075(H, 52+5>5(&/?F, G+), 35?*&.)/H, &D, L;:,

N[[Y`P`_=, 0, +5<+7H, 9&()2(, 52+5>5(&/, &D, (+), *5(/0(), (/02?9&/()/,

8ABSMXZ=, ?(0/()3, D/&E, ?*/))252<, &D, E&7)*67)?, ?(/6*(6/077H,

?5E570/, (&, *5(/0(), R`]TF, G+), 35?*&.)/H, &D, XoSYPP=, 02, 52+5>5(&/,

&D, (+), 70*(0(), (/02?9&/()/, 8ABS[XM, @WBGYC=, ?(0/()3, D/&E,

?*/))252<, &D, *&E9&623?, *&2(05252<, *0/>&KH75*, 0*53?, 023,

+)2*), E5E5*152<, 70*(0(), R`_TF, G+5?, ?(/0()<H, *02, >), .0760>7),

)?9)*5077H, 52, *0?)?, J+)2, 0**)??, (&, 0??0H?, (+0(, J&673, >), ?65:

(0>7), D&/, 70/<), +5<+:(+/&6<+96(, ?*/))252<, @fG8C, *0E905<2, 5?,

75E5()3F

U6E)/&6?,*+)E5*07,E&3670(&/?,3)/5.)3, D/&E,?6>?(/0(),020:

7&<6)?,)K+5>5(,75E5()3,?)7)*(5.5(H=,>6(,(+)2,(+)/),07?&,&(+)/?,(+0(,

35?970H,0,+5<+,3)</)),&D,?)7)*(5.5(HF,8&E),&D,(+)?),35DD)/)2*)?,52,

?)7)*(5.5(H, *&673, >), )K97052)3, >H, )K0E5252<, (+), ?(/6*(6/)?, &D,

(/02?9&/()/?, >&623, J5(+, ?6>?(/0():E5E5*152<, 52+5>5(&/?F, %+57),

(+), ?6>?(/0(), >52352<, ?5()?, E0H, >), +5<+7H, *&2?)/.)3, 0*/&??,

?5E570/, (/02?9&/()/?=, (+), *0.5(5)?, (+0(, 0/), D/)V6)2(7H, 2)0/, (+)?),

?5()?, E0H, 35?970H, 70/<), ?(/6*(6/07, 35DD)/)2*)?F, G+5?, *02, >), 5776:

?(/0()3, J5(+, (+), 07/)03H, E)2(5&2)3, )K0E97)?, &D, &/(+&?()/5*,

52+5>5(&/?F, G+), ?)7)*(5.5(H, &D, *5(/0():E5E5*152<, 52+5>5(&/, &D,

8ABSMXZ, 5?, 0*+5).)3, >H, (+), 9/)?)2*), &D, 0, >671H, </&69, (+0(,

9/).)2(?, >52352<, (&, (+), 9/&36*(?, &D, (+), 90/07&<, <)2)?,

8ABSMXP, @U0-BSC, 023, 8ABSMXM, @U0-BMC, RYYT, @;5<6/), Z@0=>CCF,

85E570/7H=, J+57), (+), ?6>?(/0(), >52352<, ?5()?, &D, 8ABSXP, 023,

8ABSXM, 0/), +5<+7H, ?5E570/=, (+), ?6>?(/0():E5E5*152<, 52+5>5(&/,

%XlPSM[SM, 5?, ?)7)*(5.), (&, 8ABSXPF, G+5?, ?)7)*(5.5(H, 5?, E)350()3,

>H,/)?536)?, 52, (+),?5(), >52352<, (+), b-L, E&5)(H, (+0(, 5?, 2)0/, (+),

?6>?(/0(),>52352<,?5()=,023,7)??,*&2?)/.)3,RPSTF,G+),?)7)*(5.5(H,&D,

8ABP`XS, 52+5>5(&/?, &.)/, *7&?)7H, /)70()3, 8ABP`XP, @"UGPC, 023,

8ABP`XM, @"UGMC, 5?, E)350()3, E0527H, >H, 35DD)/)2(, 0E52&, 0*53,

/)?536)?, 52, d&99&/(625?(5*, ?5()?e, /0(+)/, (+02, 52, (+), 9/&9)/, ?6>:

?(/0(), >52352<, ?5(), RY[T, @;5<6/), Z*=3CF, 85E570/, (&, (+5?, 5?, 07?&, (+),

>0?5?,D&/,?)7)*(5.5(H,&D,<75D7&I52?,(&,8ABZXP,&.)/,8ABZXS=,>6(,5(,*02,

>), 07?&, (+), *0?), D&/, E02H, &(+)/, &/(+&?()/5*, 52+5>5(&/?=, (+0(, 0/),

2&(,0207&<6)?,(&,(+),?6>?(/0()?F,aD,2&()=,(+),/)?536)?,52.&7.)3,52,

(+),<0(52<,&D,(/02?9&/()/,*02,>),?5E570/7H,5E9&/(02(,D&/,?6>?(/0(),

?9)*5D5*5(H,0?,/)?536)?, 52, (+),&/(+&?()/5*,?5(),RS[T=,0?,)K)E975D5)3,

>H, 02, )7)<02(,*&E90/5?&2, &D, <76*&?), (/02?9&/()/?, +&E&7&<6)?,

D/&E, Plasmodium falciparum 023, E0EE07?, R``TF, G+5?, D6/(+)/,

+5<+75<+(?, (+), 9&??5>575(5)?, D&/, )2+02*52<, (+), ?)7)*(5.5(H, &D,

&/(+&?()/5*,52+5>5(&/?,>H,)2<0<52<,/)?536)?,&6(?53),(+),?6>?(/0(),

>52352<,?5()F

A0?(, >6(, 2&(, 7)0?(=, ?52*), E&?(, 52+5>5(&/?, >523, (+), ?6>?(/0(),

>52352<,?5()=,(+), D62*(5&207,022&(0(5&2,*02,>),6?)3,(&,*&62()/:,

?*/))2,8AB?,).)2,D/&E,35DD)/)2(,D0E575)?F,G+5?,*02,>),90/(5*670/7H,

5E9&/(02(,D&/,?6>?(/0():52?95/)3,52+5>5(&/?F,;&/,)K0E97)=,]XBBP=,

0,*&E9&623,&/5<52077H,3).)7&9)3,0?,02, 52+5>5(&/,&D,(+),970?E0,

E)E>/02),(/02?9&/()/?,&D, 70*(0(),023,9H/6.0(), RSNNT=,J0?, 70()/,

?+&J2,(&,52+5>5(,(+),E5(&*+&23/507,9H/6.0(),*0//5)/,@WLB=,8ABZYC,

RSNSTF,G+5?, d&DD:(0/<)(e, J&673, 2&(, +0.),>))2,)K9)*()3,>0?)3,&2,

9/&()52, +&E&7&<H, *&2?53)/0(5&2?F, $(, 5?, 5E9&/(02(, (&, 2&(), (+0(,

?52*), ?6>?(/0()?, &D, E02H, 8AB?, &.)/709, J5(+, (+), ?6>?(/0()?, &D,

)2IHE)?=, 5(, 5?, 07?&, 9&??5>7), (+0(, ?6>?(/0():52?95/)3, 52+5>5(&/?,

E0H, 52+5>5(, &(+)/, 52(/0*)77670/, 9/&()52?, (+0(, 2&/E077H, >523, (+),

?0E),?6>?(/0()F

4. Expert opinion

-)?95(),2&(0>7),9/&</)??, 52,/)*)2(,H)0/?, 52,&6/,623)/?(02352<,

&D, D62*(5&2?, 023, ?(/6*(6/)?, &D, (+), 8AB, ?69)/D0E57H, &D,

"kL"!G, aL$U$aU, aU, -!j4, -$8Ba#"!l SS



E)E>/02), (/02?9&/()/?=, (+), >5&*+)E5*07, 023, >5&7&<5*07, D62*:

(5&2, D&/, E02H, 8AB, /)E052?, )76?5.)F, G+), /09537H, </&J52<, 26E:

>)/, &D, 8AB, ?(/6*(6/)?=, )E9&J)/)3, >H, (+), 9/&</)??, 52, */H&"W=,

5?,*&2(/5>6(52<,2&(,&27H, (&,(+),623)/?(02352<,&D, (+),(/02?9&/(,

*H*7)?=,>6(,07?&,(&,(+),623)/?(02352<,&D,(+),E&3):&D:0*(5&2,&D,

*+)E5*07, E&3670(&/?, (0/<)(52<, 8AB?F, X7?&=, (+), 26E>)/, &D, 8AB,

(0/<)(52<, 3/6<?, 5?, *&2?(02(7H, 52*/)0?52<=, ).)2, (+&6<+, 5(, ?(577,

70<?, >)+523, &(+)/, *70??)?, &D, ?5E570/, /)7).02*), RSNP=SNMTF,

W&/)&.)/=, (+), E0'&/5(H, &D, 2)J, *&E9&623?, (0/<)(52<, 8AB?, 5?,

6?6077H, 0<052?(, 8AB?, (+0(, 0/), 07/)03H, (0/<)()3, RSNYTF, %),

>)75).), (+0(, (+5?, (/)23, 5776?(/0()?, J)77, (+), <09?, 52, (+), D62*:

(5&207,023,?(/6*(6/07,623)/?(02352<,&D, (+),8AB,?69)/D0E57H=,0?,
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?69)/D0E57H, E0H, 7)03, (&, 623)/)?(5E0(5&2?, &D, (+), 26E>)/?, &D,

Figure 5. Selectivity of substrate-mimicking inhibitors. (A) Chemical structures of SLC13A5 substrate (citrate) and substrate-mimicking inhibitor PF-06649298. (B) PF- 
06649298 binding site, colored by conservation across SLC13A5, SLC13A2 and SLC13A3. The selectivity to SLC13A5 is mainly mediated by G409, and subsequent 
steric clash by corresponding asparagine in SLC13A2 and SLC13A3 (red) [44]. Numbering reflects the residue position in SLC13A5 (PDB 7JSJ). (C) Chemical structures 
of SLC29A1 substrate (adenosine) and substrate-mimicking inhibitor NBMPR. (D) NBMPR binding site, colored by conservation across SLC29A1, SLC29A2 and 
SLC29A3. The selectivity to SLC29A1 is mainly mediated by G154, and subsequent steric clash by corresponding serine in SLC29A2 and SLC29A3 [46]. Numbering 
reflects residue position in SLC29A1 (PDB 6OB6).
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&2(&7&<H, D&/, +6E02, ?&76(), *0//5)/?F, W&7, 8H?(, b5&7F, PNPNpS[@]CcSn`F,
3&5c, SNFSZPZP\E?>FPNPN`[ZP,

•• Excelent resource for functional annotations of SLCs.

]F, f&9152?, XA=, 4/&&E, B!, G+), 3/6<<0>7), <)2&E)F, U0(, !)., -/6<,
-5?*&., $2()/2)(F, PNNPpS@`Cc]P]n]MNF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\2/3_`P

_F, L)/7023,"=,;/)3/51??&2, !F, B70??5D5*0(5&2, ?H?()E?, &D,?)*&230/H,0*(5.),
(/02?9&/()/?F, G/)23?, L+0/E0*&7, 8*5F, PNS]pM_@MCcMNZnMSZF, 3&5c, SNF,
SNS[\'F(59?FPNS[FSSFNN_

`F, -/)J, -=, b&631)/, aF, 8+0/)3, E&7)*670/, E)*+025?E?, &D, E)E>/02),
(/02?9&/()/?F,X226,!).,b5&*+)EF,PNS[p_Z@SCcZYMnZ]PF,3&5c,SNFSSY[\,

0226/).:>5&*+)E:N[N_SZ:NSYZPN,
• Excelent review describing the main transport mechanisms 

that are shared among SLCs.

SNF, G62H0?6.6201&&7, i=, X37)/, q=, %6, o=, )(, 07F, f5<+7H, 0**6/0(), 9/&()52,
?(/6*(6/), 9/)35*(5&2, D&/, (+), +6E02, 9/&()&E)F, U0(6/),
$2()/2)(X.0570>7), D/&EF, PNPSpZ`[@]_]MCcZ`NnZ`[F, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\,

?YSZ_[:NPS:NM_P_:S,
•• Highly accurate predictions of protein structures for the major-

ity of proteomes from multiple species.

SSF, q6E9)/,q=,".02?,!=,L/5(I)7,X=,)(,07F,f5<+7H,0**6/0(),9/&()52,?(/6*(6/),
9/)35*(5&2, J5(+,X79+0;&73F, U0(6/), $2()/2)(F, PNPSpZ`[cZ_MnZ_`F, 3&5c,,

SNFSNM_\?YSZ_[:NPS:NM_S`:P

SPF, ;)//030, "=, 869)/(5:;6/<0, 4F, X, ?(/6*(6/), 023, ).&76(5&20/H:>0?)3,
*70??5D5*0(5&2, &D, ?&76(), *0//5)/?F, 58*5)2*), $2()/2)(F, PNPPpPZcSNZN`[F,
3&5c, SNFSNS[\'F5?*5FPNPPFSNZN`[

SMF, k5), G=, B+5, k=, f602<, b=, )(, 07F, !0(5&207, )K97&/0(5&2, &D, D&73, 0(70?, D&/,
+6E02, ?&76(), *0//5)/, 9/&()52?F, 8(/6*(6/), $2()/2)(F, PNPPpMN@`CcSMPSn,

SMMNF)ZF, 3&5c, SNFSNS[\'F?(/FPNPPFNZFNSZ

SYF, o+02<, b=, q52, t=, k6, A=, )(, 07F, B&&9)/0(5.), (/02?9&/(, E)*+025?E, &D,

+6E02, E&2&*0/>&KH70(), (/02?9&/()/, PF, U0(, B&EE62, $2()/2)(F,
PNPNpSScSnSNF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSY[]:NPN:S[MMY:S

SZF, %02<, U=, q502<, k=, o+02<, 8=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/07, >0?5?, &D, +6E02,
E&2&*0/>&KH70(), (/02?9&/()/, S, 52+5>5(5&2, >H, 02(5:*02*)/, 3/6<,
*023530()?F, B)77, $2()/2)(F, PNPSpS_Y@PCcM]NnM_MF)SMF, 3&5c, SNFSNS[\,

'F*)77FPNPNFSSFNYM

S[F, -/)J, -=, U&/(+, !X=, U0<0/0(+520E, i=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/)?, 023, <)2)/07,

(/02?9&/(, E)*+025?E?, >H, (+), E0'&/, D0*575(0(&/, ?69)/D0E57H, @W;8CF,
B+)E, !)., $2()/2)(F, PNPSpSPS@`CcZP_`nZMMZF, 3&5c, SNFSNPS\0*?F*+)E,

/).FN*NN`_M

S]F, L0/1)/, qA=, -)E), qB=, i&7&1&6/5?, -=, )(, 07F, W&7)*670/, >0?5?, D&/, /)3&K,

*&2(/&7,>H,(+),+6E02,*H?(52)\<76(0E0(),02(59&/()/,?H?()E,K*hF,U0(,
B&EE62, $2()/2)(F, PNPSpSP@SCc]SY]F, +((9c\\JJJF2*>5F27EF25+F<&.\,
96>E)3\MY__NPMP

S_F, -.&/01, #=, %5)3E)/, G=, $2<7)?:L/5)(&, X=, )(, 07F, X2, &.)/.5)J, &D,
*)77:>0?)3, 0??0H, 970(D&/E?, D&/, (+), ?&76(), *0//5)/, D0E57H, &D,

(/02?9&/()/?F, ;/&2(, L+0/E0*&7, R$2()/2)(TF, PNPSpSPcSnMSF, 3&5c, SNF,
MM_`\D9+0/FPNPSF]PP__`

S`F, -)7,X70E&,-=,W)57)/,q=,W*+0&6/0>,f8F,L/52*597)?,&D,07()/20(52<,0**)??,
52,A)6G:D&73,(/02?9&/()/?c,*&EE&2075(5)?,023,35.)/<)2*)?F,q,W&7,b5&7,

$2()/2)(F,PNPPpYMYcS[]]Y[F,3&5c,SNFSNS[\'F'E>FPNPPFS[]]Y[

PNF, 40/0).0,XX=,87&(>&&E,-q,"7).0(&/:(H9),E)*+025?E?,&D,E)E>/02),
(/02?9&/(F, b5&*+)E, 8&*, G/02?, $2()/2)(F, PNPNpY_@MCcSPP]nSPYSF, 3&5c,,
SNFSNYP\b8GPNPNNP`N

PSF, i0(&, G=, i6?015I01&, G=, q52, B=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/07, 52?5<+(?, 52(&, 52+5>5(&/H,
E)*+025?E, &D, +6E02, )K*5(0(&/H, 0E52&, 0*53, (/02?9&/()/, "XXGPF, U0(,
B&EE62,$2()/2)(F,PNPPpSM@SCcY]SYF,3&5c,SNFSNM_\?YSY[]:NPP:MPYYP:[

PPF, B0267:G)*,qB=,X??07,!=,B5//5,"=,)(,07F,8(/6*(6/),023,077&?()/5*,52+5>5(5&2,
&D, )K*5(0(&/H, 0E52&, 0*53, (/02?9&/()/, SF, U0(6/), $2()/2)(F, PNS]pZYY,

@][ZSCcYY[nYZSF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\20(6/)PPN[Y,
• Landmark study describing the allosteric inhibition of SLC1A3.

PMF, 40/5>?52<+, !XX=, U30/6, "=, 40/0).0, XX=, )(, 07F, !0(5&207, 3)?5<2, &D,
X8BGP, 52+5>5(&/?, 6?52<, 02, 52()</0()3, )K9)/5E)2(07:*&E96(0(5&207,

099/&0*+F,L/&*,U0(7,X*03,8*5,j,8,XF,PNPSpSS_@M]CcSS_F,3&5c,SNFSN]M\,

920?FPSNYN`MSS_,

• Interesting study combining rational drug design based on 

homology model and cryoEM structure.

PYF i09&&/,i=,;52)/:W&&/), q8=,L)3)/?)2, bL=,)(, 07F,W)*+025?E,&D, 52+5>5:

(5&2, &D, +6E02, <76*&?), (/02?9&/()/, 4AjGS, 5?, *&2?)/.)3, >)(J))2,
*H(&*+070?52,b,023,9+)2H7070252),0E53)?F,L/&*,U0(7,X*03,8*5,j,8,XF,
PNS[pSSM@S]CcY]SSnY]S[F, 3&5c, SNFSN]M\920?FS[NM]MZSSM

PZF, %02<, U=, o+02<, 8=, l602, l=, )(, 07F, W&7)*670/, >0?5?, D&/, 52+5>5(52<,

+6E02, <76*&?), (/02?9&/()/?, >H, )K&D0*507, 52+5>5(&/?F, U0(, B&EE62,

$2()/2)(F, PNPPpSM@SCcP[MPF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSY[]:NPP:MNMP[:M,
• Study describing development of conformation specific 

inhibitor.

P[F, l602, l=, i&2<, ;=, k6, f=, )(, 07F, B/H&:"W, ?(/6*(6/), &D, +6E02, <76*&?),

(/02?9&/()/,4AjGYF,U0(,B&EE62,$2()/2)(F,PNPPpSM@SCcP[]SF,3&5c,SNF,
SNM_\?YSY[]:NPP:MNPMZ:Z

P]F B099)/, Wq=, l02<, 8=, 8(&2), XB=, )(, 07F, 86>?(/0(), >52352<, 023, 52+5>5:
(5&2, &D, (+), 025&2, )K*+02<)/, S, (/02?9&/()/F, >5&!K5., R$2()/2)(TF,

PNPPpPNPP, ;)>, SS9F, Y_NSMNF, +((9c\\>5&/K5.F&/<\*&2()2(\)0/7H\PNPP\,
NP\SP\PNPPFNPFSSFY_NSMNF0>?(/0*(

P_F, X/010J0, G=, i&>0H0?+5:l6/6<5, G=, X7<6)7, l=, )(, 07F, B/H?(07, ?(/6*(6/), &D,
(+),025&2,)K*+02<)/,3&E052,&D,+6E02,)/H(+/&*H(),>023,MF,8*5)2*),
$2()/2)(F, PNSZpMZN@[P[SCc[_Nn[_YF, 3&5c, SNFSSP[\?*5)2*)F000YMMZ

P`F, U56,l=,B65,%=,A56,!=,)(,07F,8(/6*(6/07,E)*+025?E,&D,84AGS,52+5>5(&/?F,
U0(, B&EE62, $2()/2)(F, PNPPpSM@SCc[YYNF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSY[]:NPP:,
MMYPS:]

MNF, U56, l=, A56, !=, 4602, B=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/07, >0?5?, &D, 52+5>5(5&2, &D, (+),

+6E02, 84AGPnWXLS], <76*&?), (/02?9&/()/F, U0(6/), $2()/2)(F,
PNPPp[NS@]_`PCcP_NnP_YF, +((9c\\JJJF2*>5F27EF25+F<&.\96>E)3\,
MY__NY`M

SY #F, -#a!Xi, XU-, 4F, 8jL"!G$:;j!4X



MSF, W&(5J070, o=, X36/5, U4=, 8+0H), f=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/07, >0?5?, &D, 4XbX,
/)69(01), 52+5>5(5&2F, U0(6/), $2()/2)(F, PNPPp[N[@]`SZCc_PNn_P[F, 3&5c,,
SNFSNM_\?YSZ_[:NPP:NY_SY:K

MPF, B&7)E02,qX=,l02<,-=,o+0&,o=,)(,07F,8)/&(&252,(/02?9&/()/n5>&<052),
*&E97)K)?, 5776E520(), E)*+025?E?, &D, 52+5>5(5&2, 023, (/02?9&/(F,

U0(6/), $2()/2)(F, PNS`pZ[`@]]ZYCcSYSnSYZF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSZ_[:,

NS`:SSMZ:S,

• Structure of SLC6A4 in complex with ibogaine, showing atypi-

cal othosteric inhibition.

MMF 852<+, $=,8)(+,X=,b577)?>u77),Bb=,)(,07F,8(/6*(6/):>0?)3,35?*&.)/H,&D,*&2:

D&/E0(5&2077H, ?)7)*(5.), 52+5>5(&/?, &D, (+), ?)/&(&252, (/02?9&/()/F, B)77,
$2()/2)(F,PNPMpS_[@SNCcPS[NnPS]ZF)S]F,3&5c,SNFSNS[\'F*)77FPNPMFNYFNSN

MYF, B&7)E02,qX=,4/))2,"W=,4&606K,"F,k:/0H,?(/6*(6/)?,023,E)*+025?E,

&D, (+), +6E02, ?)/&(&252, (/02?9&/()/F, U0(6/)F, PNS[pZMP,

@]Z``CcMMYnMM`F, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\20(6/)S][P`,

• Study reporting the first SLC6A4 structure and structural evi-

dence of the drug bounding in the allosteric site of SLC6A4.

MZF, B&7)E02, qX=, 4&606K, "F, 8(/6*(6/07, >0?5?, D&/, /)*&<25(5&2, &D, 35.)/?),
02(53)9/)??02(?,>H,(+),+6E02,?)/&(&252,(/02?9&/()/F,U0(,8(/6*(,W&7,
b5&7, $2()/2)(F,PNS_pPZcS]NnS]ZF,3&5c,SNFSNM_\?YSZ`Y:NS_:NNP[:_

M[F L7)2<), L=, l02<, -=, 807&E&2, i=, )(, 07F, G+), 02(53)9/)??02(, 3/6<, .570I&:
3&2), 5?, 02, 077&?()/5*, 52+5>5(&/, &D, (+), ?)/&(&252, (/02?9&/()/F, U0(,

B&EE62,$2()/2)(F,PNPSpSP@SCcZN[MF,3&5c,SNFSNM_\?YSY[]:NPS:PZM[M:M

M]F, 8+0+?0.0/, X=, 8(&+7)/, L=, b&6/)21&., 4=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/07, 52?5<+(?, 52(&,

(+), 52+5>5(5&2, &D, <7H*52), /)69(01)F, U0(6/), $2()/2)(F,
PNPSpZ`Sc[]]n[_SF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSZ_[:NPS:NMP]Y:I

M_F, l02, !=, A5, l=, Wv77)/, q=, )(, 07F, W)*+025?E, &D, ?6>?(/0(), (/02?9&/(, 023,
52+5>5(5&2, &D, (+), +6E02, AXGS:Y;P+*, 0E52&, 0*53, (/02?9&/()/F, B)77,

-5?*&., $2()/2)(F, PNPSp]cNn]F, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSYPS:NPS:NNPY]:Y

M`F, l02, !=, k5), "=, A5, l=, )(, 07F, G+), ?(/6*(6/), &D, )/0?(52:>&623, k*(nY;P+*,
*&E97)K,/).)07?,E&7)*670/,E)*+025?E?,623)/7H52<,)/0?(52:5236*)3,
D)//&9(&?5?F, B)77, !)?, $2()/2)(F, PNPPpMP@]Cc[_]n[`NF, +((9c\\JJJF2*>5F,

27EF25+F<&.\96>E)3\MZMZPNMP

YNF, -&2<,l=,40&,l=,$75),X=,)(,07F,8(/6*(6/),023,E)*+025?E,&D,(+),+6E02,

Uf"S:BfLS,*&E97)KF,U0(,B&EE62,$2()/2)(F,PNPSpSPF,3&5c,SNFSNM_\,
?YSY[]:NPS:PMY`[:I

YSF, o+0&, l=, !&H, i=, #53&??5*+, L=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/07, >0?5?, D&/, 52+5>5(5&2, &D, (+),
B0(5&2:*+7&/53),*&(/02?9&/()/,UiBBS,>H,(+),356/)(5*,3/6<,>6E)(0253)F,

U0(,B&EE62F,PNPPpSM@SCF,3&5c,SNFSNM_\?YSY[]:NPP:MNYN]:M

YPF, ;02, W=, o+02<, q=, A)), B:A=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/), 023, (+50I53), 52+5>5(5&2,

E)*+025?E, &D, (+), +6E02, U0nB7, *&(/02?9&/()/F, U0(6/), $2()/2)(F,
PNPMp[SY@]`Y`Cc]__n]`MF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSZ_[:NPM:NZ]S_:N

YMF, o+0&, l=, 8+)2, q=, %02<, t=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/), &D, (+), +6E02, *0(5&2n,
*+7&/53), *&(/02?9&/(, iBBS, 52, 02, &6(J0/3:&9)2, ?(0()F, L/&*, U0(7,
X*03, 8*5, $2()/2)(F, PNPPpSS`@P]Cc, 3&5c, SNFSN]M\920?FPSN`N_MSS`

YYF 806)/, -b=, 8&2<, q=, %02<, b=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/), 023, 52+5>5(5&2, E)*+02:

5?E, &D, (+), +6E02, *5(/0(), (/02?9&/()/, U0BGF, U0(6/), $2()/2)(F,
PNPSpZ`ScSZ]nS[SF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSZ_[:NPS:NMPMN:K

YZF, i+029920.0/,b=,W05)/,q=,f)/>&/<,;=,)(,07F,8(/6*(6/07,>0?5?,&D,&/<025*,
*0(5&2, (/02?9&/()/:M, 52+5>5(5&2F, U0(, B&EE62, $2()/2)(F, PNPPpSM,

@SCc[]SYF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSY[]:NPP:MYP_Y:_

Y[F, %/5<+(, Uq=, A)), 8:lF, 8(/6*(6/)?, &D, +6E02, "UGS, 52, *&E97)K, J5(+,
03)2&?52), /)69(01), 52+5>5(&/?F, U0(, 8(/6*(, W&7, b5&7, $2()/2)(F,
PNS`pP[cZ``n[N[F, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSZ`Y:NS`:NPYZ:]

Y]F, b577)?>u77), Bb=, XI6E0H0, BW=, i/)(?*+, !B=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/), &D,

+)9*5352:>&623, D)//&9&/(52, /).)07?, 5/&2, +&E)&?(0(5*, E)*+025?E?F,
U0(6/),$2()/2)(F,PNPNpZ_[c_N]n_SSF,3&5c,SNFSNM_\?YSZ_[:NPN:P[[_:I

Y_F, A)+E022, ";=, A5I5*I05,W=,-/&w3wH1, i=, )(,07F,8(/6*(6/)?, &D, D)//&9&/(52,
52,*&E97)K,J5(+, 5(?,?9)*5D5*, 52+5>5(&/,.0E5D)9&/(F,>5&!K5.,R$2()/2)(TF,

PNPPpPNPP, X6<, P`9F, ZNZ[YPF, +((9c\\>5&/K5.F&/<\*&2()2(\)0/7H\PNPP\,
N_\P`\PNPPFN_FP`FZNZ[YPF0>?(/0*(F

Y`F, A&2<, G=, t5, k=, f0??02, X=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/07, >0?5?, D&/,
5(/0*&20I&7):E)350()3, ULBS, 52+5>5(5&2F, U0(, B&EE62, $2()/2)(F,

PNPNpSScSnSSF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSY[]:NS`:SM`S]:Z

ZNF f6, W=, l02<, ;=, f602<, l=, )(, 07F, 8(/6*(6/07, 52?5<+(?, 52(&, (+), E)*+02:
5?E, &D, +6E02, ULBSAS:E)350()3, *+&7)?()/&7, 69(01)F, 8*5, X3.,
$2()/2)(F, PNPSp]@P`CcSnS[F, 3&5c, SNFSSP[\?*503.F0><MS__

ZSF, 40/5>?52<+,!X=,8*+7)??52<)/,XF,X3.02*)?,023,*+077)2<)?,52,/0(5&207,

3/6<, 3)?5<2, D&/, 8AB?F, G/)23?, L+0/E0*&7, 8*5, $2()/2)(F, PNS`pSnSSF,
3&5c, SNFSNS[\'F(59?FPNS`FN_FNN[

ZPF, !)2063, qL=, B+0/5, X=, B5D)//5, B=, )(, 07F, B/H&:"W, 52, 3/6<, 35?*&.)/Hc,
0*+5).)E)2(?=, 75E5(0(5&2?, 023, 9/&?9)*(?F, U0(, !)., -/6<, -5?*&.,
$2()/2)(F, PNS_pS]cY]SnY`PF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\2/3FPNS_F]]

ZMF, U5)77&, W=, 4/035?*+, !=, A&7023, Bq=, )(, 07F, X77&?()/5*, E&3670(5&2, &D,
2)6/&(/02?E5(()/, (/02?9&/()/?, 0?, 0, (+)/09)6(5*, ?(/0()<HF, G/)23?,

L+0/E0*&7, 8*5, $2()/2)(F, PNPNpYScYY[nY[MF, 3&5c, SNFSNS[\'F(59?FPNPNF,
NYFNN[

ZYF, i/)E)/, -W=, AH??5&(5?, BXF, G0/<)(52<, 077&?()/5*, /)<670(5&2, &D, *02*)/,
E)(0>&75?EF, U0(, B+)E, b5&7F, PNPPpS_@ZCcYYSnYZNF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\,

?YSZ_`:NPP:NN``]:[

ZZF, B+02<)6K, qL=, B+/5?(&9&67&?, XF, X77&?()/5*, E&3670(5&2, 0?, 0, 625DH52<,
E)*+025?E, D&/, /)*)9(&/, D62*(5&2, 023, /)<670(5&2F, B)77, $2()/2)(F,
PNS[pS[[cSN_YnSSNPF, 3&5c, SNFSNS[\'F*)77FPNS[FN_FNSZ

Z[F -&2<, l=, %02<, q=, 40/5>?52<+, !X=, )(, 07F, B&2?)/.)3, 077&?()/5*, 52+5>5:

(5&2,E)*+025?E, 52,8ABS, (/02?9&/()/?F,>5&!K5., R$2()/2)(TF, PNPPpPNPP,
8)9,PS9F,ZN__SNF,+((9c\\>5&/K5.F&/<\*&2()2(\)0/7H\PNPP\N`\PP\PNPPF,
N`FPSFZN__SNF0>?(/0*(

Z]F, i&/(0<)/), 8=, W&/()2?)2, a#=, k50, q=, )(, 07F, $3)2(5D5*0(5&2, &D, 2&.)7,
077&?()/5*, E&3670(&/?, &D, <76(0E0(), (/02?9&/()/, "XXGPF, XB8, B+)E,

U)6/&?*5F, PNS_p`@MCcZPPnZMYF, 3&5c, SNFSNPS\0*?*+)E2)6/&F]>NNMN_

Z_F, X>/0E, W=, q016>5)*, W=, !))>, i=, )(, 07F, -5?*&.)/H, &D, @!C:, U:b)2IH7:,
P:@P=Z:35&K&9H//&75352:S:H7C9/&9020E53), R@!C:X8:ST=, 0, 2&.)7, &/077H,

>5&0.0570>7),"XXGP,E&3670(&/,J5(+,3/6<:751),9/&9)/(5)?,023,9&()2(,
02(5?)5I6/),0*(5.5(H, 52, .5.&F, q,W)3,B+)EF,PNPPp[Z@[ZCcSS]NMnSS]PZF,

3&5c, SNFSNPS\0*?F'E)3*+)EFP*NNZMY

Z`F, l02<,-=,4&606K,",$776E520(5&2,&D,?)/&(&252,(/02?9&/()/,E)*+025?E,
023,/&7),&D,(+),077&?()/5*,?5()F,8*5,X3.,$2()/2)(F,PNPSp]@Y`Cc)0>7M_Z]F,

3&5c, SNFSSP[\?*503.F0>7M_Z]

[NF, L7)2<), L=, X>/0EH02, XW=, 8u/)2?)2, 4=, )(, 07F, G+), E)*+025?E, &D, 0,
+5<+:0DD525(H, 077&?()/5*, 52+5>5(&/, &D, (+), ?)/&(&252, (/02?9&/()/F, U0(,
B&EE62, $2()/2)(F, PNPNpSScSnSPF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSY[]:NPN:SZP`P:H

[SF, !6<<5)/&, XW=, %/5<+(, q=, ;)/<6?&2, 8W=, )(, 07F, U&2&5?&(&95*, 0??0H, D&/,
(+), 9/)?H209(5*, *+&752), (/02?9&/()/, /).)07?, *090*5(H, D&/, 077&?()/5*,
E&3670(5&2,&D,*+&752),69(01)F,XB8,B+)E,U)6/&?*5,$2()/2)(F,PNSPpM,

@SNCc][]n]_SF, 3&5c, SNFSNPS\*2MNNN]S_

[PF, B+&63+0/H, L=, X/E?(/&2<, "q=, q&/<)2?)2, BB=, )(, 07F, -5?*&.)/H, &D,

*&E9&623?, (+0(, 9&?5(5.)7H, E&3670(), (+), +5<+, 0DD525(H, *+&752),
(/02?9&/()/F, ;/&2(, W&7, U)6/&?*5F, PNS]pSNcSnS]F, 3&5c, SNFMM_`\D2E&7F,
PNS]FNNNYN

[MF, X<<0/J07, 8=, A56, k=, !5*), B=, )(, 07F, $3)2(5D5*0(5&2, &D, 0, 2&.)7, 077&?()/5*,

E&3670(&/, &D, (+), +6E02, 3&90E52), (/02?9&/()/F, XB8, B+)E, U)6/&?*5F,
PNS`pSN@_CcM]S_nM]MNF,3&5c,SNFSNPS\0*?*+)E2)6/&F`>NNP[P

[YF, k5), q=, A05, AF, L/&()52, (&9&7&<H, 023, 077&?()/HF, B6//, a952, 8(/6*(, b5&7,

$2()/2)(F, PNPNp[PcSZ_nS[ZF, 3&5c, SNFSNS[\'F?>5FPNPNFNSFNSS
[ZF l02, t=, A6, l=, o+&6, A=, )(, 07F, W)*+025?(5*, 52?5<+(?, 52(&, 4AjGS, 0*(5.0:

(5&2,023,*76?()/52<,/).)07)3,>H,?69)/:/)?&76(5&2,5E0<52<F,L/&*,U0(7,

X*03, 8*5, $2()/2)(F, PNS_pSSZ@P]Cc]NMMn]NM_F, 3&5c, SNFSN]M\920?F,
S_NM_Z`SSZ

[[F, b70(,l,U&2:*&E9)(5(5.), 52+5>5(5&2,>H,0*(5.),?5(),>523)/?F,B+)E,b5&7,
-/6<, -)?, $2()/2)(F, PNSNp]Z@[CcZMZnZYNF, 3&5c, SNFSSSS\'FS]Y]:NP_ZF,
PNSNFNN`]PFK

[]F, %5?+0/(,-8=,46&,X=,a7)/,"=,)(,07F,fW-b,ZFNc,(+),+6E02,E)(0>&7&E),

30(0>0?), D&/, PNPPF, U6*7)5*, X*53?, !)?, $2()/2)(F, PNPPpZN@-SCc-[PPn,
-[MSF, 3&5c, SNFSN`M\20/\<10>SN[P

[_F, X3)7E022,Bf=,G/062>06)/,Xi=,B+)2,b=,)(,07F,W;8-SP,E)350()?,(+),

5E9&/(, &D, *H?()52), 52(&, E)702&?&E)?, 023, 7H?&?&E)?F, U0(6/),
$2()/2)(F, PNPNpZ__c[``n]NYF, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSZ_[:NPN:P`M]:K
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(/02?9&/()/,/)V65/)3,D&/,&2):*0/>&2,E)(0>&75?EF,8*5)2*)F,PNS_pM[P,
@[YS[Cc_NnF, 3&5c, SNFSSP[\?*5)2*)F00(`ZP_

]NF 45/0/35, "=, X</5E5, 4=, 4&73E022, j=, )(, 07F, "95?(0?5?:3/5.)2, 53)2(5D5*0:
(5&2, &D, 8ABPZXZS, 0?, 0, /)<670(&/, &D, +6E02, E5(&*+&23/507, UX-,
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• This study utilizes chemical biology to uncover a hit from 

phenotypic screen, finding the role of SLC39A7 as a Notch 

pathway modulation.
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q&6/207, aD, B7525*07, $2.)?(5<0(5&2, $2()/2)(F, PNS`pSMN@SCcY`SnZN[F,

+((9c\\JJJF2*>5F27EF25+F<&.\96>E)3\MS[M_Z`[

_`F, !0E&?, "=, !6*+070, L=, 4&&32&6<+, qb=, )(, 07F, W525+)9*5352?, 9/).)2(,
5/&2, &.)/7&03, 52, 0, +)9*5352:3)D5*5)2(, E&6?), E&3)7, &D, ?).)/),

+)E&*+/&E0(&?5?F, b7&&3, $2()/2)(F, PNSPpSPN@S_CcM_P`nM_M[F, 3&5c,,
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`SF, 46&,o=,B+)2<,o=,%02<,q=,)(,07F,-5?*&.)/H,&D,0,9&()2(,4AjG,52+5>5(&/,
D/&E,0, 75>/0/H,&D, /090D6*52?,>H,6?52<,M-,E5*/&0//0H?F,X2<)J,B+)E,
$2(, "3, "2<7, $2()/2)(F, PNS`pZ_@Y_CcS]SZ_nS]S[PF, 3&5c, SNFSNNP\025)F,

PNS`NZZ]_
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J5(+, 2)J, (0/<)(, ?9)*5D5*5(HF, U0(, B+)E, $2()/2)(F, PNS`pSScPZYnP[MF,
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PNS_pPZ@]Cc`N[n`SZF)ZF,3&5c,SNFSNS[\'F*+)E>5&7FPNS_FNYFNSS,
• Development of macrocylic compounds that prevent interactions 

between SLC and a viral protein, reducing the intracellular entry of 

the virus, while not affecting the SLC transport function.
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• This study shows for a first time that SLCs are amenable for 

targeted protein degradation and introduces first SLC- 

targeted PROTAC.
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PNS_p`cSPN_F, 3&5c, SNFSNM_\?YSY[]:NS_:NMZPZ:N
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One of the major bottlenecks to study SLCs is the general lack of appropriate tools (César-

Razquin et al, 2015; Superti-Furga et al, 2020). This considers antibodies, tool compounds, 

datasets, but also biological assays. Yet, the availability of assays is critical for the 

development of chemical modulators and for drug discovery. Moreover, the adoption of 

existing technologies that could be utilized for SLCs is frequently hampered by lack of 

information on which SLCs are amenable to which assays. The aim of the review included in 

this section is to provide an overview of technologies and screening platforms available for 

SLC-oriented research and to help rationalize the suitability of individual SLCs or families to 

individual technologies. In this review we discuss what the general characteristics of assays 

are, the features of individual SLCs that are important for choosing an assay, and some of the 

most important assay technologies. The assays are divided based on their principles into 

transport, functional, binding, and phenotypic assays. 

The author of this thesis conceptualized and wrote most of this review together with his 

supervisor and with input from Tabea Wiedmer and Alvaro Ingles-Prieto. The rest of the co-

authors contributed by writing subsections about individual assay technologies, that were then 

assembled and edited by the author of this thesis with input from Tabea Wiedmer and Alvaro 

Ingles-Prieto. Daniela Digles performed the data mining in figure 12, contributed to writing of 

the discussion and provided feedback throughout the writing. Data for figure 12D were 

provided by Claire M. Steppan. Figures 1 and 12 were made by the author of this thesis, all 

the other figures were made by Alvaro Ingles-Prieto. The rights to include a full reprint of this 

review in this thesis are retained with the authors.
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The solute carrier (SLC) superfamily represents the biggest family of transporters with

important roles in health and disease. Despite being attractive and druggable targets, the

majority of SLCs remains understudied. One major hurdle in research on SLCs is the lack of

tools, such as cell-based assays to investigate their biological role and for drug discovery.

Another challenge is the disperse and anecdotal information on assay strategies that are

suitable for SLCs. This review provides a comprehensive overview of state-of-the-art

cellular assay technologies for SLC research and discusses relevant SLC characteristics

enabling the choice of an optimal assay technology. The Innovative Medicines Initiative

consortium RESOLUTE intends to accelerate research on SLCs by providing the scienti c

community with high-quality reagents, assay technologies and data sets, and to ultimately

unlock SLCs for drug discovery.

Keywords: solute carrier, cell-based assay, drug discovery, chemical screening, transporters, SLC

INTRODUCTION

Cells need to tightly control the chemical exchange between the intracellular and extracellular
environment to maintain homeostasis, cellular integrity and safeguarding identity. Around 10% of
the human genome encodes for proteins dedicated to the transport of molecules across cellular
membranes, such as ATP-binding cassette transporters (ABC), ATPases, ion channels and solute
carriers (SLCs) (Hediger et al., 2013). SLCs represent the second biggest group of membrane proteins
and the biggest group of transporters (Höglund et al., 2011). Currently the SLC group or, better,
supergroup or superfamily, as it includes proteins with different folds and phylogenetic origin,
counts more than 450 members. Membership is based on either sequence or functional similarity
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(Figure 1A). SLCs are divided into 66 “classical” or canonical
families and ve new families or non-canonical families (Perland
and Fredriksson, 2017; Gyimesi, 2020).

SLCs are responsible for the transport of a large spectrum of
molecules including nutrients, metabolites, xenobiotics (such as
phytochemicals), small molecule drugs and metal ions (Pizzagalli

FIGURE 1 | Solute carrier transporters, biochemical properties. (A) Schematic representation of the biochemical features of all SLC transporters. The superfamily is

divided in 66 canonical sub-families and 5 non-canonical sub-families. For each SLC, the localization at the plasma membrane, the electrogenicity and the main substrate

class are annotated. Annotation information regarding localization and substrate was extracted from Meixner et al. (2020) (updated by addition of SLC66 family),

information regarding electrogenicity is referenced in Supplementary Table S1 and SLC fold was extracted from the Pfam database. (B) Transport mechanisms

of SLCs. (C) Different association states are displayed by functional SLCs. PDB IDs 4ZW9, 6IRT and 6RVX were processed using Illustrate (Goodsell et al., 2019) to

generate the visual representations.
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et al., 2020). Given the character and breadth of their substrate
spectrum, it is not surprising that SLCs vary in their structure,
regulation and tissue expression which is tightly coupled to the
metabolic state of cells (Zhu and Thompson, 2019). This entails
that SLCs are not only involved in key physiological processes, such
as absorption of nutrients in the gut or ion reabsorption in kidney,
but also in specialized cellular tasks, like the acidi cation of
cytoplasm (Sedlyarov et al., 2018), amino acids sensing
(Rebsamen et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015), metal sensing
(Zhang C. et al., 2020), efferocytosis (Morioka et al., 2018) or
regulation of cell mass (Demian et al., 2019).

In addition, increasing amount of evidence suggests that most
drugs and steroid hormones may require transporters to enter cells
(Dobson and Kell, 2008; Okamoto et al., 2018; Girardi et al., 2020a).
Since the expression of some SLCs is restricted only to certain tissues
and cell types (O’Hagan et al., 2018), it should be possible to tailor
compounds to target speci c populations of cells through SLC
af nity. This principle is well known from PET imaging, based
on the fact that cancer cells tend to upregulate glucose transporters
and glycolysis and can therefore be visualized with labelled glucose.
The same principle was recently used to develop a uorescent probe
for activated macrophages (Park et al., 2019). Tailoring compounds
for speci c SLC-mediated drug delivery is also a promising strategy
for enabling drugs to cross the blood-brain barrier (Puris et al.,
2020). In addition, membrane transporters may in uence the
pharmacokinetic pro le of a drug, and mutation or
downregulation of a transporter may lead to development of
resistance and treatment failure (Winter et al., 2014). Since SLCs
play a role in drug-drug interactions and single nucleotide
polymorphisms could affect both drug pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics, FDA guidelines recommend to consider
these factors when evaluating drug ef ciency (Giacomini et al.,
2010; FDA, 2020).

At least half of the SLCs are linked to human diseases, including
diabetes, gout, high blood pressure, asthma, in ammatory bowel
disease, chronic kidney disease, mental disorders, cancer, and a
plethora of inborn errors of metabolism, highlighting their medical
relevance and therapeutic signi cance (Giacomini et al., 2010). In
addition, recent studies reported that SLCs may be involved in the
regulation of different signaling pathways involved in cancer and
other diseases, such as copper transporters and MAPK pathway, or
zinc transport as a modulator of Notch pathway activity (Brady et al.,
2014; Nolin et al., 2019). Moreover, SLCs are acting as cellular
receptors for the entry of viruses (Côté et al., 2011; Sainz et al., 2012),
which can be impeded with high-af nity protein binders (Passioura
et al., 2018).

Due to all the mentioned reasons and the fact that SLCs are
increasingly considered amenable drug targets, the interest in
SLC-oriented drug discovery is rapidly increasing (Garibsingh
and Schlessinger, 2019; Avram et al., 2020, 2021; Superti-Furga
et al., 2020). For instance, SLCs offer diverse structural features
that favor interactions with drug-like molecules as well as
appropriate accessibility to drug interactions, as more than
half of SLCs are localized to the plasma membrane (Meixner
et al., 2020; Pizzagalli et al., 2020). This also allows targeting SLCs
with larger molecules, such as high-af nity binders, antibodies
and macrocycles (Wang W. W. et al., 2019).

Despite all facts mentioned above, only a small proportion of
SLCs are so far targeted by drugs or chemical probes. There are
three main factors hampering the development of new chemical
entities able to modulate SLC activity. First, the majority of this
supergroup is relatively understudied and biological functions or
substrates of many SLCs remain elusive (César-Razquin et al.,
2015; Meixner et al., 2020). Second, there is a lack of high-quality
biological tools, speci c and reliable reagents and dedicated
databases. Lastly, the number of functional assays required to
study such a diverse group of targets is still limited.

To address the state of the art regarding this last point, we here
provide an overview of the cell-based assay technologies currently
available for SLC-focused research.

Why focus on cell-based assays and not include in vitro assays?
For both practical and discovery strategy reasons. Practical as this
overview is already sizeable as is. Strategic as we are convinced that
cellular assays are better suited primary assays for proteins that are
dif cult to express recombinantly and purify. We consider the
proper folding, natural embedding in a lipid bilayer of
physiological complexity, proper cellular glycosylation pattern
together with other post-translational modi cations, and, most
importantly, the natural repertoire and concentration of protein
interaction partners, all as parameters of great importance for
assessing the chemical engagement of SLC transporters. It is
reasonable to assume that these parameters critically contribute
to the speci city of action of individual SLCs. It is only recently that
it has become possible to engineer human cells with an ease,
precision and scale that has not been hitherto considered feasible
(Xie and Fussenegger, 2018). Many of the assays considered in this
review have been empowered by cell engineering technologies.
Therefore, this review does not include assays involving
recombinant, puri ed proteins and that are, essentially,
biophysical. The review should rather serve as a guide and a
starting point for choosing assay systems for anybody
considering a chemical screen on SLCs or interested in studying
SLC function in intact cells or at least with SLCs embedded in a
cell-derived natural environment.

Assay technologies presented here are applied and developed
further in the RESOLUTE consortium, a public-private
partnership funded by the Innovative Medicines Initiative
(IMI) of the European Union. RESOLUTE aims at
empowering the research community with open-access
reagents and data to unlock the SLC family for drug
discovery. One of the main goals of RESOLUTE is to
systematically assess the suitability of transport assay
technologies for individual SLCs and develop them further
(Superti-Furga et al., 2020). We are expecting to update this
review with experience gained throughout the project.

Choose Wisely: Biophysical and
Biochemical Pro le of Solute Carriers
SLC family members are diverse in many aspects and it is
important to carefully consider features of both the SLC under
study and the assay platform. This brief overview of general SLC
features should act as a rationale for choosing the best-suited
assay platform.
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Transport Type
In contrast to active transporters using ATP as a source of energy,
such as ABC transporters or P-Type ATPases, SLCs are
transporting their substrates either in 1) facilitative mode, or
2) secondary active mode (Hediger et al., 2013) (Figure 1B).
Facilitative transport is moving compounds along their own
gradient, similar to ion channels. Compared to ion channels,
SLCs are working in an alternating access mechanism, meaning
that the SLC is actively moving its gate with a xed stoichiometry
per transport cycle, and thus SLCs have a transport rate that is
several orders of magnitude smaller (Hediger et al., 2013).

Secondary active transport typically couples the movement of
two different molecules. Since concentration gradients across
membranes are a vital feature of cells, many SLCs take
advantage of such gradients to couple the transport of
different molecules. While one molecule moves along its
gradient, the energy can be used to power the transport of
another molecule against its gradient. Depending on the
transport direction of both molecules, the SLC is either a
symporter, i.e. molecules follow the same direction, or
antiporter, i.e. molecules move in the opposite direction
(Figure 1B). The transport rate may be proportional to the
gradient of the coupled molecule. Secondary active transport is
most frequently coupled to ions, mainly Na+, Cl , K+ or H+ (Bai
et al., 2018; Meixner et al., 2020), but other molecules may be
coupled as well, for example SLC7A11 is exchanging glutamate
for cysteine. This gives the possibility to assess changes in
concentrations of coupled molecules as a surrogate of transport.

Solute Carrier Structural Features
Visualization of the SLCs’ structure is critical for describing their
transport mechanisms and molecular function. Over the past years,
multiple structures of human SLCs and their homologs have been
determined (Garibsingh and Schlessinger, 2019). Some SLC families
have unique structures that are unrelated in evolution to structures
from other SLC families (e.g. SLC1), while some SLC families are
related in structure and fold (Schlessinger et al., 2010) (Figure 1A).
For example, the members of the SLC7 (e.g. SLC7A5/LAT1 (Yan
et al., 2019)) and SLC6 (SERT (Coleman et al., 2019)) families adopt
a LeuT fold, while members of SLC2 (SLC2A1/GLUT1 (Deng et al.,
2014)) and SLC16 (SLC16A7/MCT2 (Zhang B. et al., 2020)) display
the MFS fold. SLCs are dynamic proteins that adopt different
conformations during transport. Structural description of the
transport mechanism experimentally or computationally is critical
for the rational design of small molecule ligands (i.e., inhibitors,
substrates, and activators). Many SLC members use an “alternating
transport” mechanism, in which substrates are transported across
the membrane as the protein alternates between inward-facing,
occluded, and outward-facing conformations (Jardetzky, 1966).
Different folds utilize different variations of this mechanisms,
where commonly observed mechanisms are the “rocker switch”

(e.g. SLC2), “rocking bundle” (SLC6), and “elevator” (SLC1
(Boudker and Verdon, 2010)).

Electrogenicity
Given the fact that many molecules transported by SLCs are
charged, the transport cycle may result in charge displacement

across the membrane. For example, SLC4A4 cotransports Na+

and HCO3
-, typically in stoichiometry 1:2, and each transport

cycle results in an additional intracellular negative charge. Similar
observations with many other transporters open the possibility to
use functional assays based on changes in membrane potential,
such as electrophysiology or voltage-sensitive dyes. To the best of
our knowledge, no systematic collection of the electrogenic
properties of SLCs is available. We therefore collected this
speci c property from the literature focusing on literature for
human SLCs, but also reporting data from other mammalian
studies if no evidence for human SLCs was found. The literature
research was based on the reviews collected in the Bioparadigm
SLC tables (www.bioparadigms.org) and the original literature
referenced in there. For the remaining SLCs, additional literature
was collected with a special focus on SLCs that were potentially
electrogenic according to their transport reaction as described in
the IUPHAR/BPS Guide to Pharmacology (Armstrong et al.,
2020) or the Gene Ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000; Carbon et al.,
2021), or according to the description in Uniprot (Bateman et al.,
2021). In total we found evidence of electrogenicity for 115
mammalian SLCs from 35 families (Figure 1A,
Supplementary Table S1), corresponding to around 25% of all
human SLCs. While for some SLCs the evidence of electrogenic
transport – and amenability to assays based on this principle – is
suf cient, for many SLCs there are no studies investigating this
property, and thus the number of electrogenic SLCs is rather
underestimated.

Redundancy
As already indicated, many SLCs are widely expressed throughout
the body, while expression of other SLCs is restricted to only a few
cell types (O’Hagan et al., 2018). Additionally, SLCs may have
multiple isoforms, which may associate with speci c cell types.
These isoforms normally differ in their C- or N- termini, which
may result in different protein-protein interactions (PPIs),
transport ef ciency, transport stoichiometry, or localization
(McAlear et al., 2006; Shirakabe et al., 2006; Mazurek et al.,
2010; Yoo et al., 2020).

Conversely, redundancy is also found among the substrates, as
many substrates are transported by more than one SLC. For
example, some 60 SLCs are thought to be competent for the
transport of the 21 proteogenic amino acids (Kandasamy et al.,
2018), of which approximately half is capable of shuttling
glutamine (Meixner et al., 2020). As typical cell lines express
around 200 different SLCs (César-Razquin et al., 2018; O’Hagan
et al., 2018), more than one SLC may be potentially able to transport
a particular substrate in any given cell, irrespectively of the actual
subcellular localization, state of activity or actual transport rate. At
the same time, while some SLCs can transport a wide range of
substrates, other SLCs are speci c only for one substrate.
Redundancy can thus be a very challenging aspect when assaying
SLCs in cellular systems. However, the cellular system can be skewed
to reduce the redundancy, either by comparing several cell lines with
different SLC expression pro les or by genetically alternating the
levels of expression. Genetic manipulations may however introduce
transcriptional and metabolic adaptations and thus potentially
muddle cause and consequence when assessing individual SLCs.
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Such effects may be larger, the longer the cell can adapt to the genetic
perturbation. Hence short-term perturbations, such as inducible
systems, selective inhibitors or targeted protein degradation, may be
advantageous (Bensimon et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020). Short term
perturbations may be also used as a control to set up the assay since
the availability of selective inhibitors for SLCs is limited.
Alternatively, the wild-type SLC can be compared with the SLC
bearing a transport-de cient mutation.

Localization
Cellular localization of a particular SLC is a crucial consideration
for assay choice. Some SLCs transport molecules only across the
membranes of intracellular compartments, like the SLC25 family
expressed on the mitochondrial membranes, while others are not
restricted to only one organelle, such as SLCs with multiple
isoforms, which are expressed in different organelles (Mazurek
et al., 2010; Yoo et al., 2020). Annotation of SLC localization
based on literature search revealed that around half of the SLCs
are localized at least partially to the plasma membrane (Meixner
et al., 2020) (Figure 1A). Since many assay technologies measure
changes in substrates at the whole-cell level, special attention
should be devoted to the choice of an assay for an intracellularly
localized SLC. This limitation can be overcome by arti cially
redirecting intracellular SLCs to the plasma membrane (Lisinski
et al., 2001; Forbes and Gros, 2003; Wang Y. et al., 2019).
However, redirection will also alter parameters, such as local
ion gradients. Thus, assays that are compatible with the
intracellular localization, such as for example assays based on
genetically encoded sensors, or uorescent substrates, are
generally preferable. Alternatively, some of the intracellular
SLCs can be assayed in permeabilized cells (Kuznetsov et al.,
2008), or organelles isolated using techniques such as LysoIP
(Abu-Remaileh et al., 2017) or MitoIP (Chen et al., 2017). This
approach was recently used to characterize SLC localized in
melanosomes (Adelmann et al., 2020).

Regulators/Modulators of Solute Carrier Function and
Localization
To function properly, many SLCs require chaperones,
oligomerization or interaction with other proteins, which may
regulate their function in several ways. Protein-protein
interactions (PPIs) play an important role in subcellular
localization. While localization of some SLCs is determined by
a signal peptide, other SLCs require more extensive interactions
for traf cking. For instance, members of SLC16 family require
chaperone proteins basigin (CD147) or embigin (gp70) for
translocation to the plasma membrane (Felmlee et al., 2020).
Other SLCs may be restricted to vesicles, and only after a
secondary signal will be translocated to the plasma membrane,
such as the insulin responsive glucose transporter SLC2A4
(Jaldin-Fincati et al., 2017).

Some SLCs necessitate oligomerization for functioning
(Figure 1C). Heteromerization is required, for example, for
SLC families 3 and 7 (Fotiadis et al., 2013), 51 (Ballatori et al.,
2013) and 54 (Herzig et al., 2012). Other SLCs form homomers,
such as SLC4A4 forming homodimers (Huynh et al., 2018), or
SLC1A3 forming homotrimers (Canul-Tec et al., 2017). However,

the importance of homomerization for transporter function may
vary. A recent study on SLC2A1 employing super-resolution
microscopy suggested that SLCs may form dynamic clusters of
different size with distinct transport activity (Yan et al., 2018). A
similar phenomenon was observed with SLC16A7, where
homodimerization increased transport activity, suggesting
cooperativity between two subunits (Zhang B. et al., 2020).

PPIs are also important for modulation of SLC function. Known
positive regulators include IRBIT, a regulator of SLC9A3, SLC4A4
and SLC26A6 function (Ando et al., 2014), or MAP17 regulating
SLC5A2 (Coady et al., 2017). Among known negative regulators are
PASCIN1 for SLC12A5 function and expression (Mahadevan et al.,
2017), the ubiquitin ligase RNF5 for SLC1A5 and SLC38A2 (Jeon
et al., 2015), and OS9 for ER-associated degradation of SLC12A1
(Seaayfan et al., 2016). As these interactions typically do not happen
in isolation, but in the complex cellular environment where many
SLCs exist in large multi-protein complexes, different interactors
may affect transport functions in different ways (Haase et al., 2017;
Mahadevan et al., 2017) and they may in uence assay settings or
production of recombinant protein for in vitro assays (Kost et al.,
2005). At the same time, interactions can be explored for indirect
pharmacological modulation of SLC function.

Post-translational modi cations (PTMs), such as
glycosylation, SUMOylation, phosphorylation or acetylation,
regulate function and traf cking of certain SLCs (Pedersen
et al., 2016; Czuba et al., 2018). Importantly, glycosylation can
affect drug binding (Hoover et al., 2003). Other factors that may
modulate the transport function are for example pH (Webb et al.,
2016), membrane potential or binding of small molecules to
intracellular non-substrate binding sites (Scalise et al., 2015;
Windler et al., 2018). Additionally, SLC mediated transport
can be slowed down by decreasing the temperature, which can
be exploited in assay development.

Select Carefully: Assay Throughput and
Chemical Space
A key factor for a novel drug discovery campaign is the
selection of compounds for screening, which determines the
throughput capacity required from an assay. While large
chemical libraries can be successfully screened only in high
throughput (HTP) assays, capable of testing millions of
compounds, focused chemical libraries can be screened
effectively with lower throughput (LTP). HTP assays
typically implement simple protocols and their quality is
primarily determined based on the Z’ factor, which
quanti es the assay window (Zhang et al., 1999).
Importantly, HTP assays require often special
instrumentation, rigorous assay optimization and follow-up
secondary screening campaigns to validate the results (Walters
and Namchuk, 2003). Assays with LTP may require less
optimization and sometimes also provide more information
(e.g. kinetics). LTP assays can be suf cient as a secondary
screening assay in chemical screening campaigns, or if a
transporter for a selected substrate or a drug is investigated
(Yee et al., 2019). Importantly, many LTP assays can be
adapted to HTP mode. An interesting compromise between
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library size and the chemical space bias are fragment-based
approaches, shown to be applicable to SLCs (Parker et al.,
2017a). Alternatively, to reduce the number of compounds for
experimental validation, large compound libraries can be pre-
screened using virtual screening approaches.

Virtual screening, a computational approach, is an
ef cient approach to evaluate the activity of large
compound libraries against a speci c protein. Virtual
screening can be grouped into ligand-based approaches
where an algorithm is developed based on a known set of
small molecule ligands, and structure-based virtual screening
or molecular docking that evaluates the complementarity
between small molecules and an experimentally
determined SLC structure or a computational model.
Ligand-based approaches have been used to identify small
molecules for a range of SLC targets (reviewed in (Türková
and Zdrazil, 2019)). One limitation of ligand-based
approaches is the availability of known active compounds
to develop predictive models.

Alternatively, molecular docking on a 3D molecular
structure is commonly used to predict activity of
relatively unbiased, and often massive, compound
libraries, which is critical for identifying novel chemical
scaffolds (Irwin and Shoichet, 2016). A combination of
virtual screening and focused chemical libraries
employing LTP assays might be a powerful approach to
reveal promising drug candidates (Geier et al., 2013;
Huard et al., 2015). However, this approach is limited to
SLCs with suf cient structural information to warrant
meaningful docking models. Recently it was shown that
combining both ligand- and structure-based approaches
can be a powerful approach to identify SLC drug
interactions (Schlessinger et al., 2018) such as the case of
SLC22A24 deorphanization (Yee et al., 2019).

Importantly, the choice of the chemical library, as well as
screening technology depends on the availability of resources,
including budget, platforms, instruments, and chemistry.

CELL-BASED ASSAY TECHNOLOGIES FOR
SOLUTE CARRIER ORIENTED SCREENING

The choice of the most suitable assay is not only dictated by the
characteristics of a particular SLC, but also by the goal of the
screening. While many biological questions related to the role of
individual transporters in biological processes can be answered
only in animal models (Jiménez-Valerio et al., 2016; Pisarsky
et al., 2016; Nakata et al., 2020), or with different approaches, such
as genetic screens (Fauster et al., 2018; Kory et al., 2018; Sedlyarov
et al., 2018; Girardi et al., 2020a), this review will focus on target-
based cellular technologies for chemical screening in drug
discovery campaigns or mechanistic transport studies. Most
presented assays are best suited for in vitro applications, which
may limit physiological relevance. However many assays can be
applied, for example, with ex vivo isolated tissues or perfused
organs. Since SLC function is determined also by concentration
gradients, the assay system can be brought closer to physiological

conditions by for example using physiological medium (Cantor,
2019; Rossiter et al., 2021).

In the next section, we outline key considerations and provide
an overview of a range of assay technologies that we have
successfully adopted for SLCs. Without going into
experimental details, we summarize information on the
principles operating within the assays, some parameters to
consider and some SLC families for which the assay may be
particularly suitable. The reader is referred to the literature for
further information.

Assays are divided based on their assay principle (Figure 2,
Table 1) (Wang W. W. et al., 2019). Cell-based substrate
transport assays are more suitable to screen for SLC inhibitors
or to connect the SLC to its substrate; while binding assays can
identify molecules that bind to the SLC but not necessarily alter
transport. These could be further developed as chemical
modulators of function, as corrector, potentiator, stabilizer or
degrader depending on the target SLC (Gerry and Schreiber,
2020; Lopes-Pacheco, 2020). Functional assays can uncover SLC
inhibitors, as well as modulators of transporter function, and thus
can be advantageous when screening for SLC activators.

Substrate Uptake Assays
The most commonly used strategy to assess SLC transport
function are substrate uptake assays (Wang W. W. et al.,
2019). This approach directly assesses the transport function
by measuring the changing concentrations of a transported
molecule extra- and intracellularly (Figure 2). Cellular systems
are most widely used, but uptake assays can also be performed in
vesicles, such as liposomes or in microinjected oocytes from
Xenopus laevis (Nimigean, 2006).

Radioligand Uptake Assay
Radioligand uptake assays are vastly employed to study the
structure and function of transporters. In general, a
radiolabeled substrate is used to quantitatively study the
substrate uptake across the plasma membrane into a closed
compartment (e.g. whole cells, perfused organs, tissue pieces,
synaptosomes, vesicles) (Sucic and Bönisch, 2016). The inhibitory
potency of a ligand is probed through the competition with the
radiolabeled substrate. The transporter of interest can either be
endogenously expressed in a native system or heterogeneously
expressed. Transient expression in diverse cell lines has become
increasingly popular because different cloned transporters can be
probed under the same assay conditions. Additionally, site-
directed mutagenesis studies can be performed. This makes
radioligand uptake assays an excellent tool to study the
molecular determinants governing activity and selectivity of a
compound. It is noteworthy that radioligand uptake assays
measure a functional effect and the obtained activity values,
typically IC50 values, do not directly re ect the af nity of the
tested compounds.

Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
A radiolabeled substrate, typically 3H labeled, is required to
perform the assays. Such radioligands are either commercially
available (e.g. for the monoamine transporters SLC6A2-4
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transporters 3H-norepinephrine, 3H-dopamine, 3H-imipramine,
respectively) (Sucic and Bönisch, 2016) or they can be synthesized
as demonstrated for the GABA transporter SLC6A12 and the
creatine transporter SLC6A8 (Al-Khawaja et al., 2018). In order
to measure the amount of radioactive substrate, which was
transported inside the cells, the cells are lysed, a scintillation
cocktail is added, and the plates are analyzed with a scintillation
counter. Performing radioligand uptake assays requires multiple
washing steps which results in LTP.

Experimental Setup
Sucic and Bönisch have described in detail how to perform
radioligand uptake assays with special focus on
neurotransmitter transporters (Sucic and Bönisch, 2016).
On the day prior to the uptake experiment, the cells are
plated into multiple well plates, which were precoated with
Poly-D-Lysine, to ensure attachment of the cells to the plate.
On the day of the uptake assay, the wells are washed multiple
times with buffer and are then incubated with the radiolabeled
substrate together with different concentrations of inhibitors.
Additionally, positive and negative controls are performed by
incubating wells with a high concentration of the radioligand
to measure maximum inhibition as well as with buffer to
measure nonspeci c inhibition. The uptake is stopped by
multiple washing steps with ice-cold buffer. Finally, the
cells are lysed, a scintillation cocktail is added, and the plate
is analyzed with a scintillation counter. Data analysis is
typically performed by tting the data to a sigmoidal-dose
response model by applying nonlinear-regression in order to

obtain IC50 values. Ki values can be calculated for competitive
inhibitors according to the Cheng-Prusoff equation (Cheng
and Prusoff, 1973).

The amount of radiolabeled substrate, the number of plated
cells and the incubation time highly depend on the nature of the
transporter and need to be optimized accordingly.

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
Radioligand uptake assays have been widely employed to study
diverse SLC families, including: SLC1 (Garibsingh et al., 2018),
SLC2 (Tripp et al., 2017), SLC6 (Borden, 1996; Núñez et al., 2000;
Al-Khawaja et al., 2014, 2018; Hofmaier et al., 2014; Richter et al.,
2019), SLC7 (Chien et al., 2018), SLC10 (De Bruyn et al., 2011),
SLCO (De Bruyn et al., 2011), SLC13 (Colas et al., 2017), or
SLC22 (Erdman et al., 2006).

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
The advantage of radioligand uptake assays is that different
transporters as well as mutants can be measured in the same
assay set-up under the same conditions. A disadvantage of the
assay is that only a functional effect is measured and not the actual
binding af nity. For measuring binding af nities other assays such
as Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR), isothermal titration (ITC)
(Rajarathnam and Rösgen, 2014) or radioligand binding assays
(Sucic and Bönisch, 2016) can be utilized. Another profound
shortcoming of the radioligand uptake assay is that it cannot
distinguish between inhibitors and substrates. The actual costs
for performing the assay depend highly on the cost of the
radioligand.

FIGURE 2 | Overview of the types of cell-based transport assays described in this review. Uptake assays directly measure the changes in the transported substrate

across a cellular membrane. Binding assays report on protein stabilization upon binding of a molecule to the SLC in a cellular environment. Functional assays assess

secondary effects in cells as a consequence of substrate transport.
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TABLE 1 | Overview of assays presented in this review. Examples of intracellular SLCs are highlighted in bold.

Assay Special technical

requirements

SLC suitability Level of

throughput

Advantages Limitations

Substrate

uptake

assays

Radioligand uptake

assay

Radiolabeled SLC

substrate

Widely suitable

(e.g. SLC1, SLC2, SLC6,

SLC7, SLC10, SLCO,

SLC13, SLC22)

Low 1) Versatility 1) Radioactive readout

2) Cannot distinguish inhibitors

from substrates

Fluorescent substrate

uptake assay

Fluorescent SLC

substrate

Widely suitable

(e.g. SLC6, SLC10,

SLC18, SLC27, SLCO,

SLC22, SLC47,

intracellular SLCs with

microscopy readout)

High 1) Simple setup

2) Kinetics

1) Not suitable for testing of

compounds with uorescent or

quenching properties

Genetically encoded

biosensors

GE biosensor Widely suitable

(e.g. SLC1, SLC2, SLC5,

SLC26, SLC12, SLC16,

SLC42, SLC54)

Medium to high

(sensor and

readout

dependent)

1) Possibility to target

the sensor to a speci c

subcellular

compartments

2) Dynamic range and

sensitivity

3) No need of

cell loading with dyes

4) Temporal resolution

1) Robust expression of the sensor

is required

MS-based transport

assays for metabolites

or ion trace elements

Mass spectrometer

(ICP-MS for ion

trace elements)

Applicable to most SLC

families (intracellular

SLCs upon organelle

isolation)

Low 1) Detection of multiple

analytes

2) Speci city and direct

measurement of

substrates

1) Specialist knowledge required

Binding

assays

Thermal shift assay Widely suitable

(e.g. SLC2, SLC16)

Low to medium 1) Direct protein-ligand

interaction

2) Label free

3) Versatility

1) Not all ligands will shift Tm

2) Possible loss of interaction due to

high T

3) Prone to false negative results

Functional

assays

Fluorescent dyes FLIPR/Hamamatsu

FDSS (or similar)

plate reader

Widely suitable

(e.g. SLC1, SLC4, SLC6,

SLC9, SLC12 SLC16)

High 1) Simple protocols

2) Flexibility

3) Good dynamic range

4) Temporal resolution

1) Loading of cells with dyes

2) High costs

Electrophysiology Patch clamp

experimental setup

Electrogenic SLCs in

plasma membrane

(e.g. SLC8)

Low 1) High accuracy

2) Real-time

measurement

3) Single-cell analysis

1) Limited to electrogenic SLCs

2) Small signal window

SSM-based

electrophysiology

SURFE2R Electrogenic SLCs

(e.g. SLC1, SLC8, SLC15,

SLCO, intracellular SLCs

upon organellar

membrane isolation)

Low to medium 1) High accuracy

2) Real-time

measurement

3) High signal

ampli cation

1) Membrane potential cannot be

applied

2) Limited usability if transporter

function depends on PPI

SLC-GPCR coupling Limited to SLCs

transporting GPCR ligands

(e.g. SLC63, SLC59)

High 1) Speci city and

sensitivity

1) Many steps requiring

optimization and posing

confounding factors

2) Risk of false positive/negative

hits

Label-free impedance-

based assay

xCELLigence real-

time cell analyser

Limited to SLCs

transporting GPCR ligands

(e.g. SLC6, SLC29)

High 1) Label-free and non-

invasive

2) Real-time

measurement

1) Prone to false positive/negative

hits

SLC coupling to nuclear

hormone receptor

Limited to SLC transporting

nuclear hormone ligands

(e.g. SLC10, SLC16, SLCO,

SLC22)

High 1) Unmodi ed SLC

substrate

2) Real-time

measurement

1) Redundant SLC expression may

limit usability

Phenotypic assay Widely suitable

(e.g. SLC16, SLC25)

High 1) Viability readout

2) High speci city

in case of reciprocal

interaction

1) Prior knowledge of a strong

genotype-phenotype connection

required
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Fluorescent Substrate Uptake Assay
Fluorescent surrogate substrate assays rely on transport of a

uorescently labeled analogue of an SLC’s natural substrate
(e.g. a BODIPY-labeled fatty acid, an Alexa-labeled peptide)
or a uorescent drug or dye which acts as an alternative
substrate of the SLC (Fardel et al., 2015; O’Hagan and Kell,
2020). This approach allows to monitor the activity of SLCs
in cells in real time.

Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
This assay strategy requires a uorescently labeled substrate and a
conventional uorometric microplate reader, ideally allowing for
real time monitoring of uorescence changes within the cell. For
HTP screening, a reader compatible with 384 or 1,536 well plates
and with integrated robotic handling systems is advantageous.
Alternatively, cells can be analyzed by microscopy on single slides
or in multi titer plates by high content imaging to visualize the
distribution of the uorescent substrate within intracellular
compartments.

Experimental Setup
A cell line overexpressing the SLC of interest in an inducible or
constitutive manner is generated for comparing SLC-mediated
and unspeci c substrate uptake in the same cellular background.
To run the assay, the growth medium is removed, and cells are
incubated with transport buffer. In case of sym- or antiporters,
this buffer should contain relevant ions which are co-transported
along with the uorescent substrate. In addition, a cell-
impermeable quenching agent can be added to the buffer to
eliminate extracellular uorescence and thus enhance the signal-
to-noise ratio (Wemhöner et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2010). Finally,
the uorescent substrate is added, and its uptake is monitored for
several minutes. In presence of a quencher, the assay can be run in
a homogenous format and uptake can be monitored
continuously. Without addition of a quencher, washing steps
with transport buffer need to be included after substrate addition

to remove the remaining uorescent substrate from the
extracellular space.

For assay optimization, cell clones are selected based on the
signal-to-background ratio of uorescent substrate uptake and –

if available – the observed activity of known potent and selective
tool compounds. Further clone selection criteria include qPCR
and western blotting to quantitate protein expression levels. To
nd optimal assay conditions, the Km of the uorescent surrogate

substrate is estimated (Wittwer et al., 2013), and competition
experiments with the unlabeled physiological substrate can be
performed.

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
Fluorescent surrogate substrate uptake assays are used broadly
and have successfully been applied to various SLC families such as
SLC6 (Zwartsen et al., 2017), SLC10 (Mita et al., 2006), SLC18
(Hu et al., 2013), SLC27 (Sandoval et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2010),
SLCO and SLC22 (Fardel et al., 2015), and SLC47 (Yasujima et al.,
2010; Fardel et al., 2015)

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
Fluorescent surrogate substrates offer the advantage of performing
a rapid, simple and homogenous assay without washing steps, if
performed in presence of a quenching agent. Thus, uorescent
surrogate substrate assays are amenable for HTP screening aiming
for rapid characterization of lead compounds and can replace more
laborious and cost intensive approaches like using radiolabeled
substrates or isolation and fractionation of natural substrates.
Furthermore, the activity of SLCs can be monitored in real time
and cellular process such as traf cking, sequestration or
compartmentalization of uorescent solutes can be visualized.
The limitations of this strategy include the need to identify a
uorescent surrogate substrate, which is likely not feasible for every

SLC. Also, compounds which are auto uorescent or uorescence
quenchers can interfere with the readout. The costs of the assay
largely depend on the costs of the surrogate substrate.

FIGURE 3 | Transport assay using a genetically encoded biosensor. The exempli ed assay uses a protein sensor to detect changes in cellular pH caused by the

substrate transported by the SLC. The sensor encodes a pH sensitive green uorescent protein (GFP) linked to a red uorescent protein (RFP – used for normalization).

Wild-type (WT) cells have a neutral cytoplasmic pH where GFP is active. Upon overexpression of SLC9B2 (a proton importer) and addition of its substrate, the increased

concentration of protons lowers the cytoplasmic pH. This causes the quenching of the GFP and therefore a decrease in uorescence intensity compared to

WT cells.
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Genetically Encoded Biosensors
Genetically encoded uorescent biosensors are proteins that bind
an analyte or sense a physical property and translate its
concentration into a change in uorescence, either
intensiometric or ratiometric. Beyond the well-known calcium-
and voltage-indicators such as the GCaMP (Dana et al., 2019) and
ASAP (Villette et al., 2019) series, biosensors for a diverse array of
cellular analytes now exist (Greenwald et al., 2018). Since
biosensors can be speci cally targeted to cellular
compartments by appropriate targeting motifs, they hold
promise to measure intracellular transport. Biosensors
measuring ions such as Ca2+, Cl or H+, as for example
GCaMP (Nakai et al., 2001), SuperClomeleon (Kuner and
Augustine, 2000; Zhong et al., 2014) and pHluorins
(Miesenböck et al., 1998), are especially suitable for the
assessment of SLC transport, either by detection of the
primary substrate or coupled ions (Figure 3).

Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
A cell line co-expressing the SLC of interest together with a
biosensor for the transported substrate is required. The change in
uorescence can be detected by microscopy, ow cytometry or

using a plate reader. Ideally, instruments are equipped with
perfusion or injection modules to enable a time-resolved study
of transport. Plate-based measurements of biosensors are
generally applicable to HTP screening by the use of plate
readers such as FLIPR or Hamamatsu FDSS that can
accommodate 384-well plates format.

Experimental Setup
For a successful assay, the cell line should be optimized for
homogenous and stable expression levels of both SLC and
biosensor, as both will in uence the dynamic range. The gene
coding for the biosensor is always introduced exogenously
and its expression should be examined for correct subcellular
targeting and absence of overexpression or folding artifacts.
Before the experiment, cells can be starved or treated with
drugs to deplete intracellular levels of transporter substrate.
Next, cells are incubated in an appropriate assay buffer
containing test compounds (e.g. drug candidates). In the
case of intensiometric biosensors, a rst measurement needs
to be performed for normalization. Then, the substrate is
added, and the resulting uorescence change is either
recorded immediately to measure kinetics of the transport
reaction or with a time-delay to measure the steady-state
level. Fitting the concentration of the externally supplied
substrate against the uorescence change results in an
apparent K0.5, or IC50, representing the combination of
biosensor af nity, transporter properties and metabolic
conversion of the substrate. Alternatively, the substrate
concentration can be held constant while varying the test
compound concentration for IC50 determinations. As an
additional bene t of ratiometric biosensors, the

uorescence change can be converted into absolute
intracellular concentrations with the requirements of
careful calibration and ratio-processing (Hou et al., 2011;
Pomorski et al., 2013).

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
Biosensors can be widely applied to study SLCs which transport
ions or metabolites detectable by a biosensor (Sanford and
Palmer, 2017). Biosensors were successfully employed in a
number of assays for glucose transporters from families SLC2
and SLC5 (Takanaga and Frommer, 2010; Keller et al., 2019),
chloride transport mediated by the SLC26 family (Galietta et al.,
2001; Zhong et al., 2014), iodide transported by the SLC12 family
(Valdez-Flores et al., 2016), glutamine transported by the SLC1
family (Gruenwald et al., 2012), pyruvate transported by the
SLC54 family (Arce-Molina et al., 2020), pyruvate and lactate
transported by the SLC16 family (Contreras-Baeza et al., 2019)
and ammonium ions transported by yeast homologues of SLC42
family (Ast et al., 2017).

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
Biosensors can directly measure the concentration of the
substrate, offer temporal resolution and can be targeted to
cellular compartments. Biosensors overcome the need of cell
loading with chemical organic dyes, potentially affecting cell
physiology. Biosensor-based assays are inexpensive and
essentially have the costs of running a cell culture. A practical
disadvantage can be the requirement of the expression of two
genes, transporter and biosensor. The main limitation is the
availability of biosensors, most of which have been developed
to study signaling events and not for transport measurements.
However, these can be optimized or repurposed for transporter
assays. For instance, a popular class of biosensors is expressed on
the plasma membrane for measuring release of neurotransmitters,
such as glutamate (Marvin et al., 2013), GABA (Marvin et al.,
2019), glycine (Zhang et al., 2018), dopamine (Patriarchi et al.,
2018; Sun et al., 2018), norepinephrine (Feng et al., 2019),
acetylcholine (Jing et al., 2018), and serotonin (Wan et al.,
2020). These biosensors could be co-expressed with SLCs
transporting their ligand, similar to coupling of SLC transport
to G protein coupled receptor (GPCR) downstream signaling
(Vlachodimou et al., 2019). After ligand application and SLC-
dependent transport into cells, the reduction of extracellular ligand
concentration will decrease the biosensor’s apparent af nity. In
fact, pharmacological inhibition of SLCs involved in the clearance
of glutamate were measurable with biosensors and support this
assay strategy (Armbruster et al., 2016, 2019; Pinky et al., 2018;
Wan et al., 2020).

Mass Spectrometry-Based Transport Assay
Mass spectrometry (MS) is an analytical technique that
measures the mass to charge ratio (m/z) of molecules
present in samples. These measurements are used to
calculate the exact molecular weight of components and
thus identify and quantify the compounds in the sample.
This technique is widely used in metabolomics, the study of
low molecular weight molecules that take part in metabolic
reactions required for maintenance, growth and function of
cells (Oliver et al., 1998). Metabolomics analysis by MS is a
powerful tool to determine transporter substrates by
measuring the uptake or excretion of small molecule
compounds by cells (Figure 4).
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Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
The assay requires incubation of cells or organelles in an
appropriate medium for a short period of time. Comparison
of the uptake of compounds by genetically engineered cell lines
with SLC knock-out or overexpression (Gründemann et al.,
2005), as well as the manipulation of uptake medium
conditions (e.g. pH, addition of inhibitors or other compounds
for competition (Dickens et al., 2018)) can facilitate the
identi cation of transporter substrates. Subsequently samples
must be appropriately prepared for mass spectrometric
analysis (Dunn et al., 2011; Vuckovic, 2012).

Cajka and Fiehn provide an excellent review of the various MS
technologies available for metabolomics, along with advantages
and limitations (Cajka and Fiehn, 2016). Untargeted MS
following methodologies and guidelines in (Brown et al., 2005;
Broadhurst and Kell, 2007; Dunn et al., 2011; Mullard et al., 2015;
Broadhurst et al., 2018) enable the measurement of differences in
the uptake of a broad range and number (thousands) of
compounds by cell lines (Wright Muelas et al., 2020).
Targeted MS can alternatively be used, limiting the number of
compounds measured (typically <200) but at the same time
enabling absolute quanti cation. Throughput depends on the
approach and instrumentation used.

Experimental Setup
The following steps describe the preparation of intra- and
extracellular samples for MS analysis over a time course
(Wright Muelas et al., 2020). Following incubation of cells
in uptake medium, spent medium is collected after

centrifugation, followed by extraction using methanol. The
remaining cell pellet is washed, followed by quenching and
extraction of intracellular metabolites using methanol. The
spent medium and intracellular extracts are subsequently
lyophilised, and reconstituted in water ready for analysis by
LC-HRMS/MS.

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
Mass spectrometry analysis of transporter substrates is applicable
to most SLC families.

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
Advantages of the assay are that sampling over a period of time
enables transport kinetics to be measured. Untargeted
metabolomics allows measurement of relative changes in a
wide range of compounds, known and unknown, potentially
leading to novel substrate identi cation. Whilst fewer
compounds can be reliably measured using targeted
techniques, these enable quanti cation of the changes in
speci c compounds to be measured. A disadvantage with both
methods is the requirement for expensive instrumentation with
specialist knowledge and skills required to run and maintain,
along with complex data processing and analysis. However, these
disadvantages are outweighed by the wealth of information
provided by these assays. This experimental set up is
particularly well suited to SLCs expressed at the plasma
membrane. Similar approaches have been reported for SLCs
localized in cellular organelles such as lysosomes and
mitochondria, but require additional cell line engineering to

FIGURE 4 | Schematic view of the MS-based transport assay for SLCs. Cells are incubated in medium or plasma containing a mix of metabolites, drugs and ions.

After incubation, medium and/or intracellular fractions are extracted and prepared for MS analysis, followed by alignment and identi cation of molecules or ions. Both the

comparison of identi ed molecules or ions in cellular extracts and medium as well as the comparison of cells with the SLC of interest knocked-out and overexpressed

enable the identi cation of the metabolites, drugs or ions that are transported by the SLC of interest.
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enable the pulldown approach ensuring a quick and ef cient
organelle isolation (Abu-Remaileh et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2017).

Mass Spectrometry-Based Analysis of Intracellular
Ionic Trace Elements
Trace elements in their ionic form mediate biochemical reactions
in human cells by acting as enzyme cofactors or centers for
stabilizing protein structures. De cit or accumulation of these
substances lead to cell toxicity and severe diseases in humans and
therefore, intracellular trace ion concentrations (i.e. the
“ionome”) must be tightly controlled. Inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is the most sensitive
method able to determine and quantify the human “ionome”

by detecting isotopes at a very low concentration. The analytical
technique is widely used in the pharmaceutical industry to detect
and quantify elemental impurities. However, in recent studies,
ICP-MS also enables to pro le trace elements in mammalian cells
(Malinouski et al., 2014; Tsai et al., 2014; Konz et al., 2017). Using
cell lines with a genetically deleted or arti cially overexpressed
SLC allows a systematic identi cation of SLCs involved in the
transport of ions (Figure 4).

Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
Ionomics assays use mammalian cells overexpressing or bearing
knock-out genes encoding particular transporters to quantify the
change of inorganic ions by ICP-MS upon cell lysis. ICP-MS-
based ionomics is rather a LTP assay, as a signi cant volume of
sample is required.

Experimental Setup
To analyze the amount of intracellular ions present in the
sample (i.e. 23Na, 24Mg, 31P, 32S, 39K, 44Ca, 51V, 52Cr, 55Mn,
56Fe, 59Co, 60Ni, 63Cu, 66Zn, 97Mo), HEK293 cells stably
expressing SLC transporters under the control of a
doxycycline inducible promoter are grown in standard cell
culture medium, naturally containing a selection of ions and
metals. Transporter expression is induced by overnight
addition of doxycycline. The next day cells are thoroughly
washed with an isotonic Tris/choline-chloride based wash
buffer, to completely remove all extracellular ions and
subsequently lysed with a Tris/choline-chloride/Triton X-
100 based lysis buffer, not containing any of the measured
ions. The sample is then ionized by the inductively coupled
plasma and the ions are transferred to the mass spectrometer,
where they are separated based on their mass-to-charge ratio
(m/z). The detector receives a signal proportional to the
quantity of ions present in the sample. The ion intensities
are normalized to either cell lysate protein concentration or
intensity of 31P, which were shown to change linearly with the
number of cells harvested. To evaluate the contribution of a
particular SLCs in the transport of inorganic ions, the
normalized intensity ratios of the ions are compared
between HEK293 cells with or without induced
overexpression of a particular SLC.

Due to the sensitivity of ICP-MS, an exhaustive optimization
of washing steps, cell lysis, cell count normalization, ion detection

and statistical analysis is required to precisely detect intracellular
ion levels (Malinouski et al., 2014; Konz et al., 2017).

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
This assay format was shown to be suitable for both ef ux and
in ux transporters of metal ions and metalloids including, but not
limited to, the aforementioned ions (Malinouski et al., 2014; Konz
et al., 2017). Examples of these transporters are from families
SLC11, SLC30, SLC31, SLC39, and SLC40. Furthermore, we
speculate that SLCs for which the main substrate transport is
driven by metal ions detectable with ICP-MS may also be
amenable to this assay technology.

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
Determination of the intensities of the monoisotopic ion ensures
speci city and allows direct measurement of inorganic SLC
substrates. The method also allows normalization based on
either protein concentration of cell lysates or amount of 31P
with the limitation in case of studies with phosphate transporters.
Furthermore, the assay was demonstrated to be suited for SLCs
located on the plasma membrane or endoplasmic reticulum. The
use of this approach for smaller subcellular compartments
(mitochondria, lysosomes, vesicles, etc.) has not been
evaluated systematically so far, and it may require isolation of
organelles to obtain ion intensities above the limit of detection.
The described ionomics assay is applicable in a LTP mode (6-well
plate). Another limitation of the assay is that the ICP-MS is a
relatively expensive equipment and therefore not available in the
vast majority of labs.

Binding Assays
Binding assays are based on assessing direct interactions between
the compound and the target. These assays can be useful to nd
binders of SLCs, not necessarily only compounds acting as
inhibitors. Such binders can function as pharmacological
chaperones, potentiate or prevent PPIs (Passioura et al., 2018),
or can be modi ed into chemical chimeras such as PROTACs
(Schreiber, 2019).

Using approaches of chemical proteomics, binding assays
can be focused on compound (chemical-centric) or protein
(target-centric), depending on the nature of the bait.
Chemical-centric methods, recently reviewed in (Robers
et al., 2020), have been used for many years to deconvolute
targets from phenotypic screens, or to pro le off-target effects
of compounds on a proteome level. Methods such as
photoaf nity labelling and Click chemistry, or thermal
proteome pro ling (TPP), are capable of reporting low
af nity and less abundant interactions – in principle
including a drug and its transporter (Parker and Pratt,
2020). Thus, these methods may be suitable starting points
to screen for the SLC responsible for transport of an
investigated compound. However, MS-based proteome-wide
pro ling frequently exhibits a bias towards soluble proteins,
and thus interactions with SLCs may be underrepresented,
though examples of their use to deconvolute a SLC as a direct
target of drugs exist (Parker et al., 2017b).
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Target-centric binding assays are in general suitable for
HTP chemical screening (Alexandrov et al., 2008; Hall et al.,
2016) and especially in combination with technologies such as
DNA-encoded libraries can screen very large chemical
libraries (Passioura et al., 2018). However, these assays
frequently require puri ed protein. Since protein
puri cation for membrane proteins with several
transmembrane domains is in general considered
challenging (Wang W. W. et al., 2019), we focus on the
cellular thermal shift assay, which has been recently
optimized for SLCs and does not require puri ed protein
(Hashimoto et al., 2018).

Thermal Shift Assay
The thermal shift assay (TSA) using cells is based on the
behavior of a protein exposed to increasing temperatures
(Martinez Molina et al., 2013). Upon reaching a certain
temperature (melting temperature – Tm), the
thermodynamic stability of the protein fold is disrupted,
resulting in protein unfolding and aggregation with other
unfolded proteins. Interaction of the protein with a small
molecule can result in partial thermal stabilization, and thus
in a shift in Tm (Figure 5). In this way, direct protein-ligand
engagement can be assayed. In comparison to the in vitro TSA
(Alexandrov et al., 2008; King et al., 2016; Tavoulari et al.,
2019), the cellular TSA assesses protein-ligand interactions in
a cellular environment and does not require puri ed protein.
While the TSA was originally established as a method to
determine a drug-target engagement, in recent years the
cellular TSA is emerging also as an assay for primary
screening (Shaw et al., 2019).

Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
For performing a cellular TSA experiment, a source of
heating (such as thermoblock or PCR cycler) and a
readout discriminating native from aggregated protein are
necessary. The choice of readout determines the assay
throughput. The most widely used method with Western
blotting (WB) as a readout (Martinez Molina et al., 2013)
can test only limited compound-target combinations but
technologies such as AlphaScreen (Almqvist et al., 2016)
or split reporters can enable screening in HTP (reviewed
in Henderson et al., 2019). Using MS as a readout, the method
can be applied to study target engagement of a single
compound on proteome level (Huber et al., 2015; Reinhard
et al., 2015).

Experimental Setup
Since the method was originally introduced for cytoplasmic
proteins (Jafari et al., 2014), modi cations were necessary for
membrane proteins (Hashimoto et al., 2018). Typically,
compounds are incubated either with intact cells or cell
lysates. The use of intact cells accounts for membrane
crossing or metabolic modi cations of the compound. Next,
samples are aliquoted and exposed to heating. Lysing the cells
prior to a heating step could facilitate easier aggregation of
membrane proteins after melting, however some studies with

membrane protein lysed the cells only after the heating step
(Huber et al., 2015; McMillan et al., 2018; Kawatkar et al.,
2019). To avoid resolubilization of aggregates, a mild detergent
should be used (Reinhard et al., 2015). Finally, the remaining
protein in native conformation is quanti ed in each sample.
The most commonly used technique is to remove aggregates
with centrifugation and quantify the native protein by WB, but
readouts employing reporters can speci cally distinguish
native protein, and thus the removal of aggregates is not
necessary (Martinez et al., 2018). Dose dependency can be
con rmed via an isothermal dose-response ngerprint
(ITDRFCETSA) experiment where the sample is treated with
several ligand concentrations at constant temperature
(Martinez Molina et al., 2013).

Length of compound incubation, compound concentration,
sample volume, cell density, heating duration, and the ef ciency
of native–aggregated protein discrimination should all be
optimized rst. If available, a potent and selective ligand, such
as a speci c inhibitor, can be used to determine the possible
degree of Tm shift. However, similarly potent inhibitors targeting
the same protein can have a different degree of Tm shift
(Kawatkar et al., 2019). Although the most widely used
heating duration is 3 min, longer heating duration could result
in a better Z’ factor and thus be bene cial for HTP screening
(Martinez et al., 2018).

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
A proof-of-principle study showed thermal stabilization of
members of SLC1 and SLC16 families upon treatment with
available inhibitors, and in the case of SLC16 also
stabilization with substrate (Hashimoto et al., 2018).
Although to our knowledge only few other studies use the
cellular TSA to target SLCs, namely SLC2 family (McMillan
et al., 2018; Reckzeh et al., 2019), a number of studies have
applied the cellular TSA for transmembrane proteins (Huber
et al., 2015; Reinhard et al., 2015; Kawatkar et al., 2019) and
SLCs were also detected in TPP studies (Reinhard et al.,
2015), demonstrating the potential to apply the method more
broadly.

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
Advantages are that the TSA is probing the direct interaction of
a target with a compound, its versatility and that it can use
lysate, intact cells, and even whole tissue (Martinez Molina et al.,
2013). However, the major limitation is that not all compounds
binding the protein will shift the Tm for reasons like insuf cient
stabilization of the structure or loss of the interaction between
protein and compound due to high, non-physiological
temperatures. Thus, while the method is relatively resistant
to false-positive results, false-negative results can occur. The
Drug Af nity Responsive Target Stability (DARTS) assay
represents an alternative assay technology similar to the TSA
that can assess drug-target engagement for SLC inhibitors
(Lomenick et al., 2009; Benjamin et al., 2018). The costs of
running a LTP cellular TSA are basically equal to the costs of
running a WB experiment, while costs of a HTP TSA depend on
the readout and thus on reagents.
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Functional Assays
In contrast to substrate uptake assays, functional assays do not
assess the transporter activity directly, but are measuring the
secondary effects caused by SLC driven transport, such as changes
in membrane potential or intracellular pH. While employing
functional assays to poorly characterized SLCs may be
challenging, implementation for SLCs which are suf ciently
characterized may be relatively easy, and many of these assays
can be also easily optimized for HTP. Functional assays should be
followed-up with a counter-screening campaign, to con rm that
the primary screening hits are truly connected to SLC mediated
transport.

Fluorescent Dyes
A number of functional assays is based on uorescent dyes, which
are either sensitive to changes in membrane potential or in ion
concentrations (Yu et al., 2015). Membrane potential sensitive
dyes measure changes of charges across the cell membrane.
FLIPR membrane potential dye (Molecular Devices) is a
lipophilic, anionic, bis-oxonol dye able to cross the plasma
membrane and to measure voltage changes by its potential-
dependent accumulation and redistribution (Wolff et al., 2003)
(Figure 6). When the cells are depolarized, the dye enters the
cells, causing an increase in uorescent signal, conversely, cell
hyperpolarization results in dye exit and decreased uorescence.
Ion sensitive dyes measure changes in the concentration of a
speci c ion, such as calcium, sodium, potassium or changes in
pH. Several calcium-sensitive dyes are available, with different
calcium af nities and different excitation/emission spectra.
Among these, Fluo-8 dyes were developed to improve other
dyes (e.g. Fluo-3, Fluo-4) in terms of loading and brightness.
Among pH sensitive dyes, the most used is 2 ,7 -bis(2-
carboxyethyl)-5,6-carboxy uorescein (BCECF-AM), a non-
charged indicator that rapidly diffuses inside the cell, where
intracellular esterases cleave the ester bond releasing BCECF,
which uoresces according to the intracellular pH (Ozkan and
Mutharasan, 2002; Benjamin et al., 2005). Sodium sensitive dyes
are used to detect changes in Na+ concentrations. Two of the most

frequently used are Asante Natrium Green and CoroNa
(Iamshanova et al., 2016). In contrast to Ca2+ and pH
sensitive dyes, Na+ sensitive dyes are not well-suited for HTP
screening due to low sensitivity and a poor signal-to-background
ratio for SLC targets (Yu et al., 2015). Potassium transport is
frequently studied though exploiting thallium as a surrogate ion
for potassium. Some examples are the FLIPR Potassium Assay kit
(Molecular Devices) and the FluxOR Potassium Ion Channel
Assay (Thermo Fisher). The increase in cytosolic thallium is
detected using the thallium-sensitive dye indicator (Weaver et al.,
2004).

Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
Detection of uorescent indicator dyes is achieved by means of a
uorescence plate reader (such as Fluorescent Imaging Plate

Reader (FLIPR) or Hamamatsu FDSS) able to excite the probe
and to read its emission. This instrumentation together with the
characteristics of the dyes enable the HTP of the assay.
Alternatively, uorescence can be assessed by microscopy or
ow cytometry.

Experimental Setup
The cell line with the expression of the SLC of interest together with an
adequate control cell line (mock control that does not express the
target, not-induced if the target is overexpressed with an inducible
system or knock-out cell line) is loaded with the uorescent dye in a
suitable buffer for a period that typically ranges from 10 min to 1 h.
Then, the solution is exchanged to an appropriate assay buffer
containing test compounds (e.g. drug candidates). Next the buffer
containing a transporter substrate is added and changes in
uorescence are measured. By tting the concentration of the

tested compound against the changes in uorescence, the EC50

value is obtained.

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
The membrane potential dye has been used to study
electrogenic transporters from families SLC1 (Jensen and
Bräuner-Osborne, 2004) and SLC6 (Benjamin et al., 2005;

FIGURE 5 | Cellular binding assay based on thermal shift. Cells are incubated with the molecule of interest, lysed, and exposed to increasing temperature. The

remaining protein in native conformation is quanti ed by western blotting or using reporters. Binding of a small molecule stabilizes the protein of interest and leads to a

shift in the melting temperature of the protein of interest.
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FIGURE 6 | Transport assay using a membrane potential dye. This assay uses a chemical dye to detect changes in the membrane potential (MP) caused by the ions

transported by an electrogenic SLC. The dye coupled to a quencher is added to the medium. In the resting state, some dye enters the cell causing a uorescent intensity

that serves as a reference. Upon membrane hyperpolarization the dye does not penetrate in the cells and remains attached to the quencher, resulting in a uorescence

decrease. Upon depolarization of the membrane the dye detaches from the quencher and penetrates into the cells, eliciting a signal increase. Overexpression of

SLC4A4 (a 1:Na+/3:HCO3 co-transporter) and addition of its substrates leads to hyperpolarization and a decrease in uorescence intensity over time compared to wild-

type cells.

FIGURE 7 | SSM-based electrophysiology applied to SLCs. Membrane preparations from cells overexpressing the SLC of interest are applied to the sensor and

together form a capacitively coupled membrane system. Therefore, charge translocation at the protein containing membrane can be detected via the SSM. After addition

of the SLC substrate, changes in membrane potential are recorded. Only transient currents are measured, and the peak current represents the maximum speed of the

transport.

FIGURE 8 | SLC-GPCR coupling assay applied to SLC63A2. Sphingosine is phosphorylated by Sphk1/2 and exported by SLC63A2 OE cells through SLC63A2

into medium. Supernatant from these cells is then applied to detector cells, which stably express a S1P speci c GPCR and the Ca2+ reporter Obelin. Activation of the

GPCR as a surrogate readout for SLC63A2 transport of S1P is quanti ed by the increase of reporter uorescence.
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Danthi et al., 2019). BCECF dye has been used to study SLCs
from SLC9 (Windler et al., 2018), SLC16 (Contreras-Baeza
et al., 2019) and SLC12 families (Reynolds et al., 2007).
Potassium transport was measured with the thallium dye
(as a surrogate) for SLC12 family (Carmosino et al., 2013)
and with the sodium indicator Asante Natrium Green for SLC4
and SLC12 families (Noor et al., 2018).

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
The main limitation in the use of dyes is that a cell loading
step is required, with the consequent risk of affecting cell
physiology. Nevertheless, most of the dyes are very easy to
load and require a single incubation step without washing the
cell monolayer (Wolff et al., 2003), which results in a rapid
and HTP assay. In addition, these assays are exible and have
low temporal resolution, given the dyes’ fast responses.
Finally, the use of probes brings along with it some
elevated costs.

Electrophysiology
Since its discovery by Neher and Sakmann (Neher and Sakmann,
1976), the patch clamp technique has been widely used to study
membrane electrical activity and the underlying ion currents in
excitable cells. Today patch clamp is still recognized as the golden
standard technique to study voltage- and ligand-gated ion
channels, as well as mechanosensitive, transient receptor
potential (TRP) channels and electrogenic proteins, such as
pumps or transporters (Brown and Greenberg, 2016).
Compared to surrogate techniques, such as uorescence or
luminescence assays, patch clamp allows not only to identify
active molecules on the target of interest, but it also provides
information about the mechanism of action of a compound. Due
to its direct measurement of net charge uxes across the
membrane, patch clamp is a very powerful tool for
mechanistic studies.

Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
Patch clamp requires one skilled person to run a so-called
“electrophysiology setup”. The basic version is composed of an
inverted microscope, an operational ampli er and a digital-
analogic transducer coupled with a computer for data
collection and analysis. Usually, a Faraday cage is included for
electrical isolation and a uidic perfusion system is in place to
apply compounds diluted in physiological saline solutions
(Rubaiy, 2017). Since the technique is versatile, any laboratory
currently equipped with the setup can extend this approach to
study SLCs without major changes to the protocols already in
place. The high informativity is given at the cost of the
intrinsic LTP.

Experimental Setup
The day before the experiment SLC-expressing cells are seeded as
single isolated cells on coated glass coverslips. On the day of
experiment the coverslips with cells are placed in the recording
chamber of the inverted microscope equipped with the headstage
of the operational ampli er to run the patch clamp experiment. A
glass micropipette is lled with the solution mimicking the

cytosolic environment, and rmly stabilized on the headstage
of a micromanipulator. The tip of the micropipette is carefully
attached to the cell membrane. To form an electrical seal between
the micropipette and cell membrane, a constant negative pressure
is applied. The membrane is ruptured by a sudden pulse of
negative pressure or by brief applications of currents. Afterwards,
the voltage clamp con guration is used to modulate the cell
membrane potential by applying voltage waveforms speci cally
designed to favor the activation of the SLC under investigation.

Typically, a perfusion system is integrated in the manual patch
clamp setup to apply inhibitors, activators or substrates directly
on the patched cell. If such a system is not available, compounds
can be directly applied by pipetting small amounts of solution in
the recording chamber.

The changes in the membrane currents upon application of
substrates/inhibitors are recorded in real-time and analyzed
of ine, with the major advantage being the internal
normalization control for each application of a given
compound since transmembrane current is measured before
and after.

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
The SLC of interest needs to be electrogenic (Supplementary

Table S1) and expressed in suf cient amount at the plasma
membrane. Patch clamp was used for example to validate the
effects of two molecules (SEA0400 and KB-R9743) now
recognized as reference SLC8A1 inhibitors (Elias et al., 2001;
Lee et al., 2004).

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
The main advantage is the high time resolution and the accuracy
of the readout signal, allowing direct monitoring of electrogenic
protein activity and their modulation by compounds in real-time.
Single cell analysis of a stable clone provides information about
homogeneity of the cell line, i.e. the percentage of cells
functionally expressing the SLC of interest. A disadvantage for
its use for SLCs may be that the net charge caused by electrogenic
transport is much lower compared to the opening of an ion
channel. The amplitude of recorded signals may not be high
enough to allow a dose-response experiment and different
techniques are required for a full pharmacological
characterization, unless the SLC is expressed at very high levels.

Solid-Supported Membrane Based Electrophysiology
and Surface Electrogenic Event Reader Technology
Solid-supported membrane (SSM)-based electrophysiology was
especially developed for the measurement of transporters such as
SLCs, which are dif cult to investigate using conventional
electrophysiology (Nanion Technologies Munich, 2021; Schulz
et al., 2008; Bazzone et al., 2013, 2017). The methodology differs
from conventional electrophysiology. Instead of living cells, the
methodology uses diverse native or arti cial membrane vesicles,
such as reconstituted protein in proteoliposomes or membrane
preparations from organelles, cells or tissue samples (Nanion
Technologies Munich, 2021; Geibel et al., 2006; Bazzone et al.,
2013, 2017). The membrane sample is added to a SSM, which
consists of a lipid monolayer on top of a thiolated gold coated
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sensor chip. This leads to the stable adsorption of the added
membranes to the SSM and the formation of a capacitively
coupled membrane. The experiment starts in the presence of
buffer lacking the SLC substrate. During the experiment the
buffer is exchanged for a solution containing the SLC
substrate. The substrate gradient established by fast solution
exchange is the main driving force and the transport of
charged substrates or ions into the liposomes or vesicles
generates a membrane potential. The potential is detected via
capacitive coupling between the membrane and the SSM on the
gold layer of the sensor. As soon as the membrane potential
equals the chemical driving force, the transport process comes to
a halt. The surface electrogenic event reader technology
(SURFE2R) (Nanion Technologies Munich, 2021) employs
SSM-based electrophysiology and allows the measurement of
up to 109 transporters at the same time to yield the best signal
to noise ratio (Figure 7).

Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
SSM-based electrophysiology requires a SURFE2R
instrumentation, which is available as a SURFE2R N1 for
LTP assays, or as a SURFE2R 96 SE enabling HTP and
automatization in a 96-well plate like format (96 sensors in
parallel) (Nanion Technologies Munich, 2021). Each
membrane containing the protein of interest is suitable for
sample preparation and for measurements using SSM-based
electrophysiology, but nevertheless a high protein density and
purity can compensate for low turnover and low
electrogenicity (Nanion Technologies Munich, 2021;
Bazzone et al., 2013, 2017). Normally, the transporter of
interest is either recombinantly overexpressed or used from
native tissue including different organisms. Commonly used
expression systems range from bacteria to eukaryotic cell lines.
Also, cell-free expression systems have been used to assay
transporter function with SSM-based electrophysiology, where
protein is puri ed, followed by reconstitution into liposomes
of 100 nm in diameter at high protein densities (Barthmes
et al., 2016; Bazzone et al., 2017). An advantage of
reconstituted samples is the possibility to vary the
membrane composition of the sample which can affect the
protein function or ion gradient stabilities (Bazzone et al.,
2013, 2017). Due to its mechanical robustness, SSM-based
electrophysiology has a high potential for screening
applications, allowing determination of the dose dependence
of 100 compounds in less than 30 min (Nanion Technologies
Munich, 2021; Bazzone et al., 2013, 2017). A SURFE2R 96SE
system (Nanion Technologies Munich, 2021) allows the
recording of 96 wells in parallel and the automatization of
experimental work ows including sensor preparation, data
analysis and export, and practically results in the
measurement of six 96-well plates per day (Nanion
Technologies Munich, 2021).

Experimental Setup
For the laboratory setup, a detailed protocol performing
experiments was published by Bazzone et al. in 2013 (Bazzone
et al., 2013). Sensor preparation includes the thiolization of the

sensor surface, the assembly of the lipid layer, and nally the
application of membranes to the sensor (Nanion Technologies
Munich, 2021). The protein containing membrane and the SSM
will form a capacitively coupled membrane system and therefore,
charge translocation at the protein containing membrane can be
detected by capacitive coupling via the SSM. Upon substrate
addition, transient currents are recorded, whereas the peak
current represents the maximum speed of the transport. Due
to the high stability of the SSM, up to one hundred sequential
measurements can be performed on the same sample and allow
the determination of parameters such as EC50 or IC50 (Nanion
Technologies Munich, 2021). SSM-based electrophysiological
experiments only require 0.1 – 1 µg protein per sensor
(Nanion Technologies Munich, 2021; Bazzone et al., 2013, 2017).

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
The method is suitable for the detection of any kind of reaction
associated with a charge displacement or with the change in water
accessibility close to a charge (electrogenic transporters listed in
Supplementary Table S1). The SLC families which were
measured using this method are for example SLC1, SLC6,
SLC8, SLC15 or SLCO (Geibel et al., 2006; Bazzone et al.,
2017; Gerbeth-Kreul et al., 2021; Nanion Technologies
Munich, 2021). In addition, since SSM-based electrophysiology
has been used to assess the function of mitochondrial proteins,
this technique may be applied to intracellular SLCs (Watzke et al.,
2010).

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
The technology allows real-time data acquisition with a high time
resolution and a high signal ampli cation compared to
conventional patch-clamp (Nanion Technologies Munich,
2021). SSM-based electrophysiology additionally allows to
resolve fast binding kinetics and EC50 or IC50 determination
in a HTP manner (Nanion Technologies Munich, 2021).

In contrast to patch clamp and voltage clamp techniques,
SSM-based electrophysiology cannot be used to apply a
membrane potential (Bazzone et al., 2013). Transporter
characterization is therefore restricted to transport modes
which do not rely on a membrane potential (Bazzone et al.,
2013). In general, SSM-based electrophysiology has no
limitations concerning the type of the transporter, but voltage
clamp or patch clamp methods can have advantages, if
intracellular components like binding proteins are required for
protein functionality (Bazzone et al., 2013, 2017). Limitations can
arise, if solution exchange creates large artifact currents which
happens when the substrate interacts strongly with the SSM like
in the case of lipophilic compounds (Bazzone et al., 2013).

Costs per data point are dependent on the assay protocol,
especially how many activations, concentrations of compounds
or conditions are tested in one well/sensor.

Overall, SSM-based electrophysiology is an ideal methodology
in cases where conventional electrophysiology cannot be applied
and is also attractive for screening applications in drug discovery
especially because of its robustness and its potential for
automation (Geibel et al., 2006; Nanion Technologies Munich,
2021).
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Solute Carrier-G Protein Coupled Receptor Coupling
An SLC-GPCR coupling assay is based on detecting the SLC
substrate via GPCR engagement. The assay consists of two parts:
rst, the SLC is stimulated to export its substrate, and second, a

GPCR which recognizes the substrate as a ligand is used for
detection (Figure 8).

Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
The hardware requirements for an SLC-GPCR coupling assay are
a uorescence or luminescence microtiter plate reader which
ideally allows for kinetic measurements. GPCR activation
typically leads to a change in the intracellular calcium or
cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) concentrations, or to
altered gene expression. These events can be easily detected by
using a typical “GPCR toolbox” consisting mainly of uorescent
dyes and genetically encoded luminescent biosensors (Thomsen
et al., 2005; Zhang and Xie, 2012). In brief, calcium responsive
uorescent dyes (e.g. Fluo-8) or photoproteins (e.g. aequorin) can

be used to detect increases in intracellular calcium (Ma et al.,
2017). Changes in cAMP levels can be detected e.g. via a cAMP-
responsive luciferase (Fan et al., 2008), or proximity-based
homogenous assays relying on cAMP-antibodies (Williams,
2004). Alterations in gene expression are typically monitored
by inserting a reporter, e.g. a luciferase, into the respective
genomic locus. All these assays can be run in 384-well-plates
which allows for HTP.

Experimental Setup
For assay development, two cell lines are generated: one
expressing the SLC and the other cell line expressing the
corresponding GPCR. In a rst step, the GPCR assay is
independently optimized using the GPCR ligand (i.e. the SLC
substrate) from an external source, as well as known inhibitors of
the GPCR to verify sensitive detection of GPCR activation,
inhibition, and desensitization. In a second step, the
supernatant of the SLC-expressing cell line can be used for
GPCR activation. At this stage, different SLC stimulation
parameters can be evaluated, and clonal selection can be
performed. It is also conceivable to express both the SLC and
the GPCR in a single cell line. Speci cally, for assaying SLC59A2
(MFSD2B) and SLC63A2 (Spinster2, SPNS2), we generated cell
lines which stably express SLC59A2 or SLC63A2 + SPHK1
(sphingosine kinase 1) and feed these cells with (unlabeled)
sphingosine for several hours. Intracellular sphingosine kinases
phosphorylate the pre-substrate to S1P, which is exported by the
SLC. Transferring the SLC cells’ supernatant to cells co-
expressing S1P3 (a Gq coupled S1P receptor) as well as the
calcium photoprotein obelin results in a luminescent calcium
response.

In order to make the assay more amenable to HTP, we adapted
it to a desensitized format: Continuous agonist stimulation
eventually leads to GPCR desensitization, inactivation or
internalization (Siehler and Guerini, 2006; Rajagopal and
Shenoy, 2018). Thus, instead of detecting the SLC substrate
(S1P) as an agonist, it can also be detected as a functional
antagonist when applying a second agonist challenge using the

substrate (S1P) from an external source. A previously
desensitized GPCR will remain “silent”, while not previously
stimulated GPCRs will show an agonistic signal. Once
optimized, we adapted the desensitized format to a co-culture
set-up where S1P3 and SLC cells are seeded into the same well, to
eliminate the need for supernatant transfer.

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
We have successfully applied this strategy to set up assays for the
two sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) transporters SLC63A2 and
SLC59A2. Previously described assays for these transporters were
low in throughput because they involved laborious sample
preparation followed by TLC (thin layer chromatography) or
HPLC (high performance liquid chromatography) detection of
radiolabeled or uorescent S1P (Kawahara et al., 2009; Hisano
et al., 2012; Vu et al., 2017; Kobayashi et al., 2018). This approach
is applicable to any other SLC which can export a GPCR ligand
into the extracellular medium.

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
SLC-GPCR coupling involves several steps which need
optimization and pose confounding factors that may lead to
false positive/negative hits. For HTP screening, this approach
is therefore most suitable for SLCs which cannot be assayed with
more straightforward options such as membrane potential or pH-
sensitive dyes, a uorescent surrogate substrate, or a substrate-
speci c biosensor. On the other hand, GPCR coupling poses a
highly speci c and sensitive tool for substrate detection.
Therefore, SLC-GPCR coupling can be a valuable downstream
or orthogonal assay for hit validation. The cost of an SLC-GPCR
coupling assay heavily depends on the GPCR readout strategy. In
the S1P transporter assay described above, the cost is low with
coelenterazine (obelin’s luminophore) being the most expensive
reagent per well.

Label-free Impedance-Based Assay
Label-free cell-based assays have emerged in recent years as a
versatile platform to monitor changes in cellular properties such
as adhesion, proliferation, growth and morphology (Xi et al.,
2008). Several platforms, e.g. optical and impedance-based
technologies, have been used to develop such assays as drug
discovery tools for protein classes like GPCRs (Yu et al., 2006).
In principle, activation of a GPCR on living adherent cells
generates a whole-cell response dependent on coupling to
intracellular signaling pathways and cellular background,
leading to temporal changes in cell morphology which are
detected in real-time (Scott and Peters, 2010). Impedance-
based assays, e.g. xCELLigence (Doornbos and Heitman,
2019), have been extensively used for functional
characterization of GPCR agonists, antagonists, and allosteric
modulators (Doornbos et al., 2018). Since SLC substrates can act
as GPCR ligands, this technology is suitable for assaying SLCs.
The resulting assay, in which SLC activity or inhibition can be
measured via GPCR activation, was termed the “transport
activity through transport activation” (TRACT) assay (Sijben
et al., 2021).
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Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
Requirements to run xCELLigence experiments are a general
cell culture facility, temperature and CO2 controlled
environment (e.g. cell culture incubator), an xCELLigence
real-time cell analysis (RTCA) instrument and E-plates,
which are the main consumable of this application. The
xCELLigence RTCA system has multiple plate con gurations
ranging from 16 to 96 wells up to 384 wells which are amenable
to HTP screening (Halai and Cooper, 2012). To allow detection
of SLC activity, a (preferably adherent) cell line is required with
heterologous or endogenous expression of both the SLC and a
concomitant GPCR.

Experimental Setup
Reports on label-free cell-based transporter assays have been
limited (Wong et al., 2012). Recently, a label-free impedance-
based assay was developed using xCELLigence to assess
functional activity of SLC29A1 (equilibrative nucleoside
transporter 1 or ENT1) in living cells (Vlachodimou et al.,
2019). Here, activation of adenosine receptors (ARs) by
adenosine, a SLC29A1 substrate/AR agonist, is used as a
readout. The assay is based on the hypothesis that active
SLC29A1 mediates in ux of adenosine when extracellular
concentrations are higher than cytosolic adenosine, thereby
controlling the tone and magnitude of adenosine-mediated
signaling events. Upon addition of exogenous adenosine to
cells that endogenously express both SLC29A1 and ARs,
adenosine is partially taken up via SLC29A1, while the
remaining extracellular adenosine is able to activate ARs
expressed on the cell membrane. When SLC29A1 transport is
blocked by an inhibitor, the extracellular concentration of
exogenous adenosine is increased which leads to augmented
activation of ARs resulting in an enhanced cell response. This
provides an assay window which has been used to characterize
inhibitory potency (Vlachodimou et al., 2019) and binding
kinetics (Vlachodimou et al., 2020) of SLC29A1 inhibitors.
More recently, this assay principle was validated for the
human dopamine transporter (DAT, SLC6A3) in two cell lines
with heterologous expression of DAT (Figure 9) (Sijben et al.,
2021).

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
SLCs that are suitable for assessment with a TRACT assay should
have a known substrate ascribed to them, meaning that orphan
transporters are not amenable. So far, TRACT assays have been
developed for SLC29A1 and SLC6A3 using the xCELLigence
technology. In theory, any SLC that transports a substrate which
at the same time is an agonist for a membrane-bound GPCR is
admissible for this assay. Examples of these are SLCs for
monoamine neurotransmitters (e.g. SLC6A2, SLC6A4),
glutamate (SLC1) (Doornbos et al., 2018), carboxylic acids
(SLC16), and fatty acids (SLC27). To further widen the scope,
any SLC that is involved in or in uences a process that leads to
detectable changes in cell morphology could potentially be
assessed (Wang W. W. et al., 2019). However, this remains to
be demonstrated experimentally.

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
Label-free cell-based assays detect whole-cell responses that
are essentially an accumulation of all intracellular signaling
events resulting from a perturbation. This allows the
researcher to capture comprehensive information in real-
time without the use of non-physiological labels and invasive
methods. The cumulative signal may also be perceived as a
disadvantage of this approach as it produces a “black box”

readout, which warrants thorough signal validation during
assay development. Additionally, compounds inducing off-
target effects that mask or amplify observed cell responses
can result in false positives or false negatives, which are
mitigated with appropriate counter screens. Main costs for
running xCELLigence assays come down to the E-plate
consumables. Some protocols describe the reuse of E-plates
which provides perspective to reduce overall assay costs
(Stefanowicz-Hajduk et al., 2016).

Solute Carrier Coupling to Nuclear Hormone Receptor
Human nuclear hormone receptors (Maglich et al., 2001) are
ligand dependent transcription factors, which activate or
repress the transcription of genes after binding the
corresponding hormone. 48 members of this protein
family are known. While the majority are still orphans, the
associated ligands for some of those or their precursors are SLC
substrates.

An example are steroid sulfates, transported by SLC10A6
(sodium dependent organic anion transporter or SOAT), but
also by members of the SLCO (OATP) and SLC22 (OAT)
families (Pizzagalli et al., 2003; Ugele et al., 2003). As a result of
transporter activity, the intracellular hormone precursor
concentration is increased. After the sulfate has been
cleaved off by steroid sulfatase (Reed et al., 2005), the
agonism of the active steroid is measured at the
corresponding nuclear receptor.

There are two established methods to quantify nuclear
receptor activity in cellular assays (Schulman and Heyman,
2004; Pinne and Raucy, 2014). The rst protocol is a
transactivation assay based on the transient or stable
expression of the nuclear hormone receptor combined with
a plasmid carrying a response element for this receptor in
front of a reporter gene like -galactosidase or luciferase. The
second method employs a fusion between the ligand binding
domain of the nuclear receptor and the yeast GAL4 protein
(yeast galactose metabolic genes inducing transcription factor
4), in combination with a vector carrying the GAL4 UAS
(upstream activating sequence) in front of a reporter enzyme
(Figure 10).

Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
The assay needs to be performed in a cell culture lab and requires
a suitable microtiter plate reader for luminescence or absorbance
measurements. Both assay systems, the protocol using the full-
length nuclear receptor as well as the GAL4 fusion method can be
adapted to a HTP format. The GAL4 fusion protocol shows in
general higher signal windows.
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FIGURE 9 | TRACT assay. Activation of a GPCR leads to changes in cellular morphology which can be quanti ed using the xCELLigence system. Exogenous

addition of a SLC substrate which is at the same time a GPCR ligand to cells expressing both the SLC and the GPCR will lead to partial uptake and activation of the

GPCR, measured by morphological changes with the xCELLigence real-time cell analysis (RTCA) instrument. Overexpression of the SLC leads to increased uptake of the

substrate, which attenuates the GPCR-mediated cell response. When SLC transport is blocked by an inhibitor, the extracellular concentration of the SLC substrate/

GPCR ligand is increased which leads to augmented activation of the GPCR and an enhanced cell response.

FIGURE 10 | SLC coupling to nuclear hormone receptor applied to SLC10A6. A cell line expressing a reporter plasmid combining a response element of the

estrogen receptor alpha (ER ) and a luciferase encoding gene is treated with estrone sulfate, which is imported to the cytoplasm by SLC10A6 and cleaved by the steroid

sulfatase. The product estrone then binds to the estrone-responsive element and activates luciferase expression from the reporter. Inducible overexpression of

SLC10A6 leads to increased uptake of estrone sulfate and therefore increased luciferase intensity.

FIGURE 11 | Phenotypic assay based on synthetic lethality. WT cells are expressing SLCA and SLCB which are two transporters with a strong negative genetic

interaction. KO of SLCA results in cells dependent on SLCB and vice versa. Therefore, selective inhibitors of SLCA kill only SLCB KO cells.
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Experimental Setup
In order to establish a transporter assay cell line, the expression
constructs for the SLC, the corresponding nuclear hormone
receptor and its reporter plasmid are transfected into a
suitable mammalian host cell line. An inducible expression of
the target SLC will enable the analysis of the contribution from
the endogenous SLCs in the host cell line to the total hormone
uptake. The assay starts by incubating the test compounds with
the cells, then the SLC substrate is added for a given time,
followed by its removal and an additional incubation time for
the cells to express the reporter. Optimization of SLC substrate
concentration and incubation time can improve assay
performance.

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
In principle all SLCs for which nuclear receptor agonists or their
precursors are substrates can be assayed in this format based on
steroid sulfates and corresponding nuclear hormone receptors,
such as SLC10A6, members of the SLCO and SLC22A families.
Thyroid hormone transporters like SLC16A2 and SLC16A10
might also be amenable for this assay type (Visser et al., 2011).

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
An advantage of this assay method is the use of unmodi ed,
natural SLC substrates and its independence of electrogenicity or
cotransport of certain ions. An important limitation for some
substrates is redundancy, especially when respective SLCs are
endogenously expressed in the host cell line. The costs of running
the assay are low.

Phenotypic Assays
Phenotypic assays (PAs) rely on a “visible” or observable read-
out as a proxy for a biological/biochemical function. PAs useful
for transporter research typically involve cell lines, although
employing a variety of models, from yeast to sh, is feasible in
principle. Among the cell line-based assays one can distinguish
phenotypes that are based on inherent cellular properties, such
as tness/survival, cellular differentiation, or adhesion. The key
principle relies on the ability of genetics to demonstrate that a
particular cellular feature is dependent on the function of a
particular transporter, no matter how indirect the phenotype.
While there are many possible kinds of this assay, the simplest
measures viability of human cells engineered for a dependency
on a particular SLC. The best approach to circumvent
redundancy and establish a robust genotype-phenotype
relationship is to conduct a genetic screen in a cell line with
inactivation of the targeted SLC. The simplest readout is
growth/survival, hijacking the principle of synthetic lethality:
while cell viability upon inactivation of either transporter A or
transporter B is minimally affected, inactivation of both
transporters leads to severly reduced tness (Girardi et al.,
2020b; Huang et al., 2020). In this setting, the tness of the
cell line with inactivated transporter B becomes dependent on
transporter A, which provides a platform for screening for
chemical modulators of the function of transporter A
(Figure 11).

Technical Requirements and Level of Throughput
The assay requires the ability to genetically engineer a cell line
of choice and the necessary tools are vectors allowing to
express Cas9 and transporter-speci c guides or chemical
probes for the SLCs under investigation. If there is no prior
knowledge on synthetic lethality to other SLCs, a prior genetic
screen may be required. A cell-based viability assay is
amenable to HTP screening.

Experimental Setup
Key requirement is establishing the unambiguous SLC-
phenotype relationship. This includes the ability to engineer
human cell lines to depend on a particular SLC gene and at
least a second control cell line that is isogenic.

The rst round of chemical screening is started with the
engineered cell line dependent on the SLC of interest. All
compounds which exhibit toxicity in the rst round are
screened in the secondary chemical screen, which includes
additional isogenic control cell lines (e.g. WT parental cell
line, and cell line dependent on the reciprocal SLC).
Afterwards, all compounds which reduce viability only in the
cell line dependent on the targeted SLCs are considered as a hit.
Since this screening campaign enriches compounds targeting all
genes with a synthetic lethal relationship to the targeted SLC, hits
should be followed up for example with a binding assay to further
lter compounds which interact physically with the targeted SLC.

Suitable Solute Carrier Families
The great advantage of this approach is that it is amenable to
all SLC families, irrespective of their subcellular localization,
topology or abundance, provided there is evidence of a
genetic interaction between the SLC of interest and
another protein and both are expressed in the cell line of
choice. For example, strong negative genetic interactions
were con rmed between SLC16A1 (MCT1) and SLC16A3
(MCT4), or between SLC25A28 (Mitoferrin-2) and
SLC25A37 (Mitoferrin-1) (Girardi et al., 2020b). Using the
parental cell line and the SLC16A1 KO as controls,
differential activity of compounds against the SLC16A1
KO cell line yielded bona de SLC16A3 inhibitors (Dvorak
and Superti-Furga, unpublished).

Assay Advantages, Limitations and Approximate Costs
The main advantage of this assay is the straightforward
readout based on cell viability, which is suitable for HTP
screening. Since many of the genetic interactions are of
reciprocal character, it is possible to counter screen for
speci city by screening hits from the primary screen in
reciprocal knock-out cells and WT cells. This approach
should lter all compounds which affect viability of cells
independently of the targeted SLC, and thus provide a fast
path to compound speci city. The main limitation is the
requirement of a strong genotype – phenotype association,
which may require a prior dedicated genetic screen.
Phenotypic assays can be applied also for screening for
transporters of cytotoxic compounds (Girardi et al., 2020a).
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FIGURE 12 | Overview and comparison of assay techniques in use. (A) Number of assays reported in ChEMBL per SLC family. (B) Distribution of assays based on

assay format and assay type (cell-based assays only). Assay format was determined from the BAO label reported in the ChEMBL database (e.g. cell-based format and

single protein format). Assay type was assigned according to manually created rules (see supplementary material) (C) Detection methods employed by each assay type

(cell-based assays only). The detection method was assigned to the different categories based on manually created rules (see Supplementary table 2) (D)

Comparison of IC50 values of SLC13A5 inhibitors obtained by different assays (Data retrieved from Huard et al. (2016); Pajor et al. (2016)); IC50 of >10, or >30 µM

respectively, refers to the detection limit).
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DISCUSSION

The experimental methods and approaches that can be used to
interrogate the function of SLC transporters are as diverse as
this class of integral membrane proteins, with different
phylogenetic origin, fold and transport mechanism. To
enable drug discovery efforts, an extensive toolbox of
technologies is required to study the diverse transport
mechanisms utilized by SLC transporters as well as the
broad nature of substrates transported.

For an overview on the different assay techniques in use, we
analyzed the assays for SLCs available in the ChEMBL database
Version 28 (Davies et al., 2015; Gaulton et al., 2017) using
KNIME (Berthold et al., 2009). In total, 4,935 assays (where
each publication counts as one assay) were reported for 120
different SLCs (see Supplementary Table S2). These data are
highly asymmetric, with the vast majority of assays performed
only on a handful of SLC families, while there are less than 10
assays reported for more than a half of SLC families (Figure 12A).
While this can be to some extent biased from the scope of the
database, these observations are in line with a previously reported
publication asymmetry in the SLC superfamily, in which a small
fraction of SLCs are the object of a large proportion of literature
on SLCs (César-Razquin et al., 2015). Our overview also showed
that the majority of assays in ChEMBL were based on cell-based
formats (Figure 12B). This is in line with the subject of the
current review and re ects the challenges connected to
puri cation and handling of complex membrane proteins.

We further characterized the assays according to the text of the
assay description by ChEMBL. Text based rules were created
manually to distinguish different assay types (e.g. uptake or
binding) and detection methods (e.g. radiometry or label free
methods). The full list of rules as well as the list of ChEMBL assays
with assigned labels are given in the Supplementary Material. As
cell-based assays are the focus of this review we concentrated on
these assays for the overview given in Figures 12B,C. The
majority of the cell-based assays are uptake assays, accounting
for nearly 70%. When investigating the detection methods, we see
that radiometry is heavily used both for uptake and binding
assays. For the uptake assays we could not assign any detection
method to almost 50% according to the assay description
("unde ned"), but one can assume that radiometry was the
method of choice in a large proportion of these cases as well.
Only in the functional assays we do not see measurements of
radioactivity. Instead, label free and uorescence detection
methods are used for measuring the outcome in functional
cell-based assays. The total number of these assays is however
still small, as functional assays make up only four percent of all
cell-based assays (Figure 12C). We expect the frequency of
functional assays to increase in the future due to more
knowledge on less-studied SLCs, which should open the
possibilities to study these SLCs particularly using functional
assays. A better understanding of the SLC superfamily and its
individual members will also facilitate the decision on which SLCs
are amenable to which assay technologies.

The choice of an appropriate assay format is expected to
change as a SLC drug discovery program progresses from its

initial efforts to identify chemical matter that modulates the SLC
transporter in the HTP screening phase where tens of thousands
of compounds are screened, to le mining and virtual screening,
and nally to SAR and lead development support. Multiple assay
formats are often employed throughout the life of a program not
only to address practical issues such as throughput and cost
concerns but also to consider assay speci c liabilities such as
compound interference, cytotoxicity, off target interferences etc.
Like with other target classes, as a hit matures to lead and
preclinical and then clinical candidate, it will transit through
several of these assays in different combinations.

To address the question if pharmacology of small molecules is
in uenced by choice of assay technology, we inspected previously
obtained data on the potency of several SLC13A5 inhibitor
chemotypes across different technologies in a cellular system
in which SLC13A5 was overexpressed (Huard et al., 2016; Pajor
et al., 2016): uptake of radiolabeled citrate, uptake of citrate
monitored by LC/MS, uptake of co-transported sodium using
FLIPR to monitor membrane potential and solid supported based
electrophysiology using SURFE2R (Figure 12D). In sum, the
potency of the SLC13A5 inhibitors correlated across all the
technologies tested. This suggests that data obtained with one
assay should represent a reliable starting base for another assay. It
also suggests that modern assay technology can be calibrated in
such a way to be robust. While we consider this observation
rewarding and promising, this does not necessarily imply that the
discovery ef ciency should be equal, as sensitivity may differ, and
certain molecules may have properties that manifest differentially
in the different assays. All in all, based on the variety and
robustness of available assays, SLCs should be considered an
attractive and amenable target class.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

From our perspective the future of SLCs as major target class
in drug discovery seems certain. The number of reagents,
tools, assays and publications are increasing constantly. Only
in the last two years we counted three new biotech start-ups
focused entirely on SLCs, the rst of what surely is likely to be
a whole generation of new businesses. The majority of
pharmaceutical companies either already include SLC
targets in their project portfolio or are rapidly evaluating
the opportunity. Among the novel drugs with new
mechanism of action reported for 2020, SLCs feature
prominently (Avram et al., 2021). Though the dataset is
small, it heralds the beginning of a new phase in SLC
pharmacology. The RESOLUTE consortium intends to
empower the scienti c community with reagents, datasets
and assays and invites it to contribute to exploit transporters
more broadly for drug discovery. Through their action,
transporters link metabolism to a variety of cellular and
organismal processes, all relevant to disease. At a yet more
futuristic and ecological level, transporters of roughly the
same kind, across the animal, plant, fungal and microbial
kingdom, ensure ow and integration of chemical matter in a
global way. Thus, what we are learning about the assays
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required in the eld of SLC transporter pharmacology for
curing human diseases, may turn out to be useful also for
nutrition, animal and crop production, managing of
microbial communities and more.
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 SLC16 family of monocarboxylate transporters 

The monocarboxylate transporter family, SLC16, has 14 members responsible for transport of 

nutrients and metabolites, such as short-chain fatty acids, pyruvate, lactate, or amino acids, 

hormones, or drugs (Bosshart et al, 2020; Felmlee et al, 2020). The SLC16 family is part of 

the major facilitator superfamily (MFS), and hence transporters of SLC16 family operate with 

a rocker-switch mechanism typical of that protein fold (Bosshart et al, 2020). The transport of 

several members of the SLC16 family is coupled to the co-transport of H+ and therefore these 

members are also implicated in the cellular pH homeostasis. A subset of the SLC16 family 

members form complexes with the ancillary proteins basigin (CD147) or embigin (GP70), an 

interaction that is important for their trafficking and proper function (Halestrap, 2013). Based 

on the structural similarities, and the substrate specificities, the SLC16 family can be divided 

into several subgroups (Figure 2). Of note, the mismatching MCT and SLC16 numbering can 

be confusing and requires special attention. There are several examples of changing MCT 

numbering, for example SLC16A5 was initially called MCT5, but later, upon the 

characterization of SLC16A4 cDNA, was renamed to MCT6 (Felmlee et al, 2020). For this 

reason and throughout this thesis, I am using the unambiguous HUGO SLC nomenclature 

reflecting gene names. For clarity, the MCT names are added in the Figure 2. 

The first subgroup can be defined around SLC16A1, SLC16A3, SLC16A7 and SLC16A8. 

These transporters are mainly responsible for transport of lactate, pyruvate and ketone bodies 

(Draoui & Feron, 2011). Collectively this subgroup is the most studied among SLC16 family 

and will be discussed in more details in the next section. 

SLC16A2 and SLC16A10 form a second subgroup based on similarities in the structure and 

the substrate specificity. SLC16A2 is one of the major transporters of thyroid hormones (Bernal 

et al, 2015). Mutations reducing the SLC16A2 function are causing the Allan-Herndon-Dudley 

syndrome, a rare neurological disorder linked to the X chromosome manifested by a 

developmental delay, intellectual disabilities, and impairment of muscle activity (Remerand et 

al, 2019). SLC16A10 was also described as a transporter of thyroid hormones, but compared 

to SLC16A2, SLC16A10 shows lower affinity for thyroid hormones, but is instead also capable 

of transporting aromatic amino acids (Bernal et al, 2015). 
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 Substrates of the 
individual transporters are indicated. Transporters with insufficient substrate annotation are in 
grey. Chemical structures of the exemplary substrates added for illustrator purposes. 
Illustration adapted based on (Bosshart et al, 2020) with permission from the publisher. 

SLC16A9 and SLC16A12 can be considered as a third subgroup in the SLC16 family, based 

on similarity in their substrate specificity. SLC16A9 is thought to be a transporter of carnitine 

and creatine (Futagi et al, 2020; Suhre et al, 2011). Moreover, polymorphisms in SLC16A9

were linked to higher plasma levels of uric acid and higher risk of gout development (Nakayama 

et al, 2013; Kolz et al, 2009). SLC16A12 is a creatine transporter expressed mainly in retina 

and kidney (Abplanalp et al, 2013; Takahashi et al, 2020). Variants in SLC16A12 were reported 

in patients suffering from eye diseases, such as cataracts (Kloeckener-Gruissem et al, 2008). 
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The functions of the rest of the members of the SLC16 family are currently not clear. Gene 

variants of SLC16A11 and SLC16A13 were linked to type 2 diabetes (T2D) in genome-wide 

association studies (GWAS; (Williams Amy et al, 2014; Hara et al, 2014)). An additional follow-

up study found that the haplotypes associating with T2D cause lower expression of SLC16A11, 

reduced localization in the plasma membrane due to reduced interaction with the ancillary 

protein basigin as well as reduced transport activity (Rusu et al, 2017). The same study also 

showed that SLC16A11 can transport pyruvate with H+ as a coupled ion. Another follow up 

study focusing on the role of SLC16A11 based on mouse models (Zhao et al, 2019) however, 

showed inconsistency with the human data and was later disputed by the authors of the original 

study (Hoch et al, 2019). Hence to fully explain the physiological roles of SLC16A11 more 

research is needed. The function of SLC16A13 is also not well understood. A recent study 

utilizing a slc16a13-/- murine model suggested that this transporter is capable of lactate 

transport and therapeutical targeting could be beneficial in T2D and similar diseases, however 

these data still need to be validated with the human ortholog (Schumann et al, 2021). SLC16A6 

was proposed to be a transporter of ketone bodies (Hugo et al, 2012) and taurine (Higuchi et 

al, 2022), based on studies conducted with zebrafish and rat orthologs. However, further 

studies are needed to show that this transporter has a same function in humans. Studies 

reporting roles for SLC16A4, SLC16A5 and SLC16A14 are currently limited. SLC16A5 is 

expressed in several organs including intestine, kidney and liver, and was shown to be capable 

of transporting several xenobiotics, including bumetanide, nateglinide, probenecid or some of 

the prostaglandins (Murakami et al, 2005). The same study showed that SLC16A5 is not 

capable of transporting other substrates typical for the SLC16 family, such as lactate and 

tryptophan. Studies utilizing the slc16a5-/- mouse model pointed to a role of this transporter in 

lipid and glucose homeostasis (Jones et al, 2019; Ren et al, 2022), but were not able to pinpoint 

the exact substrate specificity. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there are currently no 

studies demonstrating possible physiological roles or substrate specificities for SLC16A4 and 

SLC16A14. 
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4 Lactate  

Lactate was for a long time considered to be a waste product of anaerobic metabolism, but in 

recent years it is becoming increasingly clear that the physiological roles of lactate are much 

more complex. The following section will describe some of the recent studies on lactate with 

the purpose of providing a brief overview on possible roles of lactate in human physiology. The 

comprehensive overview of functions of lactate is beyond the scope of this thesis and can be 

found in the excellent reviews by George Brooks (Brooks, 2018) and by Li and colleagues (Li 

et al, 2022). 

Lactate is produced during glycolysis, the metabolic process of converting a glucose molecule 

into two molecules of pyruvate (Figure 3) (Chandel, 2015). Pyruvate can then either be 

imported into mitochondria where it enters the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle or it can be 

converted by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) to lactate, which is then secreted into the 

extracellular space typically by SLC16A3. The conversion of pyruvate to lactate is necessary 

to regenerate NAD+ that can be reduced to NADH during glycolysis, allowing glycolysis to 

persist. Importantly, apart from being a fast source of ATP, glycolysis can also supply 

molecules for other metabolic pathways, and hence can be an important source of 

intermediates for biosynthetic pathways. This includes: 1) the pentose-phosphate pathway, the 

source of NADPH, a co-factor in reductive biosynthesis, and ribose, a building block for 

synthesis of nucleotides; 2) the hexosamine pathway, required for glycosylation; 3) glycerol 

synthesis, a building block for synthesis of complex lipids; and 4) serine-glycine-one carbon 

metabolism; a pathway important for the synthesis of glutathione, nucleotides, and methylation 

reactions. Importantly, the metabolic conversion of pyruvate in the mitochondria powers the 

oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) that produces higher ATP yields (per molecule of 

glucose) compared to glycolysis and conversion of pyruvate to lactate but required the 

presence of oxygen. It was proposed that the reason for the Warburg effect, i.e. the observation 

that tumors prefer glycolysis over OXPHOS even in the presence of oxygen,  is to obtain a 

large pools of glycolytic intermediates that can fuel the biosynthetic mentioned previously 

(DeBerardinis & Chandel, 2020). Of note, it is now clear that the Warburg effect does not 

prevent OXPHOS in tumors, as it was previously believed. 
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Figure 3: Glycolysis scheme. Enzymes responsible for induvial steps in blue; alternative 
metabolic pathways in yellow. Figure based in (Chandel, 2015), with permission from the 
publisher. 
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Lactate can be generated by a plethora of cell types under fully aerobic conditions, similarly to 

what Warburg observed in tumor samples (Brooks, 2018). Furthermore, lactate can be rapidly 

exchanged by different tissues or cell types within one tissue, and it can serve as an energy 

source in the so-called lactate shuttle. Importantly, it was shown that lactate is used as one of 

the major carbon sources for the TCA cycle, and that on molar basis the turnover flux of lactate 

is the fastest compared to other carbon sources (Hui et al, 2017).  

Moreover, by using 13C-labelled lactate, it has been shown that the lactate carbons contribute 

to the TCA cycle in all tissues in mouse (Hui et al, 2017). Similarly, lactate can be a 

predominant carbon source for the TCA cycle in human lung tumours in vivo (Faubert et al, 

2017), tumours in genetically engineered mouse models (GEMMs) of lung and pancreatic1

cancers (Hui et al, 2017), or for metastasizing cells, as shown in melanoma patient-derived 

xenograft (PDX) models (Tasdogan et al, 2020). Lactate can be used as a carbon source for 

fatty acid synthesis (Chen et al, 2016), a phenomenon that seems to be particularly important 

in cancer cells (Zhao et al, 2020), but also for example in some types of immune cells (Pucino 

et al, 2019). 

It was proposed that pyruvate generated from glycolysis rarely flows directly into the TCA cycle, 

but is rather converted to lactate, released into the blood stream and from there enters again 

(different) cells, where it gets converted to pyruvate and feeds into the TCA cycle (Rabinowitz 

& Enerbäck, 2020). This allows de-coupling of glycolysis and TCA cycle, processes that are 

otherwise linked because NADH and pyruvate produced by glycolysis need to be cleared in 

the mitochondria (Brooks, 2018). Using lactate as a primary energy source in most tissues also 

allows to reserve glucose for energy production in tissues that are glucose dependent (such 

as erythrocytes, or under certain circumstances the brain) and for biochemical reactions that 

use glucose as substrate, such as the pathways mentioned previously (Rabinowitz & 

Enerbäck, 2020). Moreover, it was shown that several tissues, including heart, brain, or 

skeletal muscles (during excise) prefer lactate over glucose (Rabinowitz & Enerbäck, 2020; 

Brooks, 2018). 

The relationship between the organs with high lactate production and high lactate consumption 

can be considered an inter-organ lactate shuttle. On the level of same tissue (intra-organ), the 

lactate shuttle was described in several organs. A typical example of an organ with a well 

described lactate shuttle is the skeletal muscle (Fishbein et al, 2002). The fast-twitch fibres 

tend to be glycolytic and produce high amounts of lactate. Lactate, together with H+ ions, gets 

1 In the pancreatic cancer model was the predominant source glutamine, lactate was second. 
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exported into the environment and eventually a part of it is imported into slow-twitch muscle 

fibres, where it serves as a metabolic fuel. Similarly, in the brain, astrocytes produce lactate 

that is then transported to neurons where it gets oxidized (Magistretti & Allaman, 2018). The 

intra-organ lactate shuttle received most attention in the context of tumour microenvironment 

(TME), where it is known also to be key to metabolic symbiosis (Figure 4) (Draoui & Feron, 

2011; Lyssiotis & Kimmelman, 2017). It was shown in several different types of cancers that 

the tumour mass can be compartmentalized into regions with different metabolic phenotypes 

(reviewed in (Ippolito et al, 2019)). Specifically, cancer cells in the tumour regions with limited 

oxygen access express high levels of LDHA, an isoform of LDH that is primary catalyzing 

conversion of pyruvate to lactate. They also, produce high levels of lactate that is then exported 

through SLC16A3 into the environment. There, it is available to cells that are closer to the 

vasculature. These cells import lactate through SLC16A1, convert it to pyruvate by LDHB (LDH 

isoform that is primary converting lactate to pyruvate), and then utilize it to meet their metabolic 

needs. Similar relationships were described also between cancer cells and cancer-associated 

fibroblasts (CAFs) and were shown to be important mediators of resistance to therapies 

targeted at angiogenesis or to tyrosine kinase inhibitors (Apicella et al, 2018; Pisarsky et al, 

2016; Allen et al, 2016; Jiménez-Valerio et al, 2016). Importantly, the high levels of lactate in 

the TME have an impact on the immune system and reducing lactate levels in the TME was 

shown to induce the immune response against cancer cells (Wang et al, 2021c). 
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Figure 4: Metabolic symbiosis between cells in TME. Cancer cells in more hypoxic regions 
of the tumour (i) or CAFs (ii) tend to consume high levels of glucose and produce lactate, that 
gets exported by SLC16A3 (MCT4). Lactate in the TME can feed (i) cancer cells in less hypoxic 
regions of the tumour or (iii) mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) or CAFs, (iv) drive polarization of 
macrophages towards the tumour associated macrophage (TAM; pro-tumorigenic) phenotype, 
or (v) inhibit immune cells, such as T cells. The cells consuming the lactate use typically 
SLC16A1 (MCT1) to import the lactate from the environment. Reprinted from (Lyssiotis & 
Kimmelman, 2017), with permission from the publisher. 

as a signaling molecule 

While the levels of glucose are kept relatively steady in the blood (around 5 mM), the 

concentrations of lactate can transiently rise from ~1 mM to ~5 mM in the circulation (as seen 

during hard excise), and local concentrations of lactate, for example in the inflamed tissues or 

TME, could reach levels up to 40 mM (Brooks, 2018). This is important because lactate has 

also a role as a signaling molecule, particularly in the context of immune system. Lactate can 

for example influence the migration of immune cells, production of cytokines and differentiation 

of immune cells (Certo et al, 2021). This could be either through, for example, activation of G-

protein coupled receptor 81 (GPR81), a recently described receptor for lactate, or through 

effects on metabolism (Certo et al, 2022). A landmark study published in 2019 showed that 

lactate can be also used as a substrate for a kind of post-translational modification called 

lactylation, and that lactylation of histones is involved in the polarization of macrophages 
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(Zhang et al, 2019a). A study focused on the global lactylome in samples collected from 

hepatocellular carcinoma patients, showed that lactylation can affect also other proteins, 

especially metabolic enzymes, and that lactylation can modulate the enzymatic activity of these 

proteins (Yang et al, 2023). Importantly, lactate can also modulate the function of proteins by 

non-covalent interactions. A recent study utilizing thermal proteome profilling, a technique 

described in more detail in the review in section 1.3, showed that lactate forms complexes with 

zinc that then bind and inhibit the active site of SENP1, a negative regulator of APC/C complex 

that is required for mitotic exit during cell cycle (Liu et al, 2023). Interestingly the study shows 

that lactate accumulates upon the mitotic entry and further suggests that elevated intracellular 

lactate levels are required for the mitotic exit, further expanding the importance of lactate in 

cell physiology. 

Last but not least, circulating lactate can be converted by the liver back to glucose in the Cori 

cycle (Brooks, 2018). Hence, lactate fulfills at least three roles: (1) it represents an energy 

source, (2) it is a molecule involved in signaling and regulation of protein function, and (3) it 

serves as a carbon source for gluconeogenesis and lipid synthesis. Moreover, de-regulation 

of lactate homeostasis was observed in a variety of different diseases and has been proposed 

as a promising therapeutic target. Importantly, the transport of lactate plays a crucial role in 

most of the biological functions of lactate. At physiological pH the vast majority of the lactic 

acid molecules can be found in form of lactate anion and H+, both substrates for H+ coupled 

monocarboxylate transporters (Draoui & Feron, 2011). 
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5 Lactate transporters 

To date, several transporters of lactate have been described: SLC16A1, SLC16A3, SLC16A7 

and SLC16A8. These are all H+-coupled co-transporters capable of shuttling lactate, pyruvate 

and ketone bodies such as butyrate (Draoui & Feron, 2011). All these transporters depend on 

the interaction with the ancillary proteins basigin and/or embigin for proper localization and 

function (Kirk et al, 2000). SLC16A1, SLC16A3 and SLC16A8 preferably form complexes with 

basigin, while SLC16A7 prefers embigin (Halestrap, 2013). Despite their similarities in the 

amino acid sequence and substrate specificity, the function of these transporters differs, mainly 

due to different substrate affinities and their expression patterns. Even though all four proteins 

are highly homologous, SLC16A1 shares most structural similarity with SLC16A7 and the 

closest homologue of SLC16A3 is SLC16A8, as illustrated in Table 2 based on the amino acid 

identity. Importantly, the SLC16 family lactate transporters are considered to be bi-directional, 

depending on the concentration of their substrates. 

As already mentioned, SLC16A11 and SLC16A13 were proposed as transporters with similar 

substrate specificity similar to SLC16A1/3/7/8, however these studies still need to be confirmed 

(Rusu et al, 2017; Schumann et al, 2021). Additionally, lactate was shown to be transported 

by the sodium dependent transporters SLC5A8 (considered as high affinity) and SLC5A12 

(considered as low-affinity) (Gopal et al, 2007; Ganapathy et al, 2008).  

Structural 
identity [%] 

SLC16A1 SLC16A3 SLC16A7 SLC16A8 

SLC16A1 100 44.57 59.21 39.43 
SLC16A3 44.57 100 46.74 56.93 
SLC16A7 59.21 46.74 100 42.77 
SLC16A8 39.43 42.77 56.93 100 

Table 2: Sequence identity among lactate transporters of SLC16 family. Table reproduced  
from (Felmlee et al, 2020). 

5 SLC16A1 

SLC16A1 is ubiquitously expressed and is in general considered to function as a major lactate 

importer (Fishbein et al, 2002). Its role in lactate transport was described in for example 

erythrocytes, heart, skeletal muscles, and liver, where it feeds the Cori cycle. In the mouse the 

KO of slc16a1 is embryonically lethal (Lengacher et al, 2013), while loss-of-function mutations 

in the human are connected to severe ketoacidosis (van Hasselt et al, 2014). In cancer cells 

that co-express SLC16A1 and SLC16A3 the blockage of SLC16A1 led to reduced pyruvate 

export, while the export of lactate was not affected, suggesting that SLC16A1 could be a 

pyruvate exporter in this setting (Hong et al, 2016). Interestingly, SLC16A1 was also proposed 

as a transporter of succinate, a dicarboxylate that can be converted to monocarboxylate and 
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then, in this form, recognized by SLC16A1 (Reddy et al, 2020). This conversion was observed 

in exercising muscles, due to an increase in intracellular pH which, by getting close to the pKa 

of succinate, leads to the conversion to the monocarboxylic state, followed by transport through 

SLC16A1. Upon export, succinate recovers the dicarboxylic form, binds its receptors on 

surrounding cells and mediates signaling that has a critical role in muscle adaptation and 

remodeling upon excise. The role of SLC16A1 in succinate transport was confirmed also in the 

heart, where succinate accumulates in cytoplasm during ischemia (Prag et al, 2021). 

SLC16A1 in cancer 

High levels of SLC16A1 expression were reported in many types of cancers (Ippolito et al, 

2019), and therefore SLC16A1 was proposed as a therapeutic target in oncology. Indeed, 

several studies suggested that cancer cells may be sensitive to SLC16A1 knock-down or 

inhibition (Doherty et al, 2014; Curtis et al, 2017). In the melanoma models, the inhibition of 

SLC16A1 led to the reduction in distant metastasis, while the growth of subcutaneous tumors 

was not affected (Tasdogan et al, 2020). The authors of this study uncovered that lactate 

utilization is important for the survival of circulating tumor cells. This is due to preferential 

utilization of lactate in the TCA cycle, thus preserving glucose to fuel the pentose-phosphate 

pathway, generating NADPH and subsequent protection from ROS. This agrees with a 

previous study that showed that inhibition of SLC16A1 leads to lactate accumulation, 

subsequent inhibition of glycolysis, and reduction in NADPH and glutathione levels (Doherty 

et al, 2014). Along the same line, SLC16A1 was suggested as a potential therapeutic target to 

overcome resistance to ferroptosis, a form of cell death dependent on the accumulation of 

reactive lipid radicals, in liver cancer (Zhao et al, 2020). Moreover, SLC16A1 is a transcriptional 

target of Myc, a proto-oncogene, and is frequently upregulated in tumors (Doherty et al, 2014). 

Indeed expression of SLC16A1 correlates with prognosis in for example breast or lung cancer 

patients (Hong et al, 2016; Doherty et al, 2014). Interestingly, it was also proposed that 

SLC16A1 could facilitate the mitochondrial import of lactate, representing an intracellular 

lactate shuttle (Brooks, 2018). While this theory remains to a certain extend controversial, 

several studies convincingly showed presence and metabolism of lactate in mitochondria 

(Chen et al, 2016; Li et al, 2023). 

Chemical modulators of SLC16A1 

One of the first compounds reported as a SLC16A1 inhibitor was -cyano-4-hydroxycinnamate 

(CHC; Figure 5A), however this inhibitor displays low potency and low specificity (CHC inhibits 
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multiple SLC16s and displays higher potency to f.e. mitochondrial pyruvate carrier compared 

to SLC16s (Halestrap & Denton, 1975)) (Puri & Juvale, 2020). Efforts to optimize this scaffold 

led to series of dual SLC16A1 and SLC16A3 inhibitors with potency improved more than a 

thousand-fold (Jonnalagadda et al, 2019) (Figure 5B). The series of the arguably most 

prominent SLC16A1 inhibitors originates in 2005, when SLC16A1 was found as a target of a 

drug candidate originally developed for immunosuppression (Figure 5C) (Murray et al, 2005). 

In this study, the authors followed up on compounds originally discovered from a phenotypic 

screen that measured compounds that reduced proliferation of T cells. By applying chemical 

proteomics, the study identified SLC16A1 as a target. This series was further progressed to 

the molecule AR-C155858 (Figure 5D). This compound displayed a good selectivity over 

SLC16A3, but only mildly higher potency to SLC16A1 over SLC16A7 (Ovens et al, 2010). 

Moreover, AR-C155858 showed also improved PK properties, compared to its predecessors 

(Påhlman et al, 2013), and became an tool in investigating biological roles of SLC16A1. 

Additional development of this compound series yielded the clinical candidate AZD3965 

(Figure 5E). Similarly to AR-C15585, AZD3965 does not affect SLC16A3, but the selectivity 

to SLC16A1 is only 6-fold higher compared to SLC16A7 (Curtis et al, 2017). Screening of 

cancer cell lines showed that cell lines derived from lymphomas are particularly sensitive to 

AZD3965 (Curtis et al, 2017). In 2013 AZD3965 entered a phase I clinical trial conducted in 

patients with advanced solid tumors, diffuse large B cell lymphoma, and Burkitt lymphoma 

(clinical trial registered under NCT01791595). Recently published data from this trial showed 

that AZD3965 was tolerated in a dose that produces target engagement, side effects were 

mainly related to temporal changes in the retina, and importantly, established a dosing and 

markers for further clinical studies (Halford et al, 2023). At the time of writing of this thesis, 

AZD3965 is ready for phase II, and offered for out-licensing by Cancer Research Horizons 

(part of Cancer Research UK). It is expected that the drug will be used either in cancers with 

high SLC16A1 and low SLC16A3 expression and/or in combinations with other therapies. 

BAY-8002 (Figure 5F) is another inhibitor of SLC16A1 with excellent selectivity over 

SLC16A3, but only mild selectivity over SLC16A7 (Quanz et al, 2018). The properties of this 

compound are very similar to AZD3965, including a comparable binding to SLC16A1 (Wang 

et al, 2021b). Since the publication of the study by Quanz and colleagues there has been no 

report of BAY-8002 being progressed into clinical trials yet, despite promising pre-clinical data. 

Apart from inhibitors of SLC16A1 mentioned above, there are several other compounds that 

were developed (reviewed in (Puri & Juvale, 2020).  
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5

SLC16A3 is a low affinity transporter that is in general considered to be a major lactate exporter 

(Contreras-Baeza et al, 2019). It plays its main role in highly glycolytic cells, including white 

skeletal muscle fibres (particularly during excise), astrocytes, immune cells, or chondrocytes 

(Halestrap, 2013). Moreover, as one of the targets of HIF-1 , the expression of SLC16A3 can  

rapidly increase during hypoxia (Ullah et al, 2006).  

SLC16A3 in cancer 

A multitude of reports showed that SLC16A3 plays an important role in cancer. It was shown 

that breast cancer cell lines, in particular the HER2+ subset, are dependent on SLC16A3 

(Baenke et al, 2015). Moreover, this study reports that SLC16A3 expression is regulated by 

the PI3K-Akt signalling pathway. In context of breast cancer, expression of SLC16A3 was 

particularly elevated in invasive tumours, and high levels of SLC16A3 were predictive of poor 

survival (Baenke et al, 2015; Doyen et al, 2014). A study focused on non-small cell lung cancer 
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(NSCLC) found that basigin is frequently di-methylated on lysine 234 in tumours, accompanied 

to increased interaction with SLC16A3 and subsequent higher levels of SLC16A3 at the 

plasma membrane and increased lactate export (Wang et al, 2021a). This also correlated with 

tumour progression, pathological grading, and poor survival. SLC16A3 was also shown to be 

an important mediator of therapy resistance in NSCLC mouse xenograft model (Apicella et al, 

2018). In that study authors showed that resistance to kinase inhibitors (EGRF and MET) can 

be developed due to increased lactate levels in the TME and resulting enhancement of 

metabolic symbiosis between the cancer cells and CAFs. In that case, the lactate produced by 

tumour cells and exported through SLC16A3 was taken up by CAFs, which further stimulated 

CAFs to produce cytokines mediating the adaptive treatment resistance. Moreover, silencing 

of SLC16A3 in the tumour cells led to re-sensitization of tumour cells to therapy. Similarly, 

metabolic symbiosis plays a role also in resistance to treatments targeting tumour 

angiogenesis. Studies utilizing mouse models of pancreatic neuroendocrine cancer, breast 

cancer and renal cancer showed that resistance to angiogenesis inhibitors can develop 

through metabolic compartmentalization and enhanced metabolic symbiosis, that can be 

overcome by silencing of SLC16A3 (Allen et al, 2016; Jiménez-Valerio et al, 2016; Pisarsky et 

al, 2016). A genome-wide RNA interference screen found that SLC16A3 is essential in clear 

cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC) cell lines (Gerlinger et al, 2012). The same study also 

analysed samples from ccRCC patients and found that SLC16A3 was significantly upregulated 

in primary tumours compared to normal kidney tissue and at the same time the expression 

was even higher in metastatic lesions. High levels of SLC16A3 were also correlating with 

significantly worse prognosis. Similarly, SLC16A3 was shown to be elevated in bladder cancer 

were higher expression was associated with inferior survival and silencing of SLC16A3 led to 

reduced growth of bladder cancer cells in vitro as well as in orthotopic xenograft mouse model 

(Todenhofer et al, 2018). Elevated levels of SLC16A3 in cancer cells compared to normal 

tissue were found also in pancreatic cancer (Baek et al, 2014). High expression of SLC16A3

correlated with poor prognosis and silencing of SLC16A3 in pancreatic cancer cell lines with 

high endogenous expression resulted in cell death (Baek et al, 2014). Additionally, this study 

showed that experimental reduction of SLC16A3 expression in pancreatic cancer cell lines 

resulted in a metabolic crisis, that could be overcome by upregulation of mitochondrial 

metabolism, increase utilization of glutamine, and by induction of micropinocytosis or 

autophagy. Inhibition of any of these processes created synergistic effects with silencing of 

SLC16A3. Results were additionally confirmed in mouse xenograft models, in which silencing 

of SLC16A3 expression slowed tumour growth. 
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SLC16A3 in other diseases 

SLC16A3 also plays a role in heart hypertrophy and hearth failure. It is estimated that 

cardiomyocytes under normal conditions produce ~60-90% of their ATP from fatty acid 

oxidation (Fernandez-Caggiano et al, 2020). The rest of the ATP comes predominantly from 

oxidation of pyruvate that is produced equally by glycolysis and conversion from lactate. 

However, during pathological hearth hypertrophy and heart failure the cardiomyocyte 

metabolism shifts towards glycolysis that is uncoupled from mitochondrial metabolism 

(Ritterhoff & Tian, 2023). Several studies showed that this could be caused by decreased 

expression of the mitochondrial pyruvate carrier (MPC) (Cluntun et al, 2021; Fernandez-

Caggiano et al, 2020; Zhang et al, 2020b; McCommis et al, 2020). Increased glycolysis 

associated with the failing heart is connected to increased production of lactate that is exported 

by SLC16A3 (Cluntun et al, 2021). Importantly, Cluntun and colleagues showed that inhibition 

of SLC16A3 in mouse models of heart hypertrophy leads to accumulation of lactate in 

cardiomyocytes and subsequent conversion of lactate back to pyruvate, restoration of MPC 

expression and finally mitochondrial pyruvate oxidation, restoring the physiological state.  

As already mentioned, lactate accumulates in the tissue microenvironment during 

inflammation, which may lead to further amplification of the inflammation (Certo et al, 2021). 

Given that SLC16A3 is a major known lactate exporter, it was proposed that therapeutic 

targeting of SLC16A3 could be beneficial in the context of inflammatory diseases. It was 

reported that expression of SLC16A3 is increased in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (Fujii et al, 2015; 

Pucino et al, 2023). Moreover, Fujii and colleagues have shown that silencing of slc16a3 in 

joints of mice with collagen-induced arthritis reduced the disease severity. Future studies will 

show whether SLC16A3 could indeed become an interesting target in RA and other 

autoimmune/inflammatory conditions. 

Chemical modulators of SLC16A3 

In comparison to SLC16A1, the availability of chemical modulators for SLC16A3 was poor until 

very recently. Several serendipitous discoveries lead to the identification of compounds 

originally developed for different indications able to also inhibit SLC16A3 as an off-target effect. 

Syrosingopine (Figure 6A), a compound originally developed in the 1970s for treatment of 

hypertension, was highlighted in a drug repurposing screen focused on the identification of 

drugs that would enhance the anti-proliferative effects of metformin in cancer cells (Benjamin 

et al, 2016). A follow-up study found that the MoA of syrosingopine in this setting, was due to 

inhibition of SLC16A1 and SLC16A3, with higher affinity towards SLC16A3 (Benjamin et al, 

2018). Similarly, diclofenac (Figure 6B), well known as an non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
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drug, was found to inhibit SLC16A3 and SLC16A1 as an off-target effect (Sasaki et al, 2016; 

Renner et al, 2019). Of note, as already mentioned, CHC and it’s derivates are also inhibitors 

of SLC16A3. 

The first selective and potent SLC16A3 inhibitor reported in the literature was VB124 (Figure 

6C; (Cluntun et al, 2021)). Cluntun and colleagues used VB-124 in a mouse model of heart 

hypertrophy, to show that SLC16A3 inhibition could revert heart hypertrophy and subsequent 

heart failure. To characterize this compound, the authors also performed a genome-wide 

CRISPR/Cas9 resistance screen, identifying genes involved in OXPHOS as synthetically lethal 

with the compound. Given the known interplay of lactate metabolism and OXPHOS, this 

suggested an on-target effect of the agent. The second compound reported in the literature 

was MSC-4381 (Figure 6D; (Heinrich et al, 2021)). This compound showed a good potency 

and selectivity for SLC16A3 over SLC16A1, similarly to VB124. Moreover, MSC-4381 showed 

good PK properties and favourable oral bioavailability in mouse. Upon co-administration with 

AZD3965 in the MC38 murine colorectal cancer syngeneic model, the authors showed 

intracellular lactate accumulation in tumour cells. Based on experiments conducted with 

fluorescent analogues, the authors also suggested that the compound bound the inward-open 

conformation of the transporter. MSC-4381 also became a part of the chemical probe collection 

of the Structural Genomic Consortium (SGC) and is currently undergoing deeper selectivity 

profiling and characterization (Tredup et al, 2023). Two further selective SLC16A3 inhibitors 

were reported by AstraZeneca. Firstly, AZ1422 (Figure 6E) was discovered in a screening 

campaign of compounds selected based on the presence of carboxylate in a lactate uptake 

assay and subsequent optimization of the hits (Kawatkar et al, 2023). Even though this series 

of compounds showed good potency and selectivity, their PK properties were not optimal. 

Throughout the project, however, the scientists developed a functional screening assay that 

allowed to screen a bigger collection of compounds, leading to the discovery of a second series 

of compounds. This lead to the development of AZD0095 (Figure 6F) (Goldberg et al, 2022). 

This compound showed better PK properties, with potential for oral administration in the clinic 

and very good selectivity for SLC16A3 over SLC16A1. The compound showed good selectivity 

also in unbiased chemoproteomics experiment and secondary pharmacology panel of almost 

200 targets (Goldberg et al, 2022). Several other compounds targeting SLC16A3 were recently 

described in the patent literature. 
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Figure 6: Chemical structures of selected SLC16A3 inhibitors 

5

Among all lactate transporters, SLC16A7 shows the highest affinity for pyruvate and lactate 

among all lactate transporters (Draoui & Feron, 2011). The expression of SLC16A7 is more 

restricted compared to SLC16A1 and SLC16A3, mainly to tissues or cell types that rely on 

OXPHOS, or perform gluconeogenesis or lipogenesis, such as neurons, testis, kidney or 

adipose tissues (Fisel et al, 2018; Fishbein et al, 2002). The cryoEM structure of human 

SLC16A7 suggests that the protein can dimerize, and that the dimerization can increase the 

transport function of the individual subunits (Zhang et al, 2020a). SLC16A7 is less studied than 

SLC16A1 and SLC16A3, and most of the research focuses on its role in the brain, where 

SLC16A7 mediates the lactate/pyruvate uptake in neurons (Magistretti & Allaman, 2018). In 

the context of cancer, SLC16A7 was found to be upregulated in prostate cancer (Pertega-

Gomes et al, 2015). Additionally, a study utilizing a mouse model of breast cancer showed 

than import of pyruvate through SLC16A7 is required for formation of a metastatic niche in the 

lung (Elia et al, 2019). Mechanistically, the pyruvate imported by SLC16A7 induces -

ketoglutarate production and subsequent activation of collagen hydroxylation. This leads to 
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remodelling of the extracellular matrix in the lung that allows the formation of metastasis. 

Moreover, the same study showed that inhibition of pyruvate metabolism in several mouse 

models is sufficient to reduce the growth of lung metastasis. To date, there are no selective 

inhibitors of SLC16A7, however, due to the high structural similarity to SLC16A1, SLC16A7 is 

an off-target of many SLC16A1 inhibitors, such as AZD3965 and BAY-8002. 

5

SLC16A8 is exclusively expressed in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and it was shown 

that genetic variants associate with age-related macular degeneration (Fritsche et al, 2013, 

2016). A follow-up mechanistic study based on RPE cells differentiated from induced 

pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) obtained from patient carrying two copies of SLC16A8 allele 

identified in the GWAS studies showed that this variant results in an absence of SLC16A8 and 

subsequent deficit in transepithelial lactate transport (Klipfel et al, 2021). Moreover, a   

slc16a8 -/- mouse showed a reduction in visual function while preserving an otherwise normal 

phenotype (Daniele et al, 2008). These studies suggest that SLC16A8 plays an important role 

in vision. 

In summary, several members of the SLC16 family have already shown to be interesting drug 

targets. With time, it will be interesting to see which will become successful in clinical trial and 

also what the other SLC16 family members, with less known function, may bring for 

pharmacology.  
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6 Aims of this thesis 

The motivation for this thesis stems from the large pharmacological opportunity represented 

by the SLC16 family combined with the historical difficulty with reliable and focused screening 

assay. Recent developments in understanding functional genetic redundancy in human cells 

accompanied with high-precision and efficient genomic engineering prompted the ambition to 

use the SLC16 family as prototypic target group for the development of a new strategy in 

phenotypic assay-based drug discovery. In this thesis I aim to: 

1) Develop a highly specific assay strategy that can be used for SLCs and could be, in 

principle, transferable to different SLCs and other proteins. 

2) Use the assay to develop a chemical probe that can be used as a valuable tool to 

dissect the biological roles of its target, and for the development of a pre-clinical drug 

candidate. 
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 Results 

One of the major factors hampering SLC-oriented research and SLC-oriented drug discovery 

is the lack of biological assays. Purification of proteins for biophysical assays is challenging 

due to the complex SLC structures that include many transmembrane spanning regions. 

Furthermore, the development of cell-based systems is impaired by frequent co-expression of 

multiple SLCs with redundant function, resulting in low assay specificity. 

In the following manuscript we set out to develop a cell-based assay system utilizing genetic 

interactions (GIs) and using this system to develop a chemical probe. As target we chose the 

lactate transporter SLC16A3. We started by developing a series of cell lines individually 

dependent on different lactate transporters from the SLC16 family for their fitness. Next, we 

used these cell lines for a chemical screening campaign. In the first step, we screened a 

collection of approximately 90,000 compounds in cells dependent on SLC16A3, followed by 

counter-screening steps in cell lines dependent on other paralogs. This led to identification of 

two compound series selectively killing only the SLC16A3 dependent cells. Compounds from 

both series were then tested in orthogonal assays that confirmed binding and inhibition of 

SLC16A3. Further development of the screening hits yielded slCeMM1, an inhibitor of 

SLC16A3 displaying excellent potency and selectivity. In order to explain the selectivity and 

binding mode of slCeMM1, we build a homology model of SLC16A3 and generated several 

SLC16A3 mutants that resulted in reduced effect of the inhibitor. Finally, by employing a 

photoaffinity probe and chemical proteomics we demonstrated selectivity of slCeMM1 on 

proteome level. 

The author of this thesis conceptualized this work together with his supervisor and performed 

most of the experiments. The homology model of SLC16A3 was generated by Claire Colas, 

chemical screening was performed by Anna Koren and Tatjana Tomek and the 

chemoinformatic analysis of the results was performed by the author and Andrea Casiraghi. 

The chemoproteomics experiment was performed by the author with assistance from Fabian 

Offensperger, Andrea Rukavina, Gary Tin, Elisa Hahn and Sarah Dobner and the analysis was 

done by Andrea Rukavina and Fabian Frommelt. Andras Boeszoermenyi provided feedback, 

discussions and contributed to design of several experiments. Viktoriia Bernada helped with 

tissue culture. Stefan Kubicek, Gerhard F. Ecker, Georg E. Winter and J. Thomas Hannich 

provided supervision for members of their groups that contributed to this project. Throughout 

the project, the data were discussed with all co-authors. 
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 Discussion 

ssay appli

Despite the relatively understudied status, the SLC superfamily is clearly getting more and 

more attention in recent years, particularly in the drug discovery. As I argued in the review in 

the section 1.1.2, we believe that it is mainly due to structural features of SLCs that favor 

interactions with small molecules. Nonetheless, the development of chemical modulators 

targeting SLCs remains challenging, mainly due to the lack of assays and other tools, which is 

connected to the overall poor understanding of the SLC superfamily. 

The impact of lack of assays on the SLC-focused drug discovery can be illustrated in several 

ways. For instance, most of the new compounds targeting SLCs that were introduced in recent 

years are inhibitors of SLCs that were already targeted (Casiraghi et al, 2021). Moreover, many 

of these SLCs are also the ones that are best studied. For instance, in the last few years we 

witnessed the introduction of several new inhibitors targeting SLC2A1 (GLUT1), a glucose 

transporter that is among the most extensively studied SLCs (Casiraghi et al, 2021; César-

Razquin et al, 2015), and is targeted by many existing inhibitors, including a chemical probe 

(Siebeneicher et al, 2016). At the same time, as argued by Aled Edwards and colleagues, 

there is a trend suggesting that proteins for which we have available tools (chemical 

modulators in particular) tend to be studied more, creating perpetuation of bias (Edwards et al, 

2011). This trend is certainly visible among SLCs (Schlessinger et al, 2023). The lack of tool 

compounds can be detrimental for an assay development, since for most of the assays it is 

crucial to have control-compounds. One such example was already mentioned in the section 

1.5.2: The discovery of AZD0095 was possible due to an inhibitor developed previously that 

was used in development of HTS assay (Goldberg et al, 2022).  

How to start developing compounds targeting SLCs for which we do not have an assay, or a 

tool compound? One possible approach could be using approaches based on chemical 

proteomics. Approaches like this typically rely on covalent interactions between the targeted 

protein and chemical compounds (briefly discussed in the review in the section 1.3). There are 

several different solutions for these assays in terms of chemistry, ranging from compound 

libraries based on electrophilic warheads (reviewed, for example, in (Keeley et al, 2020; Boike 

et al, 2022)), to functionalization of fragments with diazirine groups (Parker et al, 2017; Wang 

et al, 2019b). These approaches can be very powerful but have limitations. For instance, they 

are inherently “chemistry-first” and “target-second”, which can be a disadvantage for the 

“target-first” applications. On the other hand, as I discuss in the review in the section 1.1.2, the 

chemical structure of the transporter substrate can be a reasonable starting point for the 

development of inhibitors. However, this is possible only for transporters with prior knowledge 
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of the substrate. Of note, some of the existing datasets that were generated with these 

methods can be mined in order to generate starting points for the development of chemical 

modulators (Boatner et al, 2023). 

Another approach would be a setup based on phenotypic assays that are skewed towards the 

protein of interest. As we argue in the review in the section 1.3, the essential aspect of the 

target-centric phenotypic assay is to demonstrate that the measured phenotype is dependent 

on the function of the particular transporter. To this end, this thesis proposes to streamline the 

genetic complexity in a cell by focusing on GIs, and exploiting synthetic lethality (SL). SL is 

frequently observed among paralog genes, and thus the genetic screens comparing 

phenotypes of KO versus WT cells could be very powerful to uncover functional overlaps 

(Costanzo et al, 2016, 2021; Xin & Zhang, 2023). One of the potential drawbacks of this 

approach is that complex buffering interaction between more than two paralogs can be hard 

to identify and may require a combinatorial screen, rapidly increasing the complexity of the 

experiment (Dede et al, 2020). In many cases, potential GIs have been uncovered from some 

of the many resources that are available. This includes for example the DepMap and the 

Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) projects (Ghandi et al, 2019), or also published 

datasets (Girardi et al, 2020c; Horlbeck et al, 2018). As we have shown in our study, GIs are 

a starting point for the development of highly specific screening assays using the PARADISO 

approach. Since the specificity of the PARADISO approach relies on counter-screening, it may 

be necessary to compare the effect of the tested molecules in several cell lines, preferentially 

dependent on different paralog genes. According to some estimates, around 70% of the 

protein-coding genes in the human genome have one of more paralogs (Ibn-Salem et al, 2017), 

indicating that the full potential of the PARADISO approach could be used widely, not only for 

SLCs, but also for other gene families. Of note, not all paralogs are capable of functional 

compensation due to possible functional divergence (Xin & Zhang, 2023). Consequently, if 

possible, all cell lines used in the PARADISO cascade should be first validated. How about 

proteins without paralogs? One way around this would be to use homologs from other species. 

This strategy is sometimes used in transporter research, and was for example instrumental in 

the identification of human mitochondrial NAD+ transporter (Luongo et al, 2020; Girardi et al, 

2020a). Finally, the PARADISO approach should be suitable in cases of GIs/SLs that are not 

exclusive between paralog genes, but also between a specific paralog and other factor, or 

even in the cases where the GI/SL is dependent on the environment. These cases, however, 

require very good understanding of the basis of the GI/SL in order to set up meaningful controls 

for the counter-screening. 
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Applying the PARADISO assay to SLC16A3

To showcase our assay system, we chose to target the lactate transporter SLC16A3. The 

reasons are four-fold. First of all, the data previously obtained in the Superti-Furga laboratory 

(Girardi et al, 2020c; Pemovska et al, 2021), as well as other groups (Marchiq et al, 2015; 

Curtis et al, 2017; Benjamin et al, 2018; Quanz et al, 2018) provided a strong evidence for the 

existence of SL between the human SLC16A1 and SLC16A3 genes. Second, at the beginning 

of this project, there were no selective inhibitors for SLC16A3. Yet SLC16A3 was emerging as 

a very promising therapeutic target, providing for a third reason. The fourth and the last reason 

was practicality. There were several high-quality molecules targeting SLC16A1 available 

(AZD3965 and BAY-8002), and there was also a tool compound, syrosingopine, targeting 

SLC16A3. We reasoned that since the SL between SLC16A1 and SLC16A3 is reciprocal, we 

could take advantage of the SLC16A1 targeting compounds, and start setting up the screening 

system targeting SLC16A1, using these compounds for validation, and then flip this assay to 

target SLC16A3. Moreover, the promiscuity of SLC16A1 inhibitors towards SLC16A7 also 

helped us in validating the de novo dependencies on SLC16A7 and SLC16A8. Subsequently, 

despite its suboptimal selectivity, using syrosingopine as a tool compound we could test the 

reciprocity of the system, increasing the confidence in the approach. Before proceeding with 

the HTS, we benchmarked the assay using smaller drug libraries, such as CLIMET,  a library 

consisting of metabolism targeted drugs, including AZD3965 (Pemovska et al, 2021). We were 

able to confirm the suitable assay window for the HTS (measured as Z’ factor (Zhang et al, 

1999)), and by confirming that the only drug in the CLIMET library selectively killing the 

SLC16A3 KO cells among the PARADISO cell line panel was AZD3965, confirmed the validity 

of the strategy (data not shown). 

From the HTS we found two scaffolds showing excellent selectivity to SLC16A3. Importantly, 

we were able to validate both scaffolds with a binding assay (cell-based thermal shift) as well 

as a functional assay (lactate accumulation), providing high confidence that both scaffolds are 

indeed SLC16A3 inhibitors. Next, we tested several analogues from both series. Mainly due 

to easier access to analogues of the triazolopyrimidine series, we favored this series. We were 

able to establish basic structure-activity relationship (SAR) rules, and subsequently generate 

slCeMM1, our lead compound. Next, we derived a photo-affinity probe, and by 

chemoproteomics showed in two independent cell lines that slCeMM1 is selective proteome-

wide. 

Next, we wanted to describe the molecular basis of slCeMM1 selectivity. Since there are no 

experimentally solved 3D structures of SLC16A3, we turned to homology modelling. As 

templates for the modelling we initially used: (i) crystal structure of the prokaryotic homologue 
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from Syntrophobacter fumaroxidans (sfMCT), solved in outward-open conformations in 

complex with lactate or thiosalycate (sfMCT ligand, produced during the crystallization) 

(Bosshart et al, 2019), (ii) cryoEM structure of human SLC16A7, solved in the inward-open 

apo-state and (iii) cryoEM structures of human SLC16A1 solved in complexes with lactate 

(outward-open), AZD3965 (outward-open), BAY-8002 (outward-open), 7ACC2 (inward-open) 

and the apo-state (inward-open) (Wang et al, 2021b). Importantly, to rank individual models, 

we used our SAR data. Initially, we built models in inward- as well as outward-open 

conformations and used both for docking of slCeMM1 and its analogues. The docking results 

favored the binding of slCeMM1 to the outward-open conformation. By mutating SLC16A3 

residues selected based on the docking results and testing the binding of slCeMM1 using two 

types of assays, we were able to validate the results of the docking.  

We also tried an alternative approach involving a gain-of-function experiment. Through 

exchanging the residues that were predicted to mediate the selectivity and binding of slCeMM1 

between SLC16A3 and SLC16A1, we wanted to create a mutant of SLC16A1 with the capacity 

to bind slCeMM1. To this end we mutated seven residues in total, and despite the individual 

mutations had no, or only a mild, effect on the transport function, the mutant harboring all seven 

mutations showed loss of transport activity (data not shown). Similarly, by swapping multiple 

residues from SLC16A1 onto SLC16A3, we tried to generate a variant of SLC16A3 with 

complete resistance to slCeMM1. However also in this case we obtained transporters with 

altered transport function. Despite this, the effects of OE of single amino acid mutants of 

SLC16A3 showed sufficient difference in rescue of slCeMM1 effect, validating the homology 

model and docking results. The homology model can now serve as a template for further 

structure-based optimization of slCeMM1 and other compounds targeting SLC16A3.  

One of the classic ways to show the on-target effect is to demonstrate that the effect of 

perturbation is rescued by introducing mutations in the target protein (Kaelin, 2017; Bunnage 

et al, 2015). Hence, by the identification of point mutations in SLC16A3 that result in decreased 

effect of slCeMM1, we were able to provide an additional line of evidence for the SLC16A3 

engagement. To this end, we tested also a complementary approach based on the occurrence 

of spontaneous resistance in sensitive cells that are deficient in the DNA mismatch repair 

pathway, resulting in higher accumulation of missense mutations. This approach was used 

successfully for example in (Mayor-Ruiz et al, 2020). To do this, we knocked out MSH6 in 

HAP1 SLC16A1-/- cells and exposed these cells to various concentrations of the SLC16A3 

inhibitors for several weeks. We were able to isolate several independent cell lines resistant to 

the SLC16A3 inhibitors (all cell lines were cross-resistant to inhibitors from both series that we 

identified in the HTS, including slCeMM1). Next, we performed a deep sequencing targeted to 

SLC16A1 and SLC16A3, but we did not find any missense mutations that were significantly 
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enriched in the resistant cell lines compared to the parental cells (data not shown). Our results 

obtained from validations of the homology model showed that single mutations in SLC16A3

result only in a mild rescue of the slCeMM1 binding, suggesting that even through a 

spontaneous resistance possibly several independent mutations would be needed to rescue 

the effect of SLC16A3 inhibitors sufficiently. On the other hand, as already mentioned, the 

resistance to SLC16A3 perturbation, as well as SLC16A1 perturbation, could be mediated by 

metabolic adaptations, such as an increase in OXPHOS, and decrease in glycolysis (will be 

discusses further below). The lack of enrichment in missense mutations in this experiment 

could be explained by the more straight-forward development of resistance mediated by 

metabolic adaptations, or even by upregulation of other SLC16A3 paralogs, such as SLC16A8,

rather than accumulation of mutations in SLC16A3. We were not able to follow-up further on 

this experiment due to time constraints, however future profiling of cell lines generated in this 

experiment can bring additional insights into resistance mechanisms to SLC16A3 inhibition in 

cancer cells. 

SLC16A3 chemical probes & their applications 

Our results show that slCeMM1 fulfils criteria for chemical probes, as stated by SGC. These 

are: (1) in vitro potency < 100 nM (IC50 or Kd); (2) > 30-fold selectivity over proteins in the same 

family; (3) cellular on-target activity < 1 µM; (4) extensive off-target profiling outside the target 

family; (5) structurally related negative control; (6) no pan-assay interference (commonly 

known as PAINs (Baell & Walters, 2014)) element. slCeMM1 fulfils all criteria, and hence 

should be considered the first SLC16A3 chemical probe. In addition, slCeMM1 has an 

advantage over other SLC16A3 inhibitors, because we were able to show the selectivity over 

all four paralogs, not only SLC16A1, as was the case in other studies (Cluntun et al, 2021; 

Heinrich et al, 2021; Kawatkar et al, 2023; Goldberg et al, 2022). This can be particularly 

important in the SLC16 family, as exemplified by SLC16A1 inhibitors that frequently inhibit 

SLC16A7 as their off-target. Importantly, the lactate transporters from the SLC16 family can 

be divided into two sub-groups based on their amino acid sequence identity: one being 

SLC16A1 and SLC16A7 and second being SLC16A3 and SLC16A8 (Figure 2 and Table 2). 

Therefore, the selectivity of SLC16A3 inhibitors should be compared against SLC16A8 rather 

than SLC16A1. To the best of my knowledge, the only compound that currently fulfils this 

criterion is slCeMM1. This can be important not only from the perspective of chemical probes, 

but also for potential drug candidates, since SLC16A8 plays an important role in vision and its 

inhibition could lead to potential defects in the retina. Of note, results of phase I trial of 
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AZD3965 reported temporal changes in retina as relatively frequent side-effect, suggesting 

that retina may be particularly sensitive to changes in lactate levels (Halford et al, 2023).  

One potential temporal disadvantage of the slCeMM1 compared to other SLC16A3 inhibitors 

is the lack of PK characterization. Even though slCeMM1 showed very good stability in the 

liver microsomes, we have not yet been able to further characterize the metabolic stability and 

other PK properties in more detail. Of note, such PK experiments can be costly and time-

consuming and are typically not covered by the financial framework of academic research. 

AZD0095 (Goldberg et al, 2022) and MSC-4381 (Heinrich et al, 2021) showed overall good 

PK properties, and were used successfully in in vivo models. Reports on VB124 did not provide 

details about the PK properties of the compound, but also showed activity in a murine model 

(Cluntun et al, 2021). Another potential shortcoming of slCeMM1 might be the lower potency 

compared to the three compounds AZD0095, MSC-4381 or VB124. Potency, however, may 

be hard to compare, as the IC50 for the four compounds were each obtained in different assays 

and experimental setting. It is well known that IC50 values depend on assays and experimental 

conditions and hence the direct comparison between different experimental setups can be 

misleading.  

Nevertheless, we are convinced that slCeMM1 will be an important tool for exploring biological 

roles of SLC16A3 in different systems, particularly due to its selectivity and overall chemical 

probe characteristics. This is especially important for validating SLC16A3 as a therapeutic 

target (Hu et al, 2013). While chemical probes can be complementary to genetic approaches 

for the target validation, they also provide unique advantages. Their implementation can be 

easy and straightforward across many different models, they act rapidly comparted to genetic 

inactivation, and often in reversible fashion. Importantly, by using chemical probes, it is 

possible to distinguish between direct target inhibition and effects that would result from 

disruption of scaffolding functions upon gene knock-out (Arrowsmith et al, 2015). All these 

parameters are important, because they can provide clear knowledge on the tractability and 

translatability of their target, especially if multiple structurally unrelated probes are used 

(Garbaccio & Parmee, 2016).  

Despite their potential importance, only very few chemical probes targeting SLCs are currently 

available. The chemical probe catalogue of the SGC, a highly curated collection of chemical 

probes ((Müller et al, 2018); https://www.thesgc.org/chemical-probes), currently lists only three 

probes, targeting SLC2A1, SLC9A1 (NHE1) and SLC13A5 (NaCT), with MSC-4381 currently 

being evaluated as potential SLC16A3 chemical probe (Tredup et al, 2023). This is very poor, 

given the fact that there are more than 400 SLCs. Importantly, most of the inhibitors used in 

SLC-research are poor quality tool compounds, usually manifested by the lack of selectivity. 
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While careful use of these compounds, for example to test the assay window during assay 

development can be tolerated, their usage to answer biological questions in complex model 

systems, should be avoided. This issue is summarized in more detail in an excellent 

perspective by Blagg and Workman (Blagg & Workman, 2017). Of note, there are different 

criteria for chemical probes than for drugs. The main differences are that chemical probes need 

to be highly selective with a defined MoA, while drugs are not always selective and their MoA 

is frequently not understood, as exemplified by aspirin, metformin or acetomiphen. On the other 

hand, drugs need to be safe, effective and bioavailable (Arrowsmith et al, 2015).  

In which areas could slCeMM1 be utilized? As already indicated in the introduction, one of the 

big disease areas in which SLC16A3 was proposed as a therapeutic target is cancer. Within 

this context, slCeMM1 should be used to validate some of the studies that proposed SLC16A3 

as therapeutic target using genetics. These include several studies focused on SLC16A3 as 

target for potential monotherapy, for example in renal cancer (Gerlinger et al, 2012), or breast 

cancer (Baenke et al, 2015). Initially, the effect of slCeMM1 should be tested in a wide panel 

of cell lines, similarly to BAY-8002 (Quanz et al, 2018) or AZD3965 (Curtis et al, 2017). One 

potential obstacle in this could be that, at least in our hands, slCeMM1 seemed to inhibit 

proliferation, rather than causing a cytotoxic effect, which would be easier to screen. 

Nevertheless, the original studies which are reporting compounds targeting SLC16A1 showed 

a similar behavior (Murray et al, 2005), and yet they were successfully tested in hundreds of 

cell lines (Quanz et al, 2018; Curtis et al, 2017). An efficient way how to test slCeMM1, and 

potentially other SLC16A3 inhibitors, would be by screening it as a part of the PRISM platform, 

a part of the DepMap project. This platform provides a highly optimized HTS of drug sensitivity 

in hundreds of DNA barcoded cell lines in a multiplexed fashion (Yu et al, 2016). This approach 

allows for highly precise quantification of individual cells based on their barcodes, and therefore 

should be well suited for identification of cytostatic effects in high throughput. Moreover, the 

results can be directly correlated to results obtained from testing of thousands other 

compounds, as well as other datasets in CCLE and DepMap, providing additional potential to 

understand the underlying mechanisms of sensitivity to tested drugs (Corsello et al, 2020). A 

combination of this platform and the selectivity of slCeMM1 should be very powerful to get 

novel insights into role of SLC16A3 in the context of cancer. 

The SL relationship between SLC16A1 and SLC16A3 also received a lot of attention in cancer, 

and targeting both transporters was suggested as a potential avenue how to explore the 

Warburg effect associated with cancer metabolism therapeutically (Benjamin et al, 2018; 

Marchiq et al, 2015; Pemovska et al, 2021). Indeed, many studies showed that one of the 

mechanisms of resistance which inhibits lactate export in the tumours expressing only one 

paralog, is the upregulation of other paralogs (as already discussed elsewhere in this thesis). 
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Beyond this there were several other mechanisms of resistance reported, mostly due to 

metabolic adaptations. For example, Doherty and colleagues showed that one of the possible 

mechanisms of resistance for inhibition of lactate export is a shift from high glycolytic fluxes 

toward OXPHOS (Doherty et al, 2014). Similar findings were reported also by Baenke and 

colleagues, showing that silencing of SLC16A3 leads to increased OXPHOS and glutamine 

consumption and corresponding enhanced sensitivity to glutaminase inhibition and metformin 

(Baenke et al, 2015). These findings are further supported by multiple studies showing the 

synergistic effects between drugs like metformin and inhibition of the lactate export (Benjamin 

et al, 2016, 2018; Marchiq et al, 2015). Similar studies could potentially be important for 

defining biomarkers of slCeMM1 action, but also to show that testing synergies between 

inhibition of lactate export and other metabolism targeting drugs could be a valid therapeutic 

strategy exploiting cancer metabolism. 

Another big area in which slCeMM1 could be used in the context of cancer, is to investigate 

the role of SLC16A3 in the TME and in metabolic symbiosis. Also here, the most 

straightforward option would be to use slCeMM1 to validate findings based on knock-out or  

knock-down of SLC16A3. This includes for example the role of metabolic symbiosis in 

resistance to therapies targeted at angiogenesis (Allen et al, 2016; Jiménez-Valerio et al, 2016; 

Pisarsky et al, 2016). Indeed, these studies suggested SLC16A3 as a potential target to 

overcome the resistance and re-sensitize the tumors to angiogenesis inhibitors. Goldberg and 

colleagues showed that AZD0095 has a synergistic effect with angiogenesis-targeted therapy 

in xenograft models, validating the notion with SLC16A3 inhibitor (Goldberg et al, 2022). 

However, the cell line used in this study expressed only very low levels of SLC16A1, and hence 

it remains to be seen if SLC16A3 is a good therapeutical target also in other models, such as 

those used in the original studies. Other resistance mechanisms implicating the metabolic 

symbiosis in the TME involved tyrosine kinase inhibitors (Apicella et al, 2018). In this case, the 

lactate, secreted by cancer cells through SLC16A3, prompted CAFs to secrete growth factors 

that mediated the resistance. The disruption of the metabolic symbiosis by silencing of 

SLC16A3 specifically in the tumor cells, or by administration of AZD3965, resulted in the re-

sensitization of the tumours to the treatment. Using slCeMM1 in this context could validate the 

SLC16A3 as a therapeutic target in this context. Moreover, these studies indicate that use of 

SLC16A1 and SLC16A3 inhibitors more broadly in models of drug resistant cancer could 

uncover additional examples of resistance mediated by metabolic symbiosis. 

Numerous studies demonstrated that accumulation of lactate in the TME negatively affects the 

immune response directed at cancer cells (reviewed in (Wang et al, 2021c)). Several studies 

suggested that inhibition of lactate transporters can decrease the concentration of lactate in 

the TME, enhancing the immune response, and acting synergistically with immunotherapy 
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(Renner et al, 2019; Qian et al, 2023; Kumagai et al, 2022). Moreover, since SLC16A1 

inhibitors were shown to cause immunosuppression (Murray et al, 2005) targeting metabolic 

symbiosis by inhibiting the SLC16A3 may be superior in this context. Testing the synergy 

between slCeMM1 and immunotherapy in different models could provide insight into the role 

of SLC16A3 in the modulation of immunotherapy response, and potentially pave the way for 

introducing the immunotherapy into more cancer types. 

Despite most research focusing on SLC16A3 has been performed in the context of cancer, 

there are several reports rationalizing the SLC16A3 targeting in other disease areas. This 

include already for example already mentioned inflammatory diseases or heart diseases (Fujii 

et al, 2015; Cluntun et al, 2021). In this context slCeMM1 should be used for validating 

SLC16A3 as a therapeutic target. Importantly, slCeMM1 could be tested in additional models 

to find new roles for SLC16A3 in other diseases. Especially in inflammatory diseases inhibition 

of SLC16A3 could be an interesting therapeutic avenue, mainly due to high local lactate 

concentrations and its impact on the immune cells (Certo et al, 2021).  

Thus, there we expect the compound identified and characterized in this thesis, slCeMM1, to 

be useful in establishing the potential role of its target in a variety of pathophysiological settings 

and hence, derive the attractivity of developing other highly selective SLC16A3 inhibitors. 
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Conclusions & future prospects 

In summary, this thesis provides an overview of SLC-oriented drug discovery with focus on 

their druggability and available assay technologies and offers a novel approach for targeting 

SLCs and a new chemical modulator targeting SLC16A3. Importantly, the PARADISO assay 

was able to generate compounds with properties of chemical probe, demonstrating its 

potential. Moreover, one of the strengths of the PARADISO approach is its potential 

universality and applicability to poorly characterized targets or targets that are impossible to 

configures in biochemical assays. One of the follow-up projects resulting from this thesis is 

aiming at using the PARADISO approach to target mitochondrial iron transporters SLC25A28 

and SLC25A37, also known as mitoferrins. These transporters are emerging as therapeutical 

targets in metastatic cancers (Cuadros et al, 2022), but are currently considered highly 

challenging therapeutical targets due to limited availability of assays, and virtually no tool 

compounds that can be used for assay development. At the same time, both transporters show 

SL interactions which is ideal for the PARADISO assay (Girardi et al, 2020c). The application 

of the PARASIDO assay in cases like this will verify the potential of this approach. 

The chemical probe generated in this assay provides a valuable tool to explore the biological 

roles of SLC16A3 and can be utilized to validate the potential of this transporter as a 

therapeutic target. Moreover, the compounds identified in this thesis could be a first step for 

the development of SLC16A3 targeted drugs, with potential usage in cancer, inflammation, or 

heart diseases. 
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